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Zusammenfassung

Die Messung der partiellen Zerfallsbreite des Z-Bosons in unsichtbare Teilchen stellt

einen präzisen Test der elektroschwachen Struktur des Standardmodells der Teilchen-

physik dar. In dieser Arbeit wird eine Messung dieser Größe mit dem ATLAS Detek-

tor am Large Hadron Collider unter der Verwendung von Proton-Proton Kollisions-

daten vorgestellt, die bei einer Schwerpunktsenergie von 13TeV produziert wurden

und einer integrierten Luminosität von 37 fb−1 entsprechen. Es werden Ereignisse mit

fehlendem Transversalimpuls, die mit mindestens einem hochenergetischen Jet assozi-

iert sind, selektiert. Verhältnisse der so erhaltenen unsichtbaren Z-Boson Zerfälle zu

Zerfällen des Z-Bosons in Paare entgegengesetzt geladener Elektronen oder Myonen wer-

den konstruiert. Diese Verhältnisse werden bezüglich Detektoreffekten korrigiert und zu

einem Verhältnis der Verzweigungsverhältnisse R̂miss kombiniert. Diese Relation ergibt

zusammen mit der leptonischen Zerfallsbreite des Z-Bosons, welche am Large Electron-

Positron Collider gemessen wurden, ΓZ(inv). Die gemessene unsichtbare Zerfallsbreite

ist 506 ± 2 (stat.) ± 12 (syst.)MeV und zeigt damit sehr gute Übereinstimmung mit

der Vorhersage des Standardmodells und mit vorherigen Messungen. Dieses Ergebnis

ist zum jetzigen Zeitpunkt die präziseste Einzelmessung, die auf dem Endzustand mit

fehlendem Transversalimpuls basiert.

Abstract

The measurement of the partial decay width of the Z boson into invisible particles rep-

resents a precision test of the electroweak structure of the Standard Model of particle

physics. In this thesis, a measurement of the invisible Z boson width with the ATLAS

detector at the Large Hadron Collider is presented using an integrated luminosity of

37 fb−1 of proton-proton collision data collected at a centre-of-mass energy of 13TeV.

Collision events with missing transverse momentum associated with at least one highly

energetic jet are selected. Ratios of the obtained invisible Z boson decays to Z boson

decays into pairs of oppositely charged electrons or muons, respectively, are constructed.

These ratios are corrected for detector effects and combined into a ratio of branching

fractions R̂miss. This ratio is then used in combination with the leptonic Z boson width,

determined at the Large Electron-Positron Collider, to derive the invisible width of the

Z boson. It is measured to be 506±2 (stat.)±12 (syst.)MeV, which is in excellent agree-

ment with the Standard Model prediction and with previous measurements. This result

is the single most precise measurement of ΓZ(inv) to date based on missing transverse

momentum in the final state.
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1 Introduction

The field of particle physics strives for a complete theory describing the intrinsic na-

ture of the Universe via elementary particles and the fundamental forces determining

their interplay. The Standard Model of particle physics (SM) is extremely successful in

describing these fundamental particles and their interactions. It has been consistently

tested at different energy scales by various experiments. Nevertheless, the SM has several

limitations, among others: it lacks a description of the generation of neutrino masses [1],

it includes no viable Dark Matter candidate although it is known that Dark Matter

contributes 26.8% to the total energy density [2, 3], and it does not provide an expla-

nation of the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe. This motivates

the extensive search program for physics beyond the SM which reaches from the high

energy frontier searching directly for Dark Matter candidates to precision measurements

deviating from the SM. The electroweak theory describing the interactions mediated by

the photon and the Z and W gauge bosons is highly predictive, which allows stringent

tests of the consistency of the SM.

One key electroweak observable is the decay width of the Z boson into a neutrino-

antineutrino pair. These are minimal interacting particles and therefore invisible to the

detector. The corresponding invisible partial decay width ΓZ(inv) is given by the total

Z boson width times the branching fraction into invisible particles. In the SM, these

are three generations of neutrinos. A deviation from the predicted ΓZ(inv) could hint

towards a new physics contribution.

After the discovery of the Z boson at the Super Proton Synchrotron proton-antiproton

collider at CERN by the UA1 and UA2 experiments [4, 5], the properties of the Z boson

were extensively studied at the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider [6]. This included

two independent measurement strategies to determine ΓZ(inv) which both unveiled the

existence of exactly three generations of light neutrinos. In the first approach, the visible

partial decay widths were subtracted from the total Z boson width [6–10], whereas the

second approach considered a final state with missing transverse momentum, Emiss
T , and

a photon which is radiated from the initial state [6, 11–13]. Recently, a measurement

using a Emiss
T +jet final state was performed with the CMS experiment at the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC) [14]. Measuring the invisible Z boson width at the LHC permits
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1 Introduction

testing the validity of the SM at a different energy scale and in another production

environment compared to the LEP measurements. These measurements are a valuable

tool to search indirectly for physics beyond the SM, even if they do not exceed the

precision of the first LEP approach, as manifestations of new physics could be revealed

through differences between these measurements [15].

In the measurement presented in this thesis, the ΓZ(inv) is derived from ratios of invisi-

ble Z boson decays in association with at least one high energetic jet Z(→ invisible)+jets

to Z(→ ℓℓ) + jets where ℓℓ are either electrons or muons. These ratios are called Rmiss

in the remainder of this thesis. Decays into pairs of taus are not considered due to their

short lifetime and the corresponding sizeable reconstruction and modelling uncertain-

ties [16–18]. The presented ΓZ(inv) measurement uses 37 fb−1 collected by the ATLAS

detector at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s =13TeV in 2015-2016 with a lower number

of simultaneous interactions compared to the full Run 2 data set [19], which improves

the precision of the measurement. The hadronic recoil system is used to reconstruct the

otherwise invisible decays of the Z boson into neutrinos pairs. The ratio measurements

are performed as a function of pT,Z as it is approximately equal to the pT of the hadronic

recoil system. This recoil system is very similar for the different decay channels of the

Z boson. Corrections to the measured Rmiss are necessary such that the numerator and

the denominators are within a common kinematic phase space which allows the com-

bination of the electron and muon channels, thereby improving the overall precision of

the measurement. The invisible width is then obtained by deriving the best estimator

R̂miss of the measured ratios combined with the leptonic width ΓZ(ℓℓ) measured at LEP

under the assumption of lepton universality.

The benefit of ratio measurements is the cancellation of systematic uncertainties. In

the presented analysis, these are on the experimental side mainly the systematic uncer-

tainties related to the hadronic recoil system. In addition, the theoretical uncertainties

are reduced as they are treated as fully correlated between the numerator and the denom-

inator. These ratio measurements are also an established approach in the determination

of branching fractions often used in flavour physics [20].

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: The key aspects of the Standard

Model relevant for the presented ΓZ(inv) measurement are summarised together with

previous measurements of this parameter in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the LHC and the

ATLAS experiment are introduced. Chapter 4 discusses the collision event simulation

using Monte Carlo generators, and the reconstruction of the physic objects measured by

the detector is presented in Chapter 5. The data set, the collision event selection and

2



the definition of the signal regions follow in Chapter 6. The background contributions

to these signal regions are derived in Chapter 7, which is followed by a discussion of the

systematic uncertainties in Chapter 8. The detector level results are shown in Chapter 9

and Chapter 10 focuses on the detector correction to a common particle level phase

space. The particle level Rmiss ratios and the extraction of ΓZ(inv) are described in

Chapter 11. Chapter 12 summarises the ΓZ(inv) measurement.

Author’s Contribution

The presented measurement is performed within the ATLAS collaboration which de-

signed, constructed and ensures a successful operation of the ATLAS detector enabling

the collection of collision data. Software frameworks for the calibration and the recon-

struction of the particles and event quantities are provided by the collaboration to ensure

the presence of standardised objects in the analyses. The ΓZ(inv) measurement relies

on these frameworks and additional helpful software tools.

The author contributed to the successful data-taking in 2018 by supporting the Level-

1 calorimeter trigger operation on-site at CERN and by optimising the calibration of

this trigger, particularly focusing on the forward calorimeter. Parts of this work are

documented in [21].

The work performed by the author required extensive data processing which to a sub-

stantial fraction was conducted on the ATLAS Heidelberg High Throughput computing

cluster. The author was part of the administrator team and was responsible for the

maintenance and operation of the cluster.

Prior to the ΓZ(inv) measurement, the author provided several contributions to the

detector-corrected cross section measurement of boson + jet processes which are inter-

preted in terms of physics beyond the Standard Model. These include among others:

optimisations of the chosen bin widths, sensitivity studies of the baseline lepton isolation,

impact studies of switched-off tile modules in 2018 on the missing transverse momentum

in the affected areas, enhancements of the interpretation framework, dark matter sensi-

tivity studies, implementation of a Rivet routine for the photon + jet channel, extensive

studies of the particle level photon isolation to resemble the performance of the isolation

on the detector level, and validation of the analysis framework.

The current state of this analysis is summarised in [22, 23]. For the sake of clarity of

the presented analysis, the remainder of this thesis solely concentrates on the ΓZ(inv)

measurement. Nevertheless, several frameworks, tools, and methods used and developed
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1 Introduction

in the detector-corrected cross section measurement are adapted and expanded to the

needs of the presented work.

The ΓZ(inv) measurement described in this thesis is performed almost solely by the

author. Exceptions are the original analysis design idea, the phase space definitions

which were adjusted to this analysis from a previous detector corrected dark matter

search [24] by collaborators and only re-optimised by the author to reject fake background

sources, a particle level study that Rmiss is constant as a function of pT,Z [25], the

derivation of the theory correction for virtual photon contributions, and the production

of the uncertainty simulation samples. Background estimation techniques used in [22]

which are re-implemented and re-optimised for the ΓZ(inv) phase spaces include the

QCD multijet smearing, non-collision estimation, and the matrix method for the fake

lepton background. The consideration of an additional source of Emiss
T in the QCD

multijet background estimation and the expansion of the matrix method to muons and

two charged lepton final states are two examples emphasising the necessity of adjustments

of those methods due to different phase spaces.

Both analyses are expected to be published soon and are at advanced stages in the

internal ATLAS review process. The ΓZ(inv) measurement is published as a conference

note [26] and the publication of the corresponding paper is foreseen within the next

weeks.
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2 Theoretical Foundation

The Standard Model of Particle Physics is the backbone of the presented ΓZ(inv) mea-

surement. A brief summary of this quantum field theory focusing on the relevant aspects

to this analysis is presented in Section 2.1. The measurement presented in this thesis is

set into a broader perspective by providing a summary of previous direct and indirect

measurements of the invisible width of the Z boson in Section 2.2.

2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

The behaviour of free particles and their interactions among each other are described by

the Standard Model of particle physics (SM). Glashow, Salam and Weinberg [27–29] laid

the foundation of the mathematical description of the SM by developing the electroweak

theory which combined with the theory of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) obeys the

local gauge symmetry SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y .

Figure 2.1 provides an overview of the particle content of the SM including their

respective quantum numbers as well as measured masses. The carriers of the three fun-

damental forces described within the SM are spin-1 gauge bosons. The strong interaction

is transmitted by eight massless gluons which carry a so-called colour charge. The pres-

ence of colour and anti-colour in every gluon enables self-couplings which limits the range

of this interaction. The electromagnetic force is mediated by massless photons between

charged particles and has an infinite range. The weak interaction introduces charged

current interactions where a W+ or W− boson is exchanged as well as a neutral current

interaction mediated by the Z boson. The force carriers of the weak interaction obtain

masses via spontaneous symmetry breaking which will be discussed in Section 2.1.1.

Weak interactions are suppressed below the heavy gauge boson masses.

Down to the present day no incorporation of a quantised version of gravity, the fourth

known fundamental force, into the SM has been found. The SM nevertheless provides a

successful description of the observed experimental particle physics data as the attractive

gravitational interaction acting on all particles is extremely feeble even compared to the

weak force.

The particle content of the fermionic sector of the SM contains 12 spin 1
2 particles
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2 Theoretical Foundation
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the particle content of the Standard Model including the particle mass
[1], spin (orange), electrical charge (green) and colour charge (red). Adopted from [30].

which can be categorised into quarks and leptons depending on being affected by the

strong force or not. These fermions can be grouped into three generations with identical

properties besides an increasing mass and a different flavour state. All fermions undergo

weak interactions and have a corresponding anti-particle with the same mass and spin

but otherwise opposite quantum numbers.

Each generation of leptons consists of a charged particle, the electron, muon or tau and

a corresponding electrical neutral neutrino. The charged leptons carry one negative unit

of electrical charge, the charge of the electron e, whereas their respective anti-particles

carry an opposite charge.

The quark generations are constructed from an up-type and a down-type quark which

have different fractional elementary electrical charges of 2
3 and −1

3 . The six different

flavour states are the up, charm, top as well as the down, strange and bottom. All

quarks carry one of three different colour charges (red, blue, green) and due to the

confinement of QCD form bound states, so-called hadrons. A hadron constructed from
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2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

a quark and an anti-quark is called a meson whereas bound states of three quarks with

three different colours are referred to as baryons.

The Higgs boson is the only scalar particle (spin-0) in the SM and was detected by the

ATLAS and CMS experiments in 2012 [31, 32]. The Higgs mechanism [33–35] provides

masses to the fermions and the weak gauge bosons. Higgs self-couplings are expected as

the Higgs itself is massive.

Despite its tremendous success in describing and even predicting the behaviour of

particles and their interactions at the tested energy scales it also has various shortcomings

which indicate that the SM in its current form is incomplete. In the SM neutrinos remain

massless even after the spontaneous symmetry breaking which is in clear contrast to

observed neutrino oscillations [1]. Hence the SM lacks a mechanism to generate neutrino

masses for which until the present day only upper mass limits could be set. A further

shortcoming of the SM is that despite the overwhelming cosmological evidence for the

existence of dark matter [3] there is no suitable dark matter candidate in the SM which

is one of the biggest puzzles in particle physics which still needs to be resolved. The

combined violation of charge and parity (CP) in the quark sector in the SM is not

sufficient to provide an explanation for the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in

the Universe. CP violation is still unobserved in the lepton sector, but it is likely that

an additional source beyond this potential SM contribution is required.

Alongside these experimental evident problems, there are also theoretically motivated

deficits. As aforementioned, the SM does not include a description of gravity which is

instead modelled by general relativity. The several order of magnitude difference between

the different lepton and quark masses which are inserted as external parameters into the

SM call for an underlying flavour theory motivating the mass hierarchies for the three

generations. The absence of CP violation in the strong sector motivates searches for

additional pseudoscalars, for example, the axion, whereas the hierarchy problem of the

Higgs is still the main driving force behind supersymmetric extensions of the SM.

As the decay characteristics of the Z boson are solely determined by the electroweak

part of the SM an emphasis will be placed on the corresponding theory in Section 2.1.1

following [1, 36–38]. Nevertheless, producing the Z boson at a hadron collider makes it

impossible to omit an adequate discussion of the strong interaction which is presented

in Section 2.1.2 based on [36, 39].
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2 Theoretical Foundation

2.1.1 The Electroweak Theory

The simplest group which combines the weak and the electromagnetic interaction is

SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y . The weak interaction transforms left- and right-handed fermions dif-

ferently. Left-handed fermions are grouped into doublets ψi =
(

ui

d
′
i

)
L
and

(
νi
li

)
L
where

the index i runs over the generations and d
′
=
∑

j Vijdj are the weak eigenstates obtained

from the mass eigenstates via the rotation matrix Vij known as the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-

Maskawa matrix [40, 41]. The right-handed states are singlets under SU(2)L. The

generators of the SU(2)L symmetry are the three gauge bosons W i
µ with i ∈ [1, 2, 3].

The fourth generator of the electroweak sector stems from the U(1)Y gauge group and

is denoted Bµ. It carries the hypercharge Y which is defined as Y = Q − T3, where Q

is the electrical charge and T3 is the third component of the weak isospin which is +1/2

for the upper component of the doublets, −1/2 for the lower component and 0 for the

singlets. The electroweak Lagrangian can be written as

LEW =
∑
ψ

iψ̄γµDµψ − 1

4
W i
µνW

µν
i − 1

4
BµνB

µν , (2.1)

where the fermion sector is described by the Dirac matrices γµ and the covariant deriva-

tive Dµ = ∂µ+ i
g
2σiW

i
µ+ ig

′
Y Bµ acting on the fermion fields ψ. The second term which

includes the Pauli matrices σi only acts on left-handed fields. The coupling strength of

the weak interaction is denoted as g whereas the coupling strength of the electromag-

netic interaction is given by g
′
. The field strength tensors of the gauge sector are defined

as W i
µν = ∂µW

i
ν − ∂νW

i
µ − igϵijkW

j
µW k

ν with ϵijk being the anti-symmetric Levi-Civita

tensor and Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ. The respective gauge terms provide the kinetic terms

of these gauge fields as well as their self-interactions in the case of the non-Abelian W i

bosons.

The symmetries of the SM do not allow any explicit mass terms for both the fermions

and the gauge bosons which is in clear contrast with the observations in nature. An

additional field charged under the SU(2)L hence becomes necessary, a complex scalar

Higgs doublet ϕ =

(
ϕ+

ϕ0

)
. The corresponding Lagrangian is given by

LHiggs = |Dµϕ|2 − µ2ϕ†ϕ− λ
(
ϕ†ϕ

)2
, (2.2)

with the same covariant derivative as above. The last two terms define the Higgs po-

8



2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

tential. The interactions between the fermions and the Higgs boson are described by

the Yukawa Lagrangian which ultimately also generates the masses of the fermions after

electroweak symmetry breaking:

LYukawa =
∑
f

Yf

(
ψ̄LϕψR + ψ̄Lϕ̃ψR + h.c.

)
, (2.3)

with the Yukawa coupling Yf which in its most general form is a 3 × 3 matrix and

the conjugated Higgs doublet field ϕ̃. The electroweak gauge symmetry is spontaneously

broken to a U(1)em of electromagnetism by the neutral component of the Higgs acquiring

a vacuum exception value, v =
√

−µ2
2λ ≈ 246 GeV, deviating from zero which requires

µ2 < 0 as the potential should be bounded from below demanding λ > 0. The breaking

of the symmetry results in the appearance of three massless Goldstone bosons alongside

the massive scalar Higgs boson. These can be associated with the physical W± and Z

bosons which absorb these additional degrees of freedom as longitudinal polarisations

and thereby become massive. The mass of the Z boson can easiest be derived from

the kinetic term of the Higgs Lagrangian in unitary gauge and is mZ = 1
2

√
g2 + g′2v.

The weak mixing angle is defined as θW = tan−1
(
g′

g

)
. The weak gauge bosons and the

photon field A can now be expressed as

Zµ = − sinθW Bµ+cosθW W 3
µ , Aµ = cosθW Bµ+sinθW W 3

µ , W±
µ =

W 1
µ ∓ iW 2

µ√
2

. (2.4)

At tree-level the neutral current interaction between the fermions and the Z boson

can be expressed as

LZ = − g

2 cos θW

∑
f

ψ̄fγ
µ
(
cfV − cfAγ

5
)
ψfZµ, (2.5)

with the vector current coupling cfV = T f3 − 2Qf sin2 θW and the axial vector current

coupling cfA = T f3 . The partial decay widths of the Z boson at tree-level neglecting the

fermion masses can then be calculated:

ΓZ(ff̄) = Nc

√
2GFm

3
Z

12π

(
cf

2

V + cf
2

A

)
, (2.6)

including a colour factor Nc which enhances the decay rate into quarks and the Fermi

constant GF = 1/
(√

2v2
)
. Leading order electroweak corrections can be partially incor-

porated in a running of the fine-structure constant and GF whereas QCD corrections in

9



2 Theoretical Foundation

case of decays into quarks can be expressed in terms of an effective number of colours.

The rest of the electroweak corrections can be absorbed by a redefinition of the vector and

axial vector couplings ĉfV =
√
ρfZ

(
T f3 − 2Qf sin2 θW,eff

)
with sin2 θW,eff = κf

2

Z sin2 θW

and ĉfA =
√
ρfZT

f
3 where κfZ and ρfZ depend on the centre-of-mass energy. QCD final

state radiation corrections are currently known up to four orders in the strong coupling

constant whereas QED final state radiation is calculated in up to two orders [1].

The sum of all possible fermion decay channels yields ΓZ = 2.4941±0.0009 GeV which

is in perfect agreement with the measured total width of 2.4955± 0.0023 GeV [1]. This

already indicates a particular strength of the electroweak sector: it is highly predictive

and therefore can be tested in a multitude of observables which only depend on the four

key parameters: g, g
′
, v and the Higgs mass mh.

The parameter of interest in the presented analysis ΓZ(inv) is the decay width of

the Z boson into pairs of neutrinos and potential additional final states beyond the SM

which would also leave the detector undetected. ΓZ(inv) can be obtained via a ratio

measurement of Z decays into pairs of charged leptons compared to invisible decays

which in the SM are decays into pairs of neutrinos. Equation 2.6 provides a direct

handle on this quantity omitting small fermion mass corrections [36]

Rmiss
ll =

ΓZ(inv)

ΓZ(ll)
=

T ν2

3 Nν(
T l2
3 − 2Ql2 sin2 θW,eff

)2
+ T l2

3

=
2Nν(

1− 4 sin2 θW,eff

)2
+ 1

≈ 5.966 , (2.7)

for sin2 θW,eff = 0.23122. The universality of the neutral current couplings to the charged

leptons enables a direct combination of the electron and the muon Rmiss.

The leptonic decay pattern of the Z boson is solely defined by the electroweak theory.

However, the production of the Z boson in association with jets depends on the strong

interaction which is described next.

2.1.2 The Strong Interaction

The interaction between quarks and gluons can be described by the theory of quantum

chromodynamics. This quantum field theory obeys an invariance under local SU(3)c

colour transformations. The corresponding colour charge is assigned to the quarks and

is conserved within strong interactions. Ratio measurements of the hadronic to the muon

cross section in electron-positron collisions showed that there are exactly three different

quark colours. Eight differently charged gluons are the force carriers of the strong

interaction which is embedded in the dimensionality of the adjoined representation of

SU(3)c. These gauge fields of QCD are massless as a mass term is forbidden by local

10



2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

gauge symmetry. The Lagrangian of QCD can then be written as

LQCD = ψ̄iq (iγ
µ)Dµ,ijψ

j
q −mqψ̄

i
qψ

j
q −

1

4
GaµνG

a,µν . (2.8)

The quark fields ψ̄iq are summed over flavour, q, as well as colour, i, and mq represents

the quark mass. The quark mass term however is not invariant under the full SM gauge

group. The covariant derivative is given by Dµ,ij = δij∂µ − igst
a
ijG

a
µ with the strong

coupling constant gs, the generators of SU(3)c t
a
ij with the colour index a which are

proportional to the Gell-Mann matrices, and the gluon field Gaµ. The gluon field strength

tensor corresponds to Gaµν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νG

a
µ + gsf

abcGbµG
c
ν . The structure constants fabc

arise due to the non-Abelian characteristic of QCD and enable cubic and quartic gluon

self couplings.

A prominent feature of the strong interaction is that the strong coupling constant

gs =
√
4παs changes logarithmically with energy. This running of the coupling can be

expressed depending on a renormalisation scale µR as

µ2R
∂αs
∂µR

=
∂αs

∂ lnµ2R
= β (αs) with β = −αs

(
β0 + β1αs + β2α

2
s + ...

)
. (2.9)

The β-function at one loop leading order with three colour states is β0 =
33−2Nf

12π and

depends on the number of quark flavours Nf which for the up to six SM quarks returns

a positive β0. This enables a description of αs at a reference scale MZ

αs
(
µ2R
)
= αs

(
M2
Z

) 1

1 + β0αs
(
M2
Z

)
ln

µ2R
M2

Z
+O (α2

s)
, (2.10)

with αs
(
M2
Z

)
= 0.1179±0.0009 [1]. The negative sign of the β function arises due to the

gluon self-interaction terms and results in a decreasing coupling at high energies. The

slope of the coupling changes whenever the mass threshold of a quark species is passed.

At small distances corresponding to high energies, the quarks essentially become free

particles which is also known as asymptotic freedom. At low energies, in particular,

at the QCD scale ΛQCD ≈ 200MeV, the coupling becomes large and a perturbative

description of QCD breaks down. Hadronisation, the process of quarks forming bound

states, is the most important consequence leading to the fact that quarks cannot be

observed as free particles which is commonly referred to as confinement.

A summation over the outgoing colour states and an averaging over the incoming

11



2 Theoretical Foundation

colour states needs to be performed in cross section calculations including quarks as the

colour state of a quark cannot be measured due to confinement.

The strong interaction manifests itself in several places in the presented measurement:

among others in the parton distribution functions of the initial colliding protons, in the

higher order perturbation theory being responsible for the description of the radiation

of the leading jet, in the modelling of the lepton isolation or in the rate of jets being

mis-identified as leptons.

2.2 ΓZ(inv) Measurements

The number of light neutrino families is one of the fundamental results obtained at the

Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) and is directly related to the invisible width

of the Z boson. The invisible width of the Z boson was measured both directly and

indirectly at the experiments at LEP in 1990-1995. The direct measurement relied

on the initial state radiation of a photon and was performed at ALEPH [11], L3 [12]

and OPAL [13] and is discussed in greater detail in Section 2.2.2. In the indirect ap-

proach, the total Z lineshape was measured from which the partial visible widths are

subtracted yielding ΓZ(inv) = 499.0± 1.5MeV [1, 6] for the combination of the four

LEP experiments [7–10]. In addition, is the discussion of the direct and indirect ΓZ(inv)

measurements based on [37, 42].

In 2022 CMS published a direct measurement of the invisible width of the Z boson

obtaining 523± 3 (stat.)± 16 (syst.)MeV following a similar strategy as outlined in this

thesis measuring Z boson decays into neutrinos, electrons and muons but extracting

ΓZ(inv) in a combined fit [14].

2.2.1 Indirect ΓZ(inv) Measurements

The invisible partial width of the Z boson can be determined by subtracting the visible

partial widths from the total width ΓZ. The visible partial decay widths can be obtained

from so-called lineshape measurements for which Z boson decay cross sections σff̄ are

measured as a function of the centre-of-mass energies. An energy scan was hence per-

formed at LEP consisting of seven distinct energies within a 3GeV interval around the

Z boson mass,
√
s ≈ mZ . A total of 17× 106 Z boson decays were recorded [6].

The cross section of a Z boson decaying into a pair of leptons or quarks, up to the

12



2.2 ΓZ(inv) Width Measurements

bottom quark, at lowest order is given by

σ
(
e+e− → Z → ff̄

)
=

12π

m2
Z

sΓeeΓff̄(
s−m2

Z

)2
+ s2Γ2

Z/m
2
Z

. (2.11)

From this Breit-Wigner function, mZ and ΓZ can be extracted if the corresponding cross

sections are determined at different
√
s. The performed fits of the four experiments

to the hadronic and leptonic cross sections consider the interference with an off-shell

photon, contributing at the percent level close to the Z boson mass, and extract a total

of nine parameters. Those are besides mZ and ΓZ , the hadronic peak cross section

σ0had, three leptonic to hadronic cross section ratios Re,µ,τ , and three forward-backward

asymmetries AFB
e,µ,τ . The Re,µ,τ ratios, which are used to reduce systematic uncertainties

and correlations compared to directly using the partial decay widths, are defined as

Rl =
σ0had
σ0
l+l−

=
Γhad

Γl+l−
. (2.12)

Figure 2.2 shows the combined measured cross sections of the four LEP experiments into

the hadronic final state at the seven centre-of-mass energies and a single measurement

at mZ by SLD. The cross sections obtained from the Breit-Wigner fit are shown in blue.

They are corrected via theory calculations which narrow the distribution and increase the

peak cross section as can be seen by the red lineshape function. This becomes necessary

as the data are distorted by QED effects, in particular the initial state radiation of

photons.

The combined fit over all visible decay channels and LEP experiments of the QED

corrected spectra, under the assumption of lepton universality and taking a correction

for the tau mass into account, yields ΓZ = 2.4952 ± 0.0023GeV. This corresponds to a

short lifetime of 2.6× 10−25 s.

Partial widths can be derived from the peak cross sections at
√
s = mZ as

Γff̄ =
σ0
ff̄
Γ2
Zm

2
Z

12πΓe+e−
, (2.13)

after Γe+e− is obtained from σ0(e+e− → Z → e+e−) where additional t-channel Bhabha

scattering needs to be considered.

The indirect invisible width is then obtained by the subtraction of the visible widths
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2 Theoretical Foundation

Figure 2.2: Hadronic cross sections from a combination of the four LEP experiments and from
a single SLD measurement at mZ . The lineshapes obtained by a 9-parameter Breit-Wigner fit to
the LEP data with (red) and without (blue) considering QED corrections. The hadronic cross
sections measured by OPAL are compared to the lineshape fit. The Figure is taken from [42].

from the total Z width assuming lepton universality

ΓZ(inv) = ΓZ − 3Γl+l− − Γhad = 499.0± 1.5MeV . (2.14)

The individual measurements are statistically limited but compatible with each other.

Significant uncertainties are those which are shared by all four experiments including the

theory QED correction, luminosity, and relative beam energy calibration uncertainties.

Uncertainties on the final state reconstruction differ among the experiments.

The long-standing 2σ deviation [6, 37] in the number of light neutrino families, which

can be derived from

Nv =
ΓZ − 3Γll − Γhad

ΓSM
νν

= 2.9840± 0.0082, (2.15)

where ΓSM
νν is one-third of the SM predicted ΓZ(inv) given in Table 11.1, disappeared with
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recent corrections to the luminosity related to beam-beam interactions and improvements

to the Bhabha cross section calculation resulting in Nν = 2.9963 ± 0.0074 alongside an

increase of 0.3MeV in ΓZ [43, 44].

2.2.2 Direct ΓZ(inv) Measurements

ΓZ(inv) was directly determined at LEP by measuring the single photon production

cross section at several centre-of-mass energies close to the Z resonance [6]. These mea-

surements were performed by ALEPH, L3 and OPAL which in total analysed 2938 single

photon events resulting in a combined invisible width of 503±16MeV. These results are

complementary to the indirect determination of ΓZ(inv). In particular potential exotic

visible Z decays failing the event selections of the visible partial width measurements

do not influence the direct measurement [15]. Limits on exotic invisible Z decays were

derived in the past from the direct measurements.

Radiative QED backgrounds are the largest source of background to the single photon

production where all the final state particles besides the photon are not detected. Bhabha

scattering is the dominant of these background processes where the electrons are often

already trapped in the beam pipe. Additional background sources are three photon

production, two photon π0 production, l+l−γ as well as cosmic muons. Dedicated event

selections were applied by all three experiments to reduce those backgrounds.

Each experiment performed a combined likelihood fit of the obtained cross sections

using Equation 2.15 with varied
√
ŝ ≈ √

s−Eγ taking the varied centre-of-mass energy

into account due to the initial state photon radiation. The mass of the Z boson, the

total width and the partial width in electrons were set to the values obtained from the

lineshape measurements within each experiment. The maximum likelihood fit deter-

mined the number of signal events by taking the W −Z interference in the t-channel for

electron neutrinos into account. The total width was fixed in the fit which made ΓZ(inv)

the parameter of interest.

The uncertainties on the luminosity and the energy scale of the beam are highly cor-

related between the experiments. The experimental uncertainties such as the trigger

efficiency for photons above 1-1.5 GeV, the estimates of subtracted backgrounds, selec-

tion efficiencies as well as uncertainties of the fit among others depend on the respective

experiment. The direct ΓZ(inv) measurements of each experiment tend to be statisti-

cally limited, except for the L3 measurement where the systematic uncertainties are of

similar size.
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An overview of the directly measured ΓZ(inv), the value obtained from the combined

indirect measurements and the SM prediction is given in Table 2.1. The direct mea-

Experiment ΓZ(inv) [MeV]

ALEPH 450± 34± 34
L3 498± 12± 12

OPAL 539± 26± 17
LEP Combination 503± 16

CMS 523± 3± 16

indirect LEP 499.0± 1.5

SM prediction 501.445± 0.047

Table 2.1: Summary of the direct ΓZ(inv) measurements at LEP, the (in-)direct LEP combina-
tion, the direct CMS measurement, and the SM prediction including statistical and systematic
uncertainties. For the LEP combinations and the SM prediction, only the total uncertainty is
stated.

surements are overall in good agreement with the SM prediction and ΓZ(inv) obtained

from the indirect lineshape measurements. The indirect ΓZ(inv) measurements were also

evaluated without assuming lepton universality which yields 497.4± 2.5MeV [6].
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The presented ΓZ(inv) measurement is based on proton-proton collision data produced

by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and collected by the ATLAS experiment in 2015-

2016 at a centre-of-mass energy of 13TeV. The following description of the LHC as

operating during Run 2 is mainly based on [45–47] whereas the discussion of the working

principle of the ATLAS experiment (Section 3.2) and in particular its sub-detectors

mainly follows [48].

3.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The LHC is a particle accelerator located at CERN1, 45 to 170 meters below the surface

in Switzerland and France in the Geneva area. The accelerator complex is situated in

the same 26.7 km long tunnel which hosted the predecessor, the Large Electron-Positron

Collider (LEP).

In 2015 and 2016 proton-proton collisions with a centre-of-mass energy of 13TeV were

produced which were already in reach of the originally designed 14TeV, following the

previous runs at 7, and 8TeV. These are amongst the highest collision energies ever

reached in a laboratory particle accelerator and are only exceeded by collisions during

Run 3 where the energy is raised to 13.6TeV.

The accelerator consists of eight arcs intersected by eight straight parts. A ’twin-bore’

magnet design is used as the tunnel is rather narrow in the curved sections. In this setup,

the two rings, in which the two proton beams circulate in opposite directions, share the

same return yoke and cryostat. The proton beams are kept on their trajectory by 1232

main superconducting dipole magnets cooled to 1.9K with liquid helium producing a

magnetic field of up to 8.33T. The 392 main quadrupole magnets focus the beams close

to the four interaction points where the two beams cross and the main LHC experiments

are placed.

ATLAS and CMS2 [49] are two multi-purpose detectors which were designed to dis-

1Conseil européen pour la recherche nucléaire
2Compact Muon Solenoid
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3 The ATLAS Experiment

cover the Higgs, which was successfully achieved in 2012 [31, 32], and to search for

physics beyond the SM. LHCb3 [50] is specialised in rare hadron decays involving c− or

b−quarks in particular in the regard of CP violation, whereas ALICE4 [51] focuses on

studying the formation and the properties of the quark-gluon plasma when heavy ions

instead of protons are collided in the LHC.

Several filling cycles are required to reach the designed 2808 bunches each containing

1.15 × 1011 protons to supply a sufficient number of collisions to the experiments. In

Linac2 protons from a bottle of hydrogen gas, from which the electrons are stripped

off via an electric field, are accelerated to 50MeV and fed into the Proton Synchrotron

Booster. There four separate rings accelerate the protons to 1.4GeV. The Proton Syn-

chrotron (PS) increases the proton energies up to 26GeV before the Super Proton Syn-

chrotron (SPS) accelerates them further to 450GeV and injects them into the LHC

where they are finally brought to 6.5TeV via superconducting radio frequency cavities.

The PS introduces the bunch structure of the proton beams with a 25 ns bunch spacing.

The accelerator chain is sketched in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Sketch of the accelerator complex at CERN. Protons are pre-accelerated by the
LINAC2, BOOSTER, PS and SPS before they are filled into the LHC. Figure adopted from [52].

3Large Hadron Collider beauty
4A Large Ion Collider Experiment
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The number of produced events of a specific process is given by the product of the

time-integrated instantaneous luminosity Lint and the corresponding cross section σ.

Assuming a Gaussian beam profile the instantaneous luminosity is defined as

L =
nbN1N2frev
4πσxσy

F , (3.1)

where nb is the total number of interacting bunches, N1,2 are the number of particles in

each bunch, frev is the revolution frequency of 40MHz and the beam sizes in the hori-

zontal and vertical directions σx/y give a measure of the beam area. F is a geometrical

reduction factor as the two beams do not collide heads-on but under a crossing angle

at the interaction point to avoid unwanted collisions along the shared beam pipe. The

integrated luminosity is given by the time integral of the instantaneous luminosity

Lint =

∫
Ldt . (3.2)

The peak luminosity of 1.3× 1034 cm−2s−1 exceeds the designed luminosity by 30% [53]

even if the design number of bunches with a maximum of 2208 colliding bunches in

2016 containing 1.1× 1011 protons is not reached. This is achieved by the introduction

of a new bunch production scheme [54] which allows a significant improvement of the

transverse beam emittance [55].

The high luminosity results in an average of 25.1 collisions taking place within the same

bunch crossing in 2016. The separation of particles from the hard-scatter interaction

from the additional so-called in-time pile-up collisions is a challenging process in the

event reconstruction. Collisions in the previous or the following bunch crossing can

distort the reconstructed event (out-of-time pile-up) as the readout of some detector

components requires some time.

3.2 The ATLAS Detector

The design of the ATLAS detector is driven by the goal to discover the Higgs which

mainly relies on an excellent photon, electron, and muon reconstruction. Searches for

potential physics beyond the SM often require a precise measurement of Emiss
T . This

makes a good jet resolution necessary, along with a reliable vertex reconstruction to

ensure pile-up suppression. Among other requirements, this is achieved by a sufficient

rapidity acceptance based on an almost full 4π coverage. The high particle multiplicity
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in a single event necessitates a finely grained detector which withstands large amounts

of radiation. This results in a detector with a length of 44m, a diameter of 25m and

a weight of roughly 7000 tonnes with several different detector components arranged

around the beam pipe as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Sketch of the ATLAS detector and its sub-systems the inner detector, the calorime-
ters and the muon spectrometer listed from the interaction point outwards [48].

The sub-detector closest to the interaction point is a multilayered tracking detector to

reconstruct primary and secondary vertices as well as to measure the momenta of charged

particles. This inner detector (Section 3.2.1) is embedded in a 2T magnetic field provided

by an enclosing solenoid magnet. An electromagnetic calorimeter (Section 3.2.2) is

responsible for measuring the energies of photons and electrons whereas the main task of

the hadronic counterpart (Section 3.2.2) is to measure the energies of jets. The analysis of

the particle shower shapes, as well as isolation variables, facilitates particle identification.

The calorimeters are surrounded by one barrel and two end-cap superconducting toroid

magnets each consisting of eight coils. These three magnets provide the necessary field to

ensure adequate muon identification and momentum resolution in the muon spectrometer

(Section 3.2.3) which builds the outermost detector layer.

A fast and efficient trigger system (Section 3.2.4) is required to handle the high rate

at which the LHC provides collisions. A combined two layered hardware and software

based trigger system ensures a high reconstruction efficiency of events even with low

transverse momentum objects while keeping the background at an appropriate rate.
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A right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point is

introduced to describe the kinematics of particles traversing the detector. The corre-

sponding x- and y-axis span a plane transverse to the beamline along which the z-axis

is defined. The x-axis points towards the centre of the LHC ring while the y-axis points

upwards. The azimuthal angle ϕ around the z direction and the polar angle θ, being the

angle relative to the beamline, are more frequently used due to the cylindrical geometry

of the detector. The angle θ is often parameterised as the pseudorapidity defined as

η = − ln tan
(
θ
2

)
or the rapidity y = 1

2 ln
E+pz
E−pz in case of massive particles. The pseu-

dorapidity is often preferably used as ∆η is Lorentz invariant under boosts along the

z-axis. The angular distance between two particles in the η − ϕ plane is hence defined

as ∆R =
√
∆η2 +∆ϕ2. The transverse momentum, pT, and the missing transverse

momentum, Emiss
T , are the respective projections into the x− y plane.

3.2.1 The Inner Detector

The inner detector focuses on track reconstruction and momentum measurements of

charged particles, primary and secondary vertex reconstruction as well as electron iden-

tification. This can be achieved through a combination of a pixel detector and a semi-

conductor tracker (SCT) spanning up to |η| < 2.5. These have a fine granularity to

cope with the high particle event density, and a transition radiation tracker (TRT) in

which charged particles leave curved tracks, due to the 2T magnetic field inside the

inner detector. The corresponding hits within |η| < 2.0 aid the particle identification.

A compromise needs to be found between the mechanical structure holding this 7m

long and 2m in diameter detector in place and a low material budget required for high

reconstruction precision. For noise suppression, the pixel detector and the SCT need

to be cooled down to −10 °C. The arrangement of the three sub-detectors is shown in

Figure 3.3.

With the installation of the Insertable B-Layer (IBL) [56] the pixel detector consists

out of four layers in the barrel surrounding the beamline and end-caps where the pixels

are attached to disks. These silicon pixels are 50 × 400 µm2 in R − ϕ, z enabling the

highest accuracy of 10 × 115 µm2 with which the position of tracks can be measured

within ATLAS. This is further improved by the IBL which has a reduced pixel size of

50 × 250 µm2. The pixel detector is closest to the beam and therefore enables precise

secondary vertex reconstruction of particles which either decay or interact with the

detector material.

A track traverses typically eight microstrip layers with daisy chained sensors attached.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the inner detector [48].

In the barrel, one set of strips runs parallel to the beam axis in each layer. Combined with

stereo strips with an angle of 40mrad they can measure R− ϕ at an accuracy of 17 µm
and z with a precision of 580 µm. The SCT is completed by radially arranged strips in

the end-caps and another set of stereo strips tilted by 40mrad. This arrangement of the

SCT improves the measurement of the impact parameter and the τ identification.

The TRT is constructed from straw tubes filled with a xenon gas mixture. These

tubes have a diameter of 4mm which provide a R − ϕ resolution of 130 µm per straw.

These straws are split into two parts which in total are 144 cm long and run parallel

to the beamline outside the SCT. At the end-caps, the straws run radially. The poorer

precision with which the tracks are reconstructed in the TRT is compensated by the

longer track length in combination with a larger number of hits. Electron identification

can be achieved within the TRT by the detection of photons within the straw tubes

which are produced by the interaction of the electrons with the transition radiation

material.

The complementary interplay of the three sub-detectors ensures reliable track pattern

recognition and position measurements.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the calorimeter system [48].

3.2.2 Calorimeters

The calorimeter consists of two sampling calorimeters using different absorbers and ac-

tive materials to measure the energies of particles passing through the detector. The

electromagnetic calorimeter builds the layer behind the solenoid magnet. Its fine gran-

ularity in the η coverage of the inner detector ensures a high resolution of electron and

photon showers which are typically narrower than jet showers. The hadronic calorime-

ter has a coarser segmentation which is sufficient for jet and Emiss
T reconstruction. Both

calorimeters are symmetric in ϕ and are separated in a barrel, several end-cap disks, and

a forward calorimeter to provide a hadronic coverage up to |η| < 4.9. An overview of

the calorimeter layout is presented in Figure 3.4. The electromagnetic calorimeter has

a depth of at least 22 radiation lengths (X0) and hadrons need to pass material with a

thickness of 11 interaction lengths (λ) around |η| = 0 to avoid particle showers reaching

the muon system.

In the electromagnetic and partially in the hadronic calorimeter liquid argon (LAr)

cooled to −184 °C is used as the active material due to its radiation hardness and its

linear and stable response.
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The Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The electromagnetic sampling calorimeter measures energy deposits in the active LAr

enclosed by the absorber layers with a high spatial resolution up to |η| = 3.2. The

showers are enforced by lead absorber plates which have an accordion shape and are

interleaved with copper and kapton electrodes. The 2.1mm drift gaps between the plates

are filled with LAr which is ionised by traversing particles. High voltage is applied to the

electrodes to measure electric currents which depend on the amount of ionisation. The

thickness of the absorber is optimised regarding the energy resolution and the accordion

shape ensures a symmetry in ϕ resulting in a flat resolution along ϕ.

The barrel is constructed from two 3.2m long and 53 cm thick cylinders which are

separated by 4mm at |η| = 0 and reaches up to |η| = 1.475. Two end-caps with a

diameter of roughly 4m consist of an inner and an outer wheel measuring energy deposits

in a range of 1.375 < |η| < 3.2 where the outer wheel (1.375 < |η| < 2.5) overlaps with

the barrel. For |η| < 2.5 the calorimeter has three layers. The first so-called strip

layer is very narrow in η to enable a precise position measurement and discrimination

of photons and π0 → γγ. The second layer is the thickest layer (∼ 16X0) containing

the largest fraction of the electromagnetic shower (fem). Each cell in the second layer

has a typical size of ∆η×∆ϕ = 0.025× 0.0245 where the resolution in ϕ is improved by

a factor of four but reduced by a factor of up to eight in η compared to the first layer.

For the third layer, two cells are combined along η which is sufficient for the tails of the

showers. An active LAr layer in front of the first layer corrects for a potential energy loss

of particles showering already in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter for |η| < 1.8.

The transition region between the barrel and the end-caps at 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 contains

more passive material besides a coarser granularity resulting in an exclusion of electrons

reconstructed in this η range. The design energy resolution of σEE = 10%√
E
⊕ 0.7% enables

excellent electron and photon energy measurements.

The Hadronic Calorimeter

The hadronic calorimeter can be separated into a central (5.6m), two extended barrels

(2.6m), and two LAr end-cap wheels placed behind the electromagnetic end-caps. Show-

ers of hadronic particles, which are not stopped within the electromagnetic calorimeter

are measured with scintillating tiles in the barrels where the showers are generated

through steel absorbers.

The central barrel can measure energy deposits within |η| < 1.0 whereas the extended

barrels cover 0.8 < |η| < 1.7. All three barrels are divided in the azimuthal direction
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into 64 modules providing a 0.1 × 0.1 spatial granularity in η × ϕ. The three layers

of the scintillating tile calorimeter have a depth of 9.7λ in the centre of the central

barrel spanning from an inner radius of 2.28m to 4.25m. Photons produced by the

traversing particle showers are transported via wavelength shifting fibres and are read

out via photomultiplier tubes on two sides of the tiles.

The two end-caps, which range from 1.5 to 3.1 in |η|, overlap with the tile and forward

calorimeters to ensure a smooth transition between the three detector systems. They

are segmented into 32 wedges and two layers with copper plates intersected by LAr and

have an inner (outer) radius of 0.47 (2.03)m.

The design resolution of the hadronic calorimeter of σE
E = 50%√

E
⊕ 3% is sufficient for

the jet and Emiss
T energy measurements even if it is lower than for the electromagnetic

calorimeter.

The Forward Calorimeter

The forward calorimeter (FCal) relies on LAr in three end-caps on each side of the

barrel to measure particles in the forward direction. Copper is used as an absorber

for the electromagnetic wheel whereas the two hadronic wheels use tungsten leading to

a combined thickness of 10λ. A high density is required as the FCal is placed further

away from the interaction point compared to the electromagnetic end-cap to suppress the

ability of neutrons to backscatter into the inner detector. The electrodes are constructed

from rods and tubes running along the z−axis where LAr is filled into the gaps between

the rods and the tubes. As the FCal is the calorimeter closest to the beam it has a

coverage of 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 with a designed resolution of σEE = 100%√
E

⊕ 10%.

3.2.3 The Muon Spectrometer

Muons do not interact strongly and are about a factor of 207 heavier than the electron

and are therefore the only particles besides neutrinos in the SM which are not stopped

within the calorimeters. This makes an additional sub-detector necessary which is placed

around the calorimeters in which only muons are expected to leave signatures.

The muon spectrometer is composed of high precision tracking chambers and trigger

chambers with a fast readout. The air-core toroid barrel and end-cap magnets provide

a strong muon bending power of 1.5-5.5Tm (|η| < 1.4) and 1-7.5Tm (1.6 < |η| < 2.7)

and a slightly lower field strength in the transition region (1.4 < |η| < 1.6) between the

two magnet systems. The magnetic field is orthogonal to the muon trajectories. The
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arrangement and design of the three magnets minimises multiple scattering ensuring a

high track resolution.

Monitored drift tubes (MDTs) and cathode strip chambers (CSCs) measure the spatial

track coordinates. In the barrel chambers, these are placed in a cylindrical shape around

the beam axis in three layers at 5, 7.5 and 10m from the beamline where each layer is

split into two sets of in ϕ slightly overlapping octants. The end-caps also feature three

layers perpendicular to the beam axis in four wheels on each side where the big wheel is

21.5m away from the interaction point.

The MDTs consist of 3-8 layers of 30mm drift tubes filled with an Ar/CO2 gas mixture

and a 50 µm thick tungsten-rhenium wire. The non-linearity of the gas mixture at high

rates leading to a reduced spatial resolution is compensated by its ageing resistance. The

resolution of 80 µm per tube in the main bending direction of the magnetic field yields a

combined chamber resolution of 35 µm. This resolution is below the threshold of 50 µm
anticipated to measure a 1TeV muon track with a precision of 10% using solely the

muon spectrometer which is designed to be capable of measuring muons with pT as low

as 3GeV. The pT resolution is mainly limited by multiple scattering for muons with a

momentum in the range of 30-200GeV as they must pass through roughly 1.3 X0. Only

a single track per chamber is allowed to successfully match the transverse coordinate

measured by the trigger chambers to the MDT measurement.

The CSCs are used in the first layer for 2.0 < |η| < 2.7. They are essentially multi-wire

proportional chambers with strip cathodes. Four measurements of the η−ϕ coordinates

can be performed with a precision of 60 µm where the transverse resolution is 5mm as the

four planes in each of the two disks are arranged orthogonal to each other. The higher

granularity allows coping with the higher rate and backgrounds in the more forward

direction where a pulse height matching enables the measurement of more than one

track per chamber.

Resistive plate chambers (RPCs), a with gas filled parallel electrode plate detector,

can resolve signals within a spread of less than a bunch crossing. They are hence re-

sponsible for triggering muon signals in the barrel surpassing a certain pT threshold as

well as for the bunch crossing identification. They also enable a measurement of the

coordinate ϕ orthogonal to the bending plane as a track passing all three stations allows

six measurements of η and ϕ. The thin gap chambers (TGCs) take over this role in the

end-cap region (1.05 < |η| < 2.4) as they are less impacted by neutron and converted

photon radiation and can deal with higher rates as they are following the multiwire

proportional chamber design. A coincidence principle in both trigger chamber types is

used for background reduction.
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An overall challenge in the muon spectrometer is the necessary exact alignment of

the chambers and layers which is achieved by 12000 optical alignment sensors. The

homogeneity of the magnetic field is monitored by 1800 Hall sensors.

A speciality of the muon spectrometer compared to the other sub-detectors is that the

barrel has a gap of up to 2m (±0.08 in η) in the centre of the barrel for maintenance

of the other systems. A different reconstruction algorithm is hence required to identify

those very central muons.

3.2.4 The Trigger System

A two-level trigger system [57] is responsible for reducing the 40 MHz rate at which

particle collisions take place in the ATLAS detector to about 1 kHz at which the detector

information of about 1.5MB per event can be saved in the permanent storage. The Level-

1 trigger is hardware based as a trigger decision has to be taken within 2.5 µs after the
bunch crossing to stay within the buffer time available in the read-out system. At this

stage reduced calorimeter information and signals from the muon trigger chambers are

analysed to reduce the rate to about 100 kHz at which the software-based High-Level

Trigger (HLT) can operate. The aim is to identify high pT muons, electrons, photons,

hadronic taus and jet candidates as well as global observables such as Emiss
T .

About 190.000 calorimeter cells are combined to 7168 trigger towers containing up

to 60 cells and with a size of 0.1 × 0.1 in η × ϕ in large parts of the detector with

increasing size in the forward direction. The LAr calorimeter signals have bipolar pulses

with a width of up to four bunch crossings and a long undershooting tail which makes

them sensitive to pile-up. The tower signals are calibrated via receiver boards and are

digitised as well as synchronised in the Level-1 calorimeter PreProcessor [58]. These

signals are further propagated through an autocorrelation finite impulse response filter

and dynamically corrected for pile-up to identify the correct bunch crossing via a peak

finding algorithm and to convert the filter output via dedicated look-up tables into ET

while applying noise cuts. In cases where the look-up table is saturated, the Level-1

trigger decision is directly fulfilled by sending out a ’Level-1 Accept’.

The PreProcessor sends the calibrated trigger tower information in parallel to the

Cluster Processor (CP) and the Jet/Energy-sum Processor (JEP). The CP searches for

electrons, photons and hadronic decaying taus passing predefined momentum thresholds

whereas the JEP identifies jet candidates and measures Emiss
T as well as the total trans-

verse energy. In the CP isolation requirements can be requested alongside a hadronic

veto. A sliding window algorithm is employed for electrons and photons to identify a
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local energy maximum of 2 × 2 trigger towers in the electromagnetic calorimeter and

similarly for ∆R = 0.4 jets with combined electromagnetic and hadronic towers.

The number of trigger objects over the predefined energy thresholds is directly sent

to the Central Trigger Processor (CTP). Additionally, these objects are provided to the

Level-1 Topological Processor which analyses the event topology.

The Level-1 muon trigger is based on coinciding hits in the RPC and TGC trigger

chambers. The trajectories of muons constructed from their interaction points and their

hits in the trigger chambers are compared to pT dependent predicted trajectories. This

allows the determination of the muon pT in certain pT ranges. The number of muons in

every pT interval is sent to the CTP.

The CTP then combines the information from the calorimeter, muon and the topolog-

ical Level-1 triggers and compares them to up to different 512 trigger menus encoded in

look-up tables. The final trigger decision is a logical or of all trigger items. The particle

candidates identified by the Level-1 trigger are sent with their η and ϕ coordinates as

well as the passed thresholds as seeds to the HLT in case of a positive trigger decision.

The HLT runs dedicated trigger algorithms, which are often similar to the reconstruc-

tion algorithms but faster, on approximately 40.000 CPUs to take a final decision if the

event has interesting enough characteristics to get stored. The algorithms usually take

a few hundred milliseconds but can reach seconds if the event topology is very complex.

The full calorimeter and muon spectrometer granularity is taken into account to reach

a higher pT threshold resolution, and the inner detector information is considered to be

particularly helpful for particle identification.

At both the Level-1 trigger and the HLT certain event topologies fulfilling specific

trigger criteria would cause very high rates way beyond what is still manageable by the

read-out system and data storage. As these events can be of interest so-called prescales

are introduced to only allow a fraction of the events to fire the trigger. The primary

single electron and Emiss
T triggers used in this analysis are unprescaled.
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A comparison of the measured distributions with theoretical predictions relies on the

generation of events via Monte Carlo (MC) simulations which is described in this chapter.

MC simulations of the studied processes are required to interpret the data and to derive

estimates for various backgrounds contributing to the defined phase spaces. Moreover,

these MC simulations are used to correct the data for detector effects. Hence accurate

modelling of the hard physics process as well as the propagation of the produced particles

in the detector, including interactions and decays, is of uttermost importance. A precise

knowledge of the interplay between the particles and the detector components is also

necessary. This enables a parallel reconstruction of data and MC simulations from real

and modelled detector signals. The following chapter is based on [39, 59, 60].

A consequence of the running of the strong coupling is that only parts of QCD can

be derived from a perturbative quantum field theory. An example of such a calculable

quantity is the matrix element at fixed order in αs. The consideration of real emissions of

jets which influence the final state topology, the virtual loop corrections determining the

normalisation of the cross section as well as further corrections such as hadronisation or

the underlying event drastically complicates the event generation. Collinear factorisation

allows a separation into a perturbative short distance part and a long distance part for

which phenomenological models and comparisons to data are necessary. For the cross

section of a proton-proton collision this factorisation can be expressed as

σ =
∑
a,b

∫ 1

0
dxadxb

∑
n

dΦnfa (xa, µF ) fb (xb, µF ) dσ̂a,b→n (Φn;µF , µR) . (4.1)

The colliding protons contain alongside their three valence quarks gluons which can

create pairs of so-called sea quarks. Parton distribution functions (PDFs) fa (xa, µF )

state in a simple picture the probability to find a parton of type a with a momentum

fraction xa within the proton at the factorisation scale µF . They incorporate the long

distance part of the interaction and are determined by fits to data mostly obtained

from fixed target deep inelastic scattering experiments but also including data from
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colliders. The evolution of the PDFs to higher energy scales is described by the DGLAP

equations [61–63] whereas the momentum fractions are determined experimentally.

The differential phase space of the n final state particles is expressed as dΦn. The

differential parton level cross section depends in addition to Φn on the factorisation scale,

µF , and the renormalisation scale, µR, and can be expressed as dσ̂a,b→n = 1
2ŝab

|Mab→n|2.
Here the parton flux 1/ (2ŝab) = 1/ (2xaxbs) is a function of the centre-of-mass energy

squared, s, of the two protons. The matrix element Mab→n is squared and averaged

over colour and spin of the initial state partons. For the calculation of the hard process,

this matrix element is evaluated at a fixed order in an expansion in αs. The lowest order

includes neither real emissions nor virtual corrections and is called the leading order

which is often equal to the tree-level.

Monte Carlo integration becomes the fastest integration method for higher dimensions

which can rise rapidly as every real emission contributes an additional three dimensions

to the integration. The corresponding statistical error simply scales with the number of

generated events 1/
√
N . A special phase space sampling is needed to ensure convergence

of the integration in case of a high number of real emissions due to the non-uniformity

of the corresponding matrix element. The produced jets need to be hard and angularly

separated from each other to avoid soft and collinear singularities which lead to infinite

cross sections. Next-to-leading-order calculations including loops are often necessary

as the leading order approximations cannot determine the correct normalisation suffi-

ciently accurate. Cancellations of the divergent loop amplitudes against divergences of

unresolved real emissions become important when higher orders are considered.

There exists no unique factorisation scale µF . In a Z+jets topology, several valid

scale choices can be justified ranging from the lowest to the highest possible momentum

combination of the final state particles. The dependence of the cross section on the scale

drops with the inclusion of additional orders and vanishes in the limit where all orders

are considered. Typically the scales are chosen such that µF = µR and are set to the

scale of the hard interaction. To take this arbitrary choice into account the scales are

often varied up and down by a factor of two to derive a corresponding scale uncertainty.

Following the hard matrix element evaluation a parton shower is simulated to recover

the higher order emissions which have been dropped in the fixed order calculation. The

parton shower adds splittings of quarks as well as gluons. The quarks radiate gluons

which in turn split either into quark-antiquark pairs or gluon pairs. These splittings

can occur prior to the collision, where they are referred to as initial-state radiation, or

take place after the hard interaction, where they are called final-state radiation. Soft

or collinear emissions cause divergences which need to be cancelled by equal, opposite
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sign singularities in the virtual loop corrections. This can be achieved by considering

the Sudakov factors which describe the probability of the absence of a splitting during

the evolution from one scale to another scale. The splitting is stopped as soon as the

scale evolution reaches the hadronisation scale about the order of 1GeV. A matching

or merging procedure needs to be incorporated into the MC simulation chain to avoid

double counting of certain phase space configurations which can be populated either by

the matrix element calculation or by the parton shower.

At these low energy scales reached after the parton shower, the partons need to form

colour-neutral states due to colour confinement. This process is known as hadronisation

and needs to be described by phenomenological models as perturbative QCD can no

longer be applied. The two most prominent models of the formation of hadrons are the

string model [64] and the cluster model [65]. As not all the formed hadrons are stable

potential hadron decays need to be considered. Their respective decays are often derived

using the corresponding branching ratios taken from external measurements summarised

by the PDG [1] whereas the kinematics of the decay products tend to be calculated via

matrix elements.

QED radiation is either modelled by the QCD parton showers or alternatively by the

Yennie-Frautschi-Suura formalism [66] in which soft photons are resummed. Depending

on the generator the radiated photons are either stable or can in turn produce electron-

positron pairs via pair production leading to particle cascades.

Alongside the hard interaction, softer collisions of the remaining partons of the col-

liding protons can take place which also undergo parton showers. These can typically

be described within the framework of perturbative QCD and are called multiple parton

interactions. Another effect which has to be taken into account is that also the remnants

of the protons will hadronise. Both effects are summarised in the underlying event and

are important to be modelled as they can for example change the particle multiplic-

ity. The underlying event should not be confused with pile-up which is defined as the

mean number of interactions per bunch crossing and arises at the LHC due to several

interactions taking place simultaneously. Pile-up is simulated in the digitisation step of

the detector simulation. The MC simulations are later reweighted to match the pile-up

profile in the data to ensure a consistent event and object reconstruction efficiency [67].

A tuning of the free parameters which cannot be derived from first principle is required.

The large dimensionality of the parameter space makes a separation into subsets of

tuneable parameters necessary which are successively tuned either by hand or by using

dedicated tools fitting the predictions to selected reference data.

Geant4 [68, 69] is used to model the interactions of the generated particles with the
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detector. The energy deposits generated by the detector simulation and a subsequent

digitisation simulation enable a common event reconstruction of data and simulated

events. The so-called ’truth information’ contains the information of the particles from

the hard-scattering, the parton shower and the hadronisation as well as their development

within the detector simulation with the therein produced particles. This information is

stored as the ’truth record’ alongside the digitised event information which has a similar

format as the data. This state defines the detector level in contrast to the particle level

which referrers to events after the parton shower and the QED radiation.

Four different MC generators are used within this analysis for various purposes.

Sherpa [70] provides the estimates of the SM backgrounds besides processes involving

top quarks. These are modelled with Powheg [71–73] which relies on the Pythia [74]

parton shower. The nominal detector correction is performed with Sherpa. Mad-

Graph5 aMC@NLO [75] is used to derive an alternative detector correction. A theory

correction of the off-shell photon contribution is calculated with Pythia. Both Sherpa

and MadGraph5 aMC@NLO provide SM predictions of Rmiss for both channels to

which the measurements are compared.

An overview of the signal and background samples used in the presented ΓZ(inv)

analysis including the corresponding generator and parton shower is given in Table 4.1.

The Sherpa samples are produced with their own tune whereas the other samples are

Process Generator Parton shower

QCD V+jets (nominal) Sherpa v2.2.11 Sherpa v2.2.11
QCD V+jets (alternative) MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.6.5 Pythia 8.240

Electroweak V+jets Sherpa v2.2.11 Sherpa v2.2.11
Diboson semileptonic (V V ) Sherpa v2.2.1 Sherpa v2.2.1
Diboson fully leptonic (V V ) Sherpa v2.2.2 Sherpa v2.2.2

Triboson (V V V ) Sherpa v2.2.2 Sherpa v2.2.2
Single-top: s-channel, Wt POWHEG-BOX v2 Pythia 8.230

Single-top: t-channel POWHEG-BOX v2 Pythia 8.230
tt̄ POWHEG-BOX v2 Pythia 8.230

Table 4.1: Simulated signal and background samples used in the ΓZ(inv) analysis with the
underlying generators and parton showers.

constructed with the A14 tune [76]. The NNPDF3.0nnlo PDF set [77] is used for all

samples besides MadGraph5 aMC@NLO which uses the NNPDF3.1nnlo [78] and

the top samples which are built with the NNPDF3.0nlo [77] set. More details on the

generation of the V+jets signal samples can be found in [79].
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Particles originating from LHC collisions in the ATLAS detector leave signatures in

different parts of the detector depending on their particle type. The signals in the

subdetectors are combined to reconstruct particle candidates. The reconstruction is

optimised for every particle type individually. The particle identification needs to be

balanced between the rejection of objects coming from other sources and the preserva-

tion of a high classification rate for the correct particle type. Different working points

are provided by the ATLAS combined performance group for the identification of objects

which apply stronger or looser criteria and can be used depending on the requirements

of the analysis. Several detector effects can cause differences in the reconstructed par-

ticle properties compared to the actual true particle properties. These can for example

be the non-compensating calorimeter response to hadronic jets resulting in their ener-

gies being systematically measured too small as the neutral jet component dominated

by neutrons deposit only small amounts of energy, detector noise or resolution effects.

These detector effects are corrected by calibration procedures which are typically derived

based on simulations and in-situ measurements which compare the data to simulations.

Dedicated algorithms are implemented in the ATLAS software framework Athena [80]

which reconstruct the detector signals to physical objects. The same algorithms are used

for data as well as for simulated events to not introduce differences due to the object

reconstruction approach.

Reconstruction, identification, and calibration of the objects relevant for the ΓZ(inv)

measurement are presented within this chapter based on the cited ATLAS performance

papers beginning with jets (Section 5.1), followed by electrons (Section 5.2), muons

(Section 5.4), hadronically decaying taus (Section 5.5) and missing transverse momentum

(Section 5.6).

5.1 Jets

Quarks and gluons produced in a collision at the LHC form colour-neutral states due to

colour confinement. This process is called hadronisation in which mesons and baryons
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are formed in a cone, the so-called jet. Jets are only well defined if their constructing

algorithms fulfil two requirements. The constituents clustered into the jet need to be

independent of any additional soft radiation. This requirement is known as infrared

safety. The number of jets needs to remain invariant under the addition of an additional

collinear splitting in the fragmentation process. This is referred to as collinear safety [81].

The anti-kt algorithm [81] is a sequential recombination algorithm which fulfils both

requirements. Two distances are defined dij between an object i and an object j as well

as diB between an object i and the beam. They are given by the following equations

dij = min

(
1

k2ti
,
1

k2tj

)
∆2
ij

R2
, (5.1)

diB =
1

k2ti
, (5.2)

with the angular distance R and ∆ij = (ϕi − ϕj)
2 + (yi − yj)

2 where ϕ is the azimuthal

angle, y the rapidity, and kt the transverse momentum. Variants of this algorithm exist

where the exponent of the transverse momentum kt is either 2 (kt algorithm) [82, 83] or

0 (Cambridge/Aachen algorithm) [84, 85] instead of -2 for the anti-kt algorithm.

The anti-kt algorithm starts with the determination of the closest distance between

any two input objects including the distances to the beam. In the case where the smallest

distance is between two objects, those will be clustered by adding their four-momenta

into a new object which replaces them in the input collection. In the case where the

smallest distance is the one between an object and the beam, the object will be identified

as a jet and removed from the collection. This procedure continues until no objects are

left in the input collection.

The distance dij between a soft and a hard jet constituent is driven by the momentum

of the hard particle and their angular separation whereas the distance between two soft

particles, which have a comparable angular displacement, have a larger overall distance.

This ensures that soft particles cluster typically first with hard particles before they get

combined with each other. Additionally, if a hard particle is only surrounded by soft

particles within 2R those within a radius of R will be clustered onto the hard particle

and form a conical jet in the azimuth-rapidity plane. Two hard objects are merged into

one jet if the angular distance between them is smaller than the jet radius R.

The anti-kt algorithm with a radius of R = 0.4 is used in this analysis and takes

topological calorimeter clusters [86] and charged particle tracks as inputs to build so-

called particle flow jets [87]. This is discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Topological Calorimeter Clusters

The calorimeters allow a three-dimensional reconstruction of the shapes of particle show-

ers from energy depositions in the calorimeter cells. The topo-clustering algorithm is

seeded by cells exceeding the signal-to-noise ratio by four standard deviations. The noise

is determined by the sum of squares of noise stemming from fluctuations of the baseline

cell signals due to pile-up and electronic noise. Seed cells are iteratively expanded by

adding all cells with energies twice the noise threshold. This expansion spans over the

calorimeter layer in the lateral direction and over different calorimeter layers as long as

they overlap in the η−ϕ-plane. In a final step, all cells are added to the clusters adjacent

to the selected cells. Clusters containing more than one seed cell can be split exactly

once which is sufficient to differentiate between electromagnetic and hadronic showers.

An origin correction [88] is performed for every topo-cluster as jets are expected to

originate from the primary vertex1 [89] as they should be produced in the hard-scatter

process.

Topo-clusters are in addition used for the reconstruction of electromagnetic objects

such as electrons and photons and are calibrated to the electromagnetic scale matching

the response of these particles. The topo-clusters of hadronic showers, therefore, need

to be calibrated to the hadronic scale after the jet clustering.

Charged Particle Tracks

Charged particle tracks are reconstructed from the inner detector for the jet reconstruc-

tion. They are required to leave hits in the silicon detector and the pixel detector. The

geometry of the inner detector prescribes a cut-off on their pseudorapidity of |η| < 2.5.

Single track momenta need to fulfil pT > 500 MeV to suppress noise. A reduction of

pile-up contributions is achieved by requiring the track and the primary vertex to be

close. Tracks associated to electrons or muons fulfilling medium selection requirements

are rejected for the reconstruction of jets. Tracks passing the above selections are fed

into the sequential jet clustering algorithm [90].

Particle Flow Jets

The inclusion of tracks in the reconstruction of hadronic jets leads to a better momentum

resolution as charged particle tracks with low transverse momenta can be measured

1The primary vertex is defined as the vertex with the largest
∑

tracks

p2T which has at least two tracks

with pT > 500MeV associated to it.
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with a higher precision compared to the energy deposits in the calorimeter of the topo-

clusters. The precision of the low transverse momenta tracks is due to the relatively

large curvature of the particle tracks on which these particles traverse the detector as

they are impacted by the magnetic field.

Moreover, the range of particles considered in the clustering is extended as they can be

reconstructed for a transverse momentum of pT > 500 MeV where energy deposits in the

calorimeter do not exceed the noise thresholds for seeding a topo-cluster. The angular

resolution of particles reconstructed by the tracker can be more precisely measured than

the one obtained from the calorimeters. An additional improvement is an increased

suppression of charged particles originating from pile-up vertices.

The particle flow algorithm, therefore, combines the excellent momenta measurements

of charged, low-energy particle tracks with the topo-clusters for neutral particles, highly

energetic charged particles and particles going in the forward direction outside the track-

ing acceptance. Energy deposits from charged particles in the calorimeter are replaced

by the tracks which are matched to the corresponding topo-clusters. The contribution

from tracks is damped for larger track momenta and tracks with a momentum above

100GeV are not considered as at such high energies the calorimeter energy measure-

ment is expected to have higher precision than track momentum measurement [87, 88].

Tracks, topo-clusters, and combined objects are used in the jet clustering algorithm to

reconstruct the jets and to calculate the soft activity of the event which is a constituent

of the missing transverse momentum described in Section 5.6. The calibration of the

reconstructed jets is described in the next section.

Jet Energy Scale Calibration

The reconstructed jet energy after the jet clustering differs significantly from the true jet

energy. This can be studied in Monte Carlo simulations where the jet energy is derived

by the same anti-kt algorithm taking all stable final state particles except neutrinos and

muons from the hard-scatter event as input. Several sequential calibration steps [88] are

required as sketched in Figure 5.1.

Pile-up Correction

The dependence of the jet energy on both in-time pile-up from interactions in the same

bunch crossing and out-of-time pile-up from either previous or subsequent bunch cross-

ings can be reduced by a correction which depends on the jet area A and the event

median pT density ρ. The density is determined from central jets with |η| < 2 which are
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Figure 5.1: Jet energy scale calibration procedure for particle flow jets [88].

constructed by the kt algorithm as here soft jets are formed first, which often have their

origin in pile-up. The correction is applied as a scale factor on the jet four-momentum

while leaving the direction of the jet unaffected. A residual pile-up dependence remains

which depends on the number of primary vertices NPV and the mean number of inter-

actions per bunch crossing µ.

Jet Energy Scale and η Calibration

Isolated and truth matched (∆R < 0.3) reconstructed jets are used to derive a calibration

factor to correct the jet energy scale (JES) for several effects. These include the non-

compensating response of the calorimeter, effects due to non-active material and energy

deposits leaking outside of the jet cone. In addition, a η calibration is applied to reduce

biases stemming from discontinuities in the uniformity of the calorimeter technology

and the changing size of the corresponding cells correcting the jet pT and η. These

corrections calibrate the jets to the PFlow+JES scale.

Global Sequential Calibration

The previous calibration steps are independent of the intrinsic properties of the jets such

as the flavour, energy, and momentum distributions of the jet constituents. Quark and

gluon initiated jets typically differ in their shower shapes and their particle compositions.

Gluon jets usually produce more soft hadrons leading to wider but less deep showers than

jets originating from quarks due to a larger colour factor. The global sequential cali-

bration aims to improve the jet resolution while keeping the average jet energy response

stable by reducing the dependence on the underlying jet structure. This is done by se-
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quentially correcting several observables. Among others, these are the number and the

width of tracks targeting the reduction of the dependence on the jet flavour, the relative

distribution of energies in the different calorimeter layers, and the number of muon track

segments correcting the punch-through of jets with high transverse momenta.

In-situ Calibration

In a final calibration step discrepancies between the MC simulation and the data are

corrected via reference objects balancing the jet pT. These non-accurate descriptions

in the MC simulation chain can range from the hard-scatter interaction to the energy

deposits of the particles in the detector. Therefore, the response R = ⟨pjetT /prefT ⟩ is

measured in data and in simulation and the corresponding double ratio Rdata/Rsim

is considered as the correction factor. Central jets are used as a reference object to

calibrate the energy scale of forward jets which is called the η-intercalibration as the

following in-situ calibrations are only applicable to central jets. In Z+jet and γ+jet

events, the calibrated Z boson and the photon balance the jet and the full hadronic

recoil is taken as an input in the calibration to suppress pile-up and jet reconstruction

threshold effects. A third recoiling reference object is a set of several already calibrated

low pT jets balancing one high pT jet. The Z/γ+jet and the multijet in-situ calibrations

are statistically combined to cover a range from 17GeV to 2.4TeV. The Z boson in the

electron and muon decay channels drive the precision up to 500GeV where this channel

slowly runs out of statistics. The γ+jet calibration is the most important component

in the intermediate range up to 1TeV as the γ+jet cross section is about an order of

magnitude larger than the Z+jet cross section [91]. The multijet balancing method

dominates the combination for very high pT jets as this process has the highest cross

section [92].

Jet Energy Resolution

The jet energy resolution (JER) does influence the precision with which the jet energy

is measured and can be described by the following functional form which is partially

motivated by the calorimeter resolution

σ(pT)

pT
=
N

pT
⊕ S√

pT
⊕ C . (5.3)

Here N represents pile-up as well as electrical noise of the detector which is independent

of the jet pT and hence dominates the resolution at low pT. The pile-up contribution to
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the noise is estimated using random cone measurements in unbiased data [88] whereas

the electronic component is derived from pile-up free simulation samples. In the range

from 30-400GeV the stochastic (S) term mainly influences the JER due to statistical

fluctuations of the energy deposits in the calorimeter. The energy resolution of high pT

jets is dominated by fluctuations scaling with pT which are mainly energy deposits in

inactive detector material, the starting position of the jet shower, and varying detector

response due to different detector systems and geometry. The JER is extracted from the

pT asymmetry of the two jets in dijet events. A similar resolution in data and simulation

is obtained by correcting the simulation samples to match the resolution in data. In the

case where the resolution in the simulation is smaller than in the data. Otherwise, no

correction is applied to the data to avoid degrading the data.

Jet Vertex Tagging

Rejecting pile-up jets is important to this analysis as the aim is to measure low Emiss
T to

profit from larger statistics and from better control of some of the systematic uncertain-

ties where Emiss
T can be influenced by pile-up. In particular, can a pile-up jet introduce

an artificial momentum imbalance leading to Emiss
T pointing in the opposite direction of

this jet.

Pile-up jets in the central (|η| < 2.4) and forward (|η| > 2.5) region are identified

by two specialised jet vertex taggers which do not differentiate between in- and out-of-

time pile-up. The jet vertex tagger (JVT) [93] combines two tracking observables to

differentiate between central hard-scatter jets and pile-up jets.

The first variable of the multivariate combination is the pile-up corrected jet vertex

fraction. The jet vertex fraction is defined as the pT scalar sum of tracks of the jet

associated to the hard-scatter vertex divided by the scalar sum of all jet track momenta.

The ratio of the hard-scatter vertex track pT sum and the calibrated jet pT is the second

key observable which is typically 0 for pile-up jets as the pile-up jets are not related to

the primary vertex. Both variables are then combined in a single variable stating the

probability of a jet to originate from a hard-scatter interaction.

Forward jets require an adapted tagger, the forward jet vertex tagger (fJVT) [94, 95],

as these jets exceed the coverage of the tracker. Momentum conservation of every pile-up

vertex is used to identify forward pile-up jets instead of the JVT variables.

In the central region, two types of pile-up jets need to be differentiated. Stochastic

pile-up jets should not be fully considered for the analysis of momentum conservation

as they are built from particles coming from several pile-up vertices instead of a single
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5 Object Reconstruction

vertex. In contrast, most of the tracks from QCD pile-up jets can be matched to exactly

one pile-up vertex as these jets originate from a single pile-up interaction. Therefore, the

sum of the track momenta associated to the vertex of the jet divided by the calibrated

jet pT must exceed 0.1 to suppress the stochastic central pile-up jets. All central hard-

scatter jets of the pile-up vertex under study can be rejected by requiring JVT < 0.2.

The missing transverse momentum of the vertex i, pmiss
T,i , is calculated by summing

the jet pT of all central jets with pT > 20, the track momenta of jets with pT below

the prior threshold and the track momenta matched to this vertex of jets which failed

the stochastic pile-up suppression cut. The fJVT discriminant is then defined as the

maximum of the set of normalised projections of pmiss
T,i onto the corresponding forward

jet pfj
T for all pile-up vertices i

fJVT = maxi

(
pmiss
T,i · pfj

T

|pfj
T|2

)
. (5.4)

The forward jet vertex tagger can separate forward pile-up jets from hard-scatter jets

as the former are expected to be balanced by pmiss
T,i leading to fJVT values close to 1

for pile-up jets in the forward direction and values closer to 0 for forward jets from the

hard-scatter interaction.

5.2 Electrons

Electrons leave tracks in the inner detector and deposit their energy typically in a con-

cise shower in the electromagnetic calorimeter. This shower is formed by electrons and

photons which are produced via bremsstrahlung by electrons interacting with the de-

tector material or the beam pipe. The photons can annihilate into electron-positron

pairs which again can radiate photons thereby forming an electromagnetic shower. It

can happen that more than a single track belongs to the corresponding energy deposit

in the calorimeter as these collimated showers can already be formed inside the inner

detector. This is considered in the electron reconstruction algorithm which can assign

several tracks via a ∆R matching to the same electromagnetic energy cluster of a single

prompt electron candidate within the coverage of the inner detector of |η| < 2.47.

Electromagnetic topo-clusters are formed from the same topo-clusters used in the jet

reconstruction with the difference that they are not seeded by presampler cells or cells in

the first layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter to suppress noise clusters. In general,

only energy depositions in the cells of the electromagnetic calorimeter are considered to
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derive the electromagnetic energy of the cluster except for the transition region where

energies from the presampler and from a scintillator in front of the calorimeter are also

added. The fraction of the electromagnetic energy over the entire cluster energy needs to

exceed 0.5 to reject about 60% of pile-up clusters [96]. Tracks are reconstructed from hits

in the inner detector and are fitted in several iterations thereby taking energy losses due

to bremsstrahlung into account [97]. The tracks are matched to the respective clusters

and the primary track is mainly determined by the closest distance to the barycentre

of the cluster in the second calorimeter layer where most of the energy of the shower is

deposited.

A characteristic of the electron shower is that energies can be deposited in additional

clusters formed by large angle radiations falling outside the cluster which need to be

assigned to the main cluster of the electron. The main clusters are called the supercluster

seeds and are identified from energy ordered electromagnetic topo-clusters if those pass

a 1GeV threshold and are assigned a track with a minimum of four hits in the SCT.

Clusters within ∆η ×∆ϕ = 0.075 × 0.125 (0.125 × 0.300) of the barycentre of the seed

cluster (and if a track is the primary track for both clusters) are classified as satellite

clusters. The supercluster energy is determined from the associated cells in the first

three calorimeter layers and the presampler of the respective seed. Satellite clusters are

restricted in size in η to suppress pile-up effects. Before the track matching is adapted

to superclusters these clusters undergo a first energy calibration and only afterwards the

final calibration is performed [98]. The charge of the electron is determined from the

supercluster track curvature due to the magnetic field in the inner detector [96].

To distinguish prompt electrons from electrons originating from either photon con-

version or a heavy flavour decay as well as from mis-identified hadronic jets [96] a

likelihood-based identification approach is used. An extensive list of variables focused

on the shower shape of the supercluster, the primary track and their compatibility form

the input of this multivariate discrimination. Depending on the chosen working point,

defined by their identification efficiency of 93% (80%) ’Loose’ (’Tight’), additional fixed

requirements need to be fulfilled besides the likelihood score to improve the rejection

of converted photons. The working points are constructed in such a way that they are

subsets of each other.

Prompt electrons in contrast to jets or electrons from heavy flavour decays are isolated

and typically do not deposit energy in the hadronic calorimeter. Econe20
T is introduced to

quantify the activity in the calorimeter around the electron within a cone of ∆R = 0.2.

The transverse energies of all positive topo-clusters are summed to form Econe20
T,raw from

which the energy of the electron itself given by a 5×7 grid of cells in η×ϕ is subtracted.
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As this grid does not necessarily contain the entire energy of the electron a simulation-

based leakage correction is applied before finally a pile-up correction is performed [90],

Econe20
T = Econe20

T,raw − ET,core − ET,leakage(ET, η,∆R)− ET,pile-up(η,∆R). (5.5)

Isolated electrons need to fulfil the ’HighPtCaloOnly’ working point which has a strong

fake rejection rate above ET > 100 GeV by requiring Econe20
T < max(0.015×pT, 3.5 GeV).

Pile-up contributions and electrons from either heavy flavour decays or photon conver-

sion are suppressed by applying track-to-vertex association (TTVA) requirements. The

transverse impact parameter significance must satisfy |d0|/σ(d0) < 5 to pass the TTVA

selection, where d0 is the closest distance between the electron track and the beamline in

the transverse plane. To compensate for the varying resolution of d0 the corresponding

uncertainty σ(d0) is also considered which includes an uncertainty on the beam width

as well as an uncertainty on the track obtained from the fit. The longitudinal impact

parameter z0 measures the distance between the electron track closest approach to the

beamline and the primary vertex along the beam axis. The second TTVA requirement

is |z0| sin θ < 0.5mm, where θ is the angle between the track and the beamline and sin θ

compensates a reduced accuracy with which z0 can be measured for forward tracks.

Both impact parameter criteria increase the probability that the electron stems from

the primary vertex.

Efficiency scale factors are derived for reconstruction, identification, isolation, and

trigger correcting for observed efficiency differences between data and MC simulations

in Z → ee and J/Ψ → ee decays. They are applied as multiplicative event weights for

each electron as they are determined in dependence on the electron transverse energy

and pseudorapidity. The electron energy scale and resolution in the MC simulation are

corrected by studying the same resonance decays as for the efficiency derivation to match

the data [98].

5.3 Photons

Photons deposit their energy similar to electrons mainly in the electromagnetic calorime-

ter. In contrast to electrons, prompt unconverted photons leave no tracks in the inner

detector as they are not charged. Prompt photons stem from production sources which

are not related to hadron decays [99]. A relatively large fraction of the photons are

converted to electron-positron pairs within the inner detector. This fraction ranges from

around 20% in the central region of the detector to 65% at |η| ≈ 2.3 [96]. Photons are
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reconstructed from the same superclusters used in the electron reconstruction with the

difference that no tracks are assigned to the clusters [96]. Topo-clusters are added to

conversion photons if they can be associated with the same conversion vertex as the

supercluster. Clusters with opposite signed tracks compatible with a conversion vertex

of a massless particle are considered converted photon candidates.

Photons are restricted to be contained within the coverage of the inner detector. An

ambiguity resolution procedure is applied to identify a supercluster as either a photon or

an electron as the respective superclusters are formed independently [96]. Identification

requirements are placed on the shower shapes to reject non-prompt photons from hadron

decays or from mis-identified hadronic jets. This separation can be further improved by

applying isolation criteria to the energy contained within a cone around the photon

including tracking and calorimeter information which is sensitive to hadronic activity in

close vicinity of the photon. The final energy calibration is performed with data and MC

simulations studying the final state photon radiation of leptonic Z boson decays [98].

5.4 Muons

Muons are mainly reconstructed from their tracks in the inner detector and the muon

spectrometer as they only deposit little energy in the calorimeter [100].

The tracks in the inner detector are similarly reconstructed as in the jet reconstruction.

To reconstruct the muon track, tracks in the spectrometer are partially constructed by

combining the hits in the individual monitored drift tube chambers, the surrounding

trigger chambers and the cathode strip chambers for |η| > 2. The spectrometer track

is obtained from a fit of those track segments considering the bending of the muon

track due to the magnetic field, possible misalignment between chambers, and potential

interactions of the muons in the detector. Five muon definitions exist which differ in

the composition of detector information used in the reconstruction of which three are

explained in the following and more information is given in [100]. Combined muons are

of particular interest in this analysis. They are identified by a combined track fit of

the inner detector hits and the muon spectrometer hits allowing a potential energy loss

in the calorimeters. The relevant hits are found by extracting the spectrometer tracks

to the inner detector hits. The spectrometer hits can get exchanged during the fitting

procedure. A looser muon selection includes calorimeter muons, which are reconstructed

from tracks in the inner detector and energy deposits in the calorimeter, and segmented

muons, whose inner detector tracks are expanded to the spectrometer where at least one

track segment is required in close angular proximity.
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Several working points are defined to quantify the quality of muon candidates. They

differ in the efficiency to identify prompt muons and in the rejection rate of non-prompt

muons. The rejection mainly focuses on the suppression of semileptonic decays of light

hadrons. Those particles in general have a lower track quality as their trajectory through

the detector changes because of the decay. In contrast, muons from heavy flavour decays

have typically well reconstructed trajectories but can be rejected via isolation require-

ments as they tend to be surrounded by more activity in the inner detector and the

calorimeters. The ’Medium’ identification working point selects combined muons which

have at least three hits in two out of the three spectrometer chambers with looser cri-

teria for muons within |η| < 0.1. Those muons must have a compatible charge over

momentum property for the inner detector and the spectrometer. ’Loose’ muons include

in addition segment-tagged and calorimeter-tagged muons within |η| < 0.1 where the

muon spectrometer has no complete coverage.

Pile-up contributions as well as muons from cosmic and hadron decays are suppressed

by applying TTVA selections. The transverse impact parameter significance, |d0|/σ(d0),
needs to be smaller than three and the longitudinal impact parameter must satisfy

|z0| sin θ < 0.5mm, where d0, σ(d0), z0 and θ are defined analogous to the electron

parameters, to reject a majority of the non-prompt muons.

Tracking and calorimeter information is combined to define the ’FixedCutLoose’ iso-

lation which is required for isolated muons. The transverse track four momenta with

pT > 1 GeV are summed within a variable cone pvarcone30T = min(10 GeV/pµT, 0.3) around

the muon, excluding the muon track, and pvarcone30T /pµT must be smaller than 0.15. The

transverse energy deposits in the calorimeters are summed in a fixed cone of radius

R = 0.2 around the extrapolated muon track subtracting the cluster of the muon and a

pile-up correction using the jet area method [90] is performed. Econe20
T obtained in this

way divided by the muon pT needs to be below 0.3 to suppress non-isolated muons, in

particular from heavy flavour decays.

Efficiency scale factors are derived for reconstruction, identification, track to vertex

association and isolation correcting for observed efficiency differences between the data

and the MC simulations in Z → µµ and J/Ψ → µµ decays. The momentum scale and

resolution in the MC simulation are corrected with the same two resonance decays used

to derive the efficiencies to match the data [101, 102]. In addition, Z → µµ events are

used to evaluate a bias in the muon momentum measurement which is dependent on the

muon charge and related to misalignment of detector components [102].
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5.5 Hadronically Decaying Taus

Taus have a very short lifetime which results in their decays occurring typically already

before they reach the first detector layer. Taus can therefore only be reconstructed via

their decay products. These are in 65% of the cases sets of hadrons which commonly

contain either one (72%) or three (22%) charged pions and are referred to as either

one- or three-prong taus. These taus can include any number of additional neutral

pions. Their signature is hence similar to a concise jet with either one or three tracks

with an absolute charge of 1. The rest of the taus decay mostly leptonically and are

reconstructed as either electrons or muons. The energy and momentum of the neutrino

of the hadronic tau decay cannot be measured by the detector and the observed part

of the tau candidate is referred to as τhad, vis. Taus are reconstructed from anti-kt jets

with ∆R = 0.4, pT > 10GeV and |η| < 2.5 build from topo-clusters [86] which are

calibrated via the local hadronic calibration procedure [103]. A boosted decision tree

identifies the prong tracks within ∆R = 0.4 of the reconstructed tau trajectory via track

pT, impact parameters, and number of hits in the tracking detectors. The hadronic tau

energy calibration features a pile-up correction followed by a response correction of the

already calibrated topo-clusters [16, 104].

Tau candidates are removed if they are in close vicinity (∆R < 0.4) of a reconstructed

electron as energy depositions of electrons can be falsely reconstructed as one-prong

taus. Taus can be distinguished from quark- or gluon-initiated jets by a recurrent neural

network trained with tracking and calorimeter information which classifies taus into

four overlapping working points depending on the background rejection efficiency. Two

separate networks are designed for the one and three-prong hadronic taus as they feature

distinct decay patterns. The ’Loose’ identification working point with a signal efficiency

of 85% (75%) for one- (three-)prong taus [105] is sufficient for this analysis as taus are

only used to veto events containing hadronically decaying taus.

5.6 Missing Transverse Momentum

Neutrinos are very weakly interacting particles and typically leave no signatures in the

detector in terms of energy deposits which makes an explicit reconstruction impossible.

Instead, one can make use of the fact that the two neutrinos coming from a Z boson

decay lead to a momentum imbalance in the transverse plane as the colliding protons

have negligible momenta in this direction. An observable that quantifies the momentum

carried away by the to the detector invisible particles is the missing transverse momen-
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tum, Emiss
T

2. Conservation of the momentum in the transverse plane justifies defining

Emiss
T as the negative vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of all visible final state

particles.

The missing transverse momentum vector is hence defined as the negative vectorial

pT sum of reconstructed and calibrated electrons (e), photons (γ), hadronically decaying

taus (τ), muons (µ) and jets as well as a soft track component which is given by tracks

stemming from the hard-scatter vertex not associated to any particle. Along the x

and y coordinates spanning the transverse plane, the Emiss
T vector components can be

calculated as

Emiss
x(y) = Emiss,e

x(y) + Emiss,γ
x(y) + Emiss,τ

x(y) + Emiss,µ
x(y) + Emiss, jets

x(y) + Emiss, soft
x(y) , (5.6)

where every component is derived from the negative vectorial sum of all transverse

momenta of the constituent type in the event [106]. Potential ambiguities need to be

resolved by an overlap removal as energy deposits can be reconstructed as several differ-

ent particle candidates [107]. The order of their occurrence in Equation 5.6 determines

the priority with which the particles are considered where the subsequent candidates

are removed. The magnitude of the missing transverse momentum vector is defined as

Emiss
T =

√
(Emiss

x )2 +
(
Emiss
y

)2
which per definition is always positive.

A precise knowledge of the particles, pile-up and detector acceptance is required as

the missing transverse momentum is sensitive to any miscalibrations and noise resulting

in a non-linear response.

2Outside the ATLAS collaboration Emiss
T is often referred to as pmiss

T .
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Region Definitions

The Rmiss measurements are based on the selection of proton-proton collision events

containing Z boson decays into either pairs of neutrinos or charged leptons. The re-

constructed objects as defined in Chapter 5 in an event are hence required to fulfil

certain criteria. These are defined in this chapter. The events get classified into so-

called signal regions which are in contrast to control and validation regions used to

study background processes. These selections are in the following referred to as detector

level selections. Three signal regions are defined in this chapter which are constructed to

select Z → νν+ jets, Z → ee+ jets and Z → µµ+ jets processes1. This chapter starts

with a description of the collision events used in this measurement which are referred

to as the dataset (Section 6.1), discusses the specific requirements placed on the recon-

structed objects to select the signal processes and to enhance their overall contributions

compared to backgrounds (Section 6.2), and finally defines the common observable in

the three signal regions as well as the regions themselves (Section 6.3).

6.1 The Dataset of the Analysis

The dataset used in this analysis was collected in 2015-2016 with the ATLAS detector

from proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of s =
√
13TeV. The use of

this partial Run-2 data set is motivated by the access to lower Emiss
T trigger thresholds

and lower pile-up [19, 108]. The time between two bunch crossings was 25 ns. Solely

data are considered which were taken during stable LHC beam conditions and fulfil data

quality requirements [19] excluding periods where the detector or its sub-components

were malfunctioning. This dataset has an integrated luminosity of 36.65±0.32 fb−1 [109]

which was among others determined with the LUCID-2 detector [110]. The average

number of simultaneous collisions in a single bunch crossing, referred to as pile-up, was

13.4 for 3.24 fb−1in 2015 and increased to 25.1 in 2016 [19] where 33.40 fb−1were recorded.

1The following notation is motivated by the fact that in the SM the invisible Z decays are decays into
pairs of neutrinos: Z → νν+ jets for Z(→ invisible)+jets, and analogously Z → ℓℓ+ jets is used to
denote Z/γ∗(→ ℓ+ℓ−)+jets throughout this thesis.
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The vertex with the largest sum of squares of associated track momenta is considered

the hard-scatter primary vertex. Events are required to have at least one primary vertex.

This vertex must have at least two tracks with pT > 500MeV which can be traced back

to the beam spot where the proton-proton collisions take place to reduce the contribution

of secondary vertices [89].

6.2 Object and Event Selection

This section discusses both the criteria on objects in collision events and on the col-

lision events themselves that need to be fulfilled such that an event is assigned to a

corresponding signal process.

Triggers used to select the Events

The event topology of Z → νν+ jets can be selected by either a jet or a missing transverse

momentum trigger. The Emiss
T triggers [108], which solely use calorimeter information,

are used to select the collision events. The missing transverse momentum in the trigger

is calculated from the negative transverse momentum vector sum of hadronic jets with

a pT > 7GeV. Those jets are calibrated and corrected for pile-up contributions with

the jet-area method. Nevertheless, increasing pile-up between the different run periods

makes a raise in the trigger Emiss
T thresholds necessary which are set to 70GeV in 2015

and to 90 and later increased to 110GeV in 2016. These triggers become fully efficient

above 170GeV.

The second possibility to select these events are jet triggers. The large cross section

of inclusive di-jet production at the LHC sets stringent requirements on potential jet

triggers. The main lowest unprescaled jet trigger for the 2016 run period, the HLT j380,

places a threshold of 380GeV on the pT for the jet candidate found by the trigger system

and becomes fully efficient above 436GeV [111] for reconstructed jets with larger pT due

to resolution effects. This would strongly boost the Z boson and its corresponding decay

products as the jet and the Z boson momenta are correlated which reduces the statistics.

Events including muons are triggered with the same Emiss
T triggers as these triggers do

not take any information from the tracker and the muon system into account. The HLT

Emiss
T hence contains no muons as they deposit almost no energy in the calorimeters. The

simultaneous production of a muon pair and jets then leads to a momentum imbalance in

the transverse plane in the calorimeter system which is considered by the Emiss
T triggers.

Single-electron triggers [112] are used to select events containing at least one electron.
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The lowest-pT, unprescaled electron triggers require a pT threshold of 24 or 26GeV,

either a ’Medium’ or ’Tight’ likelihood identification and for 2016 a ’Loose’ tracking-

only isolation. The corresponding upstream Level-1 triggers include hadronic vetos and

an isolation requirement for objects with ET < 50GeV in 2016. Less stringent criteria are

placed by high-pT electron triggers which remove the isolation requirement and change

to a ’Loose’ identification for pT > 120 (140) for 2015 (2016). An intermediate trigger

selects ’Medium’ electrons with pT > 60GeV. The 2016 electron triggers do not consider

the transverse impact parameters in their decisions. The restrictions on the electrons

are placed to keep the rates at a manageable level as only a total bandwidth of 1 kHz

is available at which the events can be saved (Section 3.2.4). In 2016 a decrease in

the efficiency at very high transverse momentum is partially restored with an additional

trigger which requires ET > 300GeV for the topo-clusters but places no selection criteria

on tracks [112]. The introduced single-electron triggers are run as logical or and events

are selected as soon as they pass any of those triggers. Trigger efficiencies are derived

via the tag-and-probe method selecting Z → ee decays and respective scale factors are

obtained by comparing data and MC simulations [112]. The corresponding uncertainties

on those scale factors are propagated onto the final result.

Jet Selection

The missing transverse momentum from Z → νν+ jets processes needs to be balanced

by an energetic jet. The transverse momentum of the jet must be larger than 110GeV.

This leaves some margin for resolution effects and for additional radiation compared

to the Emiss
T > 130GeV requirement which ensures a sufficient trigger efficiency for the

Z → νν+ jets events. This leading jet must be central, |η| < 2.4, to be within the

coverage of the tracking detector which allows the rejection of non-collision backgrounds.

Additional jets are defined as objects with a pT > 30GeV and an absolute rapidity

smaller than 4.4 to be within the coverage of the forward detectors.

Three dominant background sources can mimic jets [113, 114]. Those are the beam-

induced background, which occurs due to beam gas scattering or secondary cascades of

protons interacting with the collimators far away from the interaction point, cosmic rays

overlapping with collision events, and calorimeter noise. The first two are also often

referred to as non-collision backgrounds where a high-pT muon fakes a jet signature.

The calorimeter noise originating from coherent noise or electronic noise bursts is often

already rejected by the data quality requirements [19] and the residual background can

be further suppressed by inspecting the characteristic LAr signal pulse shapes.
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Energy and pT ratio quantities are used to further reject all three background sources

as these mainly spread longitudinally in the calorimeter and leave no tracks in the inner

detector. This is included amongst other selections in a set of loose quality criteria [113]

which every selected jet needs to pass. If any jet fails these requirements the entire

event is rejected. A significant amount of the non-collision background remains present

after this selection. The ratio of the charge fraction, fch
2, and the maximum sampling

fraction, fmax, which is defined as the maximal fractional energy deposited in a single

calorimeter layer, is found to be a powerful discriminant between hard-scatter jets and

fake jets and is required to exceed 0.1 for the leading jet. The charge fraction is only

available within the coverage of the tracker which restricts the leading jet to be within

|η| < 2.4. A residual non-collision background remains although the efficiency of the fake

jet reduction is very high. The derivation of the corresponding background estimate is

presented in Section 7.1.

Pile-up jets are suppressed by applying the most stringent standard (forward) jet-

vertex-tagger requirements available within ATLAS which act on all jets with a pT in

the range from 30-60GeV. In well balanced dijet events the false removal of a hard-

scatter jet failing the (f)JVT criteria creates artificial Emiss
T resulting in events passing

the Z → νν+ jets selection. This event category is reduced by rejecting all events where

at least one jet is tagged as a pile-up jet. These are mainly events with rather low Emiss
T

as there the relative contribution of a removed jet becomes a relevant constituent of

Emiss
T to exceed the 130GeV threshold. This is discussed in more depth in Section 7.2.

Signal and Baseline Lepton Definitions

Two categories of leptons are defined in this analysis which are the baseline and the

signal leptons. The baseline leptons are inclusive in all three charged lepton families and

thereby contain hadronically decaying taus. They need to pass only permissive selection

criteria since they are used to reject (veto) events which contain at least one additional

baseline lepton and for the estimation of the fake lepton background (Section 7.4). Signal

leptons are restricted to electrons and muons and need to fulfil further requirements

compared to the baseline leptons to suppress background sources. They are selected

in the Z → ℓℓ+ jets lepton signal and W → ℓν+ jets control regions (Section 7.3).

Leptonically decaying taus can be reconstructed as either electrons or muons. The

2The charge fraction is defined as the scalar sum of the transverse track momenta which are associated
with the primary vertex of the jet divided by the transverse momentum of the jet: fch =

∑
ptrackT /pjetT .
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background contribution from taus in the Z → νν+ jets signal region is estimated by a

data-driven method using electrons and muons presented in Section 7.3.

Baseline electron candidates are required to have a pT larger than 7GeV to ensure a

sufficient reconstruction efficiency. In addition, they must be within |η| < 2.47 to guar-

antee track reconstruction while the transition region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 is excluded due

to its poor reconstruction efficiency resulting from the high material budget (Section 5.2)

and must pass the ’Loose’ identification selection. Signal electron candidates in addition

need to fulfil the ’Tight’ identification, isolation and track to vertex association criteria

defined in Section 5.2 to reject background electrons. The leading signal electron trans-

verse momentum is required to be larger than 50GeV. This high pT lepton requirement

allows the rejection of background processes. This is possible as the leading electrons are

boosted by the pT of the Z boson and thereby typically have transverse momenta above

the lowest single electron trigger thresholds which are around 30GeV. The sub-leading

signal electron pT needs to be larger than 25GeV to suppress contributions from lepton

fake backgrounds (Section 7.4) which are accompanied by relatively large uncertainties.

Baseline muon candidates are selected if they fulfil the ’Loose’ identification require-

ments, have a pT exceeding 7GeV to ensure a high reconstruction efficiency and are

reconstructed within |η| < 2.5 for track reconstruction. Signal muon candidates must

pass the ’Medium’ identification, isolation, as well as track to vertex association selec-

tions, described in Section 5.4 in addition to the baseline selection to reject background

muons. The (sub-)leading muon needs to fulfil pT >(25) 50GeV to reject fake back-

grounds.

Hadronically decaying tau candidates are selected if they have a pT larger than 20GeV

and either one or three tracks with an absolute charge of 1, are within |η| < 2.47 and

pass the ’Loose’ identification requirement (Section 5.5).

The detector level baseline and signal lepton definitions are summarised in Table 6.1

Overlap Removal

Jet, electron, muon, and tau candidates are all reconstructed independently by their re-

spective algorithms and the same detector signatures can therefore be reconstructed as

several different particle types. This ambiguity needs to be resolved with an overlap re-

moval procedure which uniquely identifies every particle following the recommendations

in [115].
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Baseline Selection Electron Muon Tau

pT > 7 GeV > 7 GeV > 20 GeV
|η| 0 < |η| < 1.37 or 1.52 < |η| < 2.47 |η| < 2.5 |η| < 2.47
Identification ’Loose’ ’Loose’ ’Loose’

Signal Selection Electron Muon

pT > 25 GeV > 25 GeV
|η| 0 < |η| < 1.37 or 1.52 < |η| < 2.47 |η| < 2.5
Identification ’Tight’ ’Medium’
Isolation ’FCHighPtCaloOnly’ ’FCLoose’
TTVA |z0 × sin θ| < 0.5mm & |z0 × sin θ| < 0.5mm &

|d0|/σ(d0) < 5 |d0|/σ(d0) < 3

Table 6.1: Detector level baseline and signal lepton selections.

Tau candidates are removed if they are within ∆R < 0.2 of either an electron or a

muon candidate. This is necessary as muons can fake taus with one track if they deposit

energy in the calorimeter which typically coincides with some mis-alignment between the

tracks measured in the muon spectrometer and the inner detector. The tau identification

already applies an intrinsic overlap removal if they are close to an electron (Section 5.5).

Any remaining tau candidate is rejected if an electron is in close proximity.

Electrons and muons can be reconstructed from the same object if the muon radiates a

hard photon which is reconstructed in the calorimeter. They can be efficiently separated

from real close-by leptons if they share the same track in the inner detector. In the case

of a calorimeter muon candidate the electron candidate is rejected and vice versa in the

case of a combined or segmented muon. Often this object is also reconstructed as a jet

candidate which is removed in a subsequent step.

The electron-jet overlap removal resolves the ambiguity of prompt electrons and jets

which can stem from a semi-leptonically decaying heavy-flavour jet or a light-flavour jet

faking an electron as both objects are clustered from energy deposits in the calorimeter

cells. The reconstructed jet candidate is removed if it is within ∆R < 0.2 of the electron

candidate and otherwise, the electron candidate is removed if within ∆R < 0.4.

Muons are charged and therefore can radiate photons which might seed jet candidates.

This can lead to a signature with a track in the inner detector from the muon and an

energy deposit in the calorimeter from the photon and can therefore be reconstructed

as an electron or a jet candidate. These jets have a small number of tracks and can

be well separated from hadronic jets. Jet candidates with less than three tracks which

are within ∆R < 0.2 of a muon candidate are rejected to suppress these fake jets from

radiation. Muons from light meson and heavy-flavour decays are non-isolated, have
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small momenta and have their origin in a secondary vertex. These non-prompt muons

are rejected against jets if they are within ∆R < 0.4 of a reconstructed jet.

In a last step jet candidates within ∆R < 0.2 of a tau candidate are removed as they

are used in the reconstruction of the tau.

The particle candidates passing the overlap removal procedure are the baseline and

signal leptons or jets. This approach introduces an inefficiency in the case where a

prompt lepton is close to a real hadronic jet which is considered in the detector correction.

A similar overlap removal procedure is employed during the Emiss
T calculation [106].

Proxy of the Z Boson Transverse Momentum

In the Z → νν+ jets region Emiss
T can be a valid proxy for the Z boson pT. In this

analysis pT,Z is introduced as a proxy for the pT of all vector bosons independent of

their decay channels. It is defined as the vector sum of Emiss
T and the pT of the prompt

electrons or muons associated with the vector boson. This defines an inclusive observable

for all three signal regions, where for the neutrino channel only the Emiss
T component is

considered and in the case of Z boson decays into two charged leptons it can be derived

as

pT,Z =

√
(Emiss

x + px,ℓ1 + px,ℓ2)
2 +

(
Emiss

y + py,ℓ1 + py,ℓ2
)2
. (6.1)

This consistent definition for leveraging correlations between the systematic uncertainties

related to the measurement of the jet system in the numerator and the denominator of

the Rmiss ratios which is shown in Chapter 10.

6.3 Signal Region Definitions

All three orthogonal signal regions are required to have a pT,Z larger than 130GeV

which is balanced by at least one jet with a pT > 110GeV within |η| < 2.4 which needs

to pass the above described selection criteria and the overlap removal. The QCD multijet

background (Section 7.2) is suppressed by enforcing an angular separation between all

selected jets and the pT,Z of ∆ϕ (jet, pT,Z) > 0.4. The event is rejected if any jet fails

this requirement. Even if this background is only significant in the Z → νν+ jets signal

region, the angular separation is also applied in the two-lepton signal regions to achieve

consistent phase space for the construction of the ratio. Any additional baseline lepton,

including taus, besides the expected number of signal leptons leads to a rejection of the

event. The Z → νν+ jets signal region, the numerator of the ratio, is defined by the
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6 Analysis Dataset, Event Selection and Signal Region Definitions

above selections. They also need to be fulfilled for the electron and muon Z → ℓℓ+ jets

signal regions.

The Z → ee+ jets signal region requires exactly two oppositely charged signal elec-

trons in addition to the above requirements. The invariant mass of the two signal

electrons needs to be within a 50GeV mass window around the mass of the Z boson,

66 < mee < 116GeV, to suppress combinatorial backgrounds and contributions from

virtual photons which are divergent for small invariant masses.

The Z → µµ+ jets signal region requires two additional oppositely charged signal

muons alongside the common selection criteria. The invariant mass of the di-muon

system needs to be within 66 < mµµ < 116GeV to suppress various background sources.

The main detector level event selection criteria defining the Z → νν+ jets and the

two Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions are summarised in Table 6.2.

Common Event Selection

pT,Z > 130 GeV
Leading jet pT > 110 GeV
Leading jet |η| < 2.4
Additional jet |y| < 4.4
Additional jet pT > 30 GeV
∆ϕ(jet, Emiss

T ) > 0.4, for every jet
Additional baseline lepton (e, µ, τ) None

Additional Z → ℓℓ+ jets Selection

Number of signal leptons 2 same flavour opposite charge (e−e+ or µ−µ+)
Leading lepton pT > 50 GeV
Sub-leading lepton pT > 25 GeV
mℓℓ 66-116 GeV

Table 6.2: Main detector level event selections for the Z → νν+ jets and Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal
regions.
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The Z → νν+ jets and the two Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions, which are used to con-

struct the numerator and the denominators of the Rmiss ratios, contain background

events which are not related to the Z boson plus jets signal processes these regions are

designed to select. A precise knowledge of their contributions and their corresponding

uncertainties is crucial. Only then an exact subtraction of the background events from

the measured data is possible to obtain the correct number of signal events stemming

from Z boson decays into either pairs of neutrinos, electrons or muons. In particular,

in the Z → νν+ jets signal region about half of the selected events are classified as

background processes despite the dedicated event selection. The relative contributions

of signal and background processes to the signal regions are sketched in Figure 7.1.

The relative contributions to the Z → ee+ jets and Z → µµ+ jets signal regions

are identical at the percent level and therefore visualised together as Z → ℓℓ+ jets

represented by the inner ring in the sketch. They are both very pure in the sense that

94% of the events are expected to stem from leptonic Z boson decays into either two

electrons or two muons. Minor contributions arise from di-/triboson and electroweak

V+jets production as well as semileptonic tt̄ decays. These can be directly taken from

MC simulations as their corresponding normalisation uncertainties, which are typically

relatively large, only have a minor impact on the final result. Background events related

to fake leptons are not well described within the MC simulation and therefore their

contribution is derived via a data-driven technique.

The signal contribution to the Z → νν+ jets signal region in contrast is only 47%

which can be seen in the outer ring of the sketch. About 38% of the events in the

Z → νν+ jets signal region are attributed to W → ℓν+ jets processes, where the lepton

is not properly reconstructed and identified. The sizeable renormalisation and factori-

sation uncertainties related to these SM predictions require a data-driven approach to

get a handle on these uncertainties related to the normalisation of the corresponding

cross sections. Dedicated control regions are defined to normalise the W → ℓν+ jets

background processes in the Z → νν+ jets signal region. Contributions from processes

including single-top or tt̄ decays, di-/triboson or electroweak V+jets production, and

Z boson decays into charged lepton pairs which are not correctly identified or found
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Figure 7.1: Sketch of the relative process contributions to the Z → νν+ jets (outer ring) and
Z → ee+ jets/Z → µµ+ jets (inner ring) signal regions. The composition of the two lepton
signal regions is identical within the shown precision and therefore represented by Z → ℓℓ+ jets.

within the selected phase space are directly taken from the MC simulations. This is

possible as the contributions of those processes are mainly at the percent level except

for the leptonic tt̄ decays, which contribute about 5%. The respective uncertainties par-

tially cancel in the construction of the Rmiss ratios as these processes appear in both the

numerator and the denominators and therefore are no dominant source of uncertainty

on the final result. Background processes either due to mis-measurements of transverse

jet momenta in QCD multijet events or due to sources not related to the collisions need

to be derived via data-driven methods and contribute about 5% and 1%, respectively.

The background processes which are not taken directly from MC simulations are

discussed within this chapter. These include for the Z → νν+ jets signal region the

non-collision (Section 7.1) and the QCD multijet (Section 7.2) backgrounds as well as

data-driven estimates for W → ℓν+ jets events (Section 7.3). Finally, fake lepton back-

grounds, which are relevant for the estimation of the W → ℓν+ jets contributions to the

Z → νν+ jets signal region and for both Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions (Section 7.4), are

presented.
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7.1 Non-Collision Backgrounds

Backgrounds from sources that are not directly related to the collisions in the detector

play a crucial role in the Z → νν+ jets region. These are able to mimic events with jets

and Emiss
T , which necessitates an understanding of the corresponding sources, to apply

efficient suppression criteria, and to estimate the remaining background contribution.

Beam-induced background events are one of the three main sources of these back-

grounds and will be discussed in the following section. The other two sources are cosmic

muons and calorimeter noise clusters. The latter are already well suppressed by the

applied data quality checks and are further reduced during the jet cleaning by the ap-

plication of pulse shape requirements [114] and are therefore not further considered.

Cosmic muon and beam-induced background events both include energetic muons as

these are the only visible particles which are reliably able to evade the heavy shielding

of the detector.

Muons from cosmic showers deposit energy in the calorimeters via radiative processes

such as bremsstrahlung and leave no tracks in the inner detector if they traverse the

detector sufficiently far away from the interaction point. These cosmic muons appear

independently of the timing of the collisions and in a constant pattern in contrast to

the beam-induced backgrounds which have a clear ϕ dependence. Muons from cosmic

showers have to pass through about 60m of rock, where they deposit around 40GeV

of energy [116]. The amount of material is in general sufficient to stop almost every

other particle type from the shower which leave signatures in the detector. The en-

ergy deposition of the muons in the detector needs to be sizeable to exceed the Emiss
T

trigger thresholds. The cosmic muon background is expected to be an order of magni-

tude smaller than the beam-induced backgrounds at the lower end of the pT,Z spectrum

and rises to approximately equal size in the high-pT tail where the non-collision back-

grounds overall become negligible [116]. The cosmic muon background is to a certain

extent reduced by the selection criteria used for the suppression of the beam-induced

background. Remaining events are partially considered in the beam-induced background

estimate as they can have similar signatures, but are otherwise not treated individually.

The discussion of the beam-induced background is based on [116–118].

Beam-induced Backgrounds

The beam-induced backgrounds originate from three main sources which are indicated in

Figure 7.2. These include muons from showers produced by tertiary beam halos, which

contain protons evading the primary and secondary collimators of the momentum and
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Figure 7.2: Sketch of the LHC collimator system and the sources of beam-induced backgrounds
which are inelastic (purple) and elastic (azure) beam-gas scattering of the protons and interac-
tions of the tertiary beam halo with the tertiary collimators (black) [117].

betatron cleaning, interacting with the tertiary collimators (TCTs) protecting the beam-

focusing quadrupole magnets at 145-148m from the interaction point [117]. Another

source are elastic beam-gas collisions which are partially stopped at the TCTs before

they can be removed by the cleaning systems. The last source is inelastic scattering of

protons with the beam-gas leading to showers of secondary particles. These particles

are often stopped by the shielding material in front of the detector. Muons, especially

with large energies, are still able to reach the detector even from the accelerator arcs

if they are emitted tangentially or are bent by the dipole magnets to be reconstructed

within the calorimeters. High-pT muons produced by beam-induced effects deposit large

fractions of their energies via electromagnetic and in rare occasions via hadronic showers

which often have a longitudinal profile along the beam axis and are contained within a

single layer of a calorimeter.

Beam halos are generated by many different processes. These include, among others,

elastic scatterings of protons with beam-gas, noise in the accelerating cavities, scattering

between the two beams as they share the same beam pipe up to the neutral absorbers in

front of the TCTs blocking neutrons and photons emitted at small angles, resonances,

and instabilities [117]. The two beams are cleaned in two sectors which are both two arcs

away from the detector. The primary collimators in these two sectors either remove pro-

tons which have an off-momentum or drifted out of the betatronic beam trajectory [117].

A secondary halo is formed by particles which scatter at the primary collimators. These

are stopped by a secondary collimator which is followed by a tungsten absorber. The

rate of the protons lost in the cleaning procedure is of the same order of magnitude as
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the loss due to the interaction rate [118]. A remaining tertiary halo is often able to

hit the tertiary collimators close to the experiments even if the cleaning system is very

efficient, as the number of protons in the primary halo which need to be removed is

very high. Protons stopped close to the experiment can induce particle showers in which

highly energetic muons are created on the straight sector of the accelerator complex.

These muons are able to penetrate the heavy shielding which protects the detector and

become a considerable background source. They mostly enter the detector at radii below

2m [118] and are partially within the coverage of the electromagnetic calorimeter barrel

which reaches from 1.5-2m. The rate of protons hitting the TCTs after the betatron

cleaning procedure is different for the two beams as they must pass through either two

or six octants.

Muon production by interactions of the tertiary halo with the TCTs cannot easily be

differentiated from elastic beam-gas scattering muon production as this process signif-

icantly contributes to the evolution of the tertiary halo. The elastic scattered protons

are often stopped at the TCTs before they reach the cleaning stations and can con-

tribute at the same order of magnitude as the tertiary halo to the generation of energetic

muons [118].

The beam-induced backgrounds were studied in detail in isolated, unpaired bunches

which lead to no intrinsic proton-proton collisions [116–118]. These studies show that

a large fraction of the beam-induced backgrounds come from inelastic scatterings of

protons with beam-gases leading to muons which arrive at lower radii if produced within

the inner triplet quadrupole magnets focusing the beams. The rate of inelastic scattering

scales linearly with the pressure in the vacuum chamber and the beam intensity [118].

Muons produced via inelastic interactions between protons and beam-gas can reach the

detector even from distances as large as 500m. These muons can fake jet signatures if

they are produced far away from the interaction point and thereby are bent to sufficiently

large radii to reach the calorimeters.

Suppression of Beam-induced Backgrounds

Muons leading to beam-induced background events are often deflected by magnetic fields

introduced by the beam separation and recombination dipole magnets which are situated

at 59-83m and 153-162m from the interaction point. This leads to pronounced peaks

at |ϕ| = 0, π in their azimuthal distribution. As these muons are expected to mimic jet

signatures, these peaks are also expected to be visible for jets. The ϕ distribution of the

leading jet with a pT > 110GeV within the coverage of the tracking detector is shown
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Figure 7.3: Leading jet ϕ distribution in data with the loose jet cleaning (orange) and with an
additional tight cleaning criteria applied to the leading jet (blue) in the Z → νν+ jets signal
region. The tight cut removes the two peaks which are related to beam-induced background
events where the muons are bent by the beam splitting and recombining dipole magnets.

in Figure 7.3 with only loose jet cleaning criteria [113] applied. The two-peak structure

is indeed present, and the magnitude of the peaks already provides an indication of

the required size of the reduction to suppress the beam-induced background to the

percent level to make it subdominant. A slight asymmetry is visible between positive

and negative ϕ values in the region enclosed by the two maxima, which is related to

different amounts of free space between the tunnel floor and ceiling from the beam pipe.

This translates into different volumes in which pions and kaons from hadronic showers

can decay into muons. The beam pipe is only 1m above the ground whereas the distance

to the ceiling is about 2m [118].

A distinct pattern of the beam-induced background events is that they deposit most

of their energy in a single layer in the electromagnetic calorimeter and typically have

no tracks associated with the energy clusters in the calorimeter. This is in contrast to

features of hard-scatter jets even if the background events have some track activity due

to minimum bias events occurring at the same time. A selection criterion on the charge

fraction and maximum sampling fraction defined in Section 6 which incorporates the
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two characteristics was found to be efficient in rejecting those backgrounds [116]. The

requirement of fch/fmax < 0.1 for the leading jet provides a reasonable balance between

a strong background rejection and a high signal efficiency. Adding this requirement to

the loose jet selection for the leading jet defines the tight jet cleaning. The ϕ distribution

of the leading jet after the application of this tight selection is shown in Figure 7.3. It

can be seen that the two peaks are removed, and the distribution is evenly distributed

as expected since there should be no intrinsic preferred direction in ϕ for the leading

jet. The reduction in the peaks is more than an order of magnitude whereas the regions

which are less populated by the beam-induced background are about 25% reduced.

The jet timing, which is defined as the weighted average cell timing of the calorimeter

cell square energy with a nanosecond time resolution, is not used as a discriminant to

suppress beam-induced backgrounds but is instead used to define a background-enriched

control region. The cell timing is calibrated such that energy deposits of particles origi-

nating from proton-proton collisions in the interaction point occur at time zero. Beam-

induced backgrounds are expected to arrive early as will be explained in the following

section.

Beam-induced Background Estimate

The timing of the leading jet has very distinct characteristics for beam-induced back-

ground events compared to hard-scatter events. The beam-induced backgrounds arrive

approximately at the same time at the detector as the protons in the bunches and they

travel parallel to the beam but at larger radii compared to the beam pipe.

The calorimeter-cell timing is calibrated such that particles generated at the interac-

tion point arrive at time zero at any point in the calorimeter. The distance to the inter-

action point in z and radial (r) direction defines the time of flight, tToF =
√
r2 + z2/c,

of the particles which are assumed to traverse the detector with the speed of light from

which in turn the relative time difference between calorimeter cells can be derived. The

timing of the leading jet is shown as a function of the jet’s pseudorapidity in Figure 7.4

for events which pass the ’loose’ jet cleaning. The flat red band at 0 ns over the entire η

range of the leading jet shows that the calorimeter timing is well calibrated as most jets

arrive in time with a small spread of 1-2 ns. These in-time jets are mainly hard-scatter

jets. Two arcs are associated with beam-induced background events. They span from

|η| around ±2 to ∓1 and from 0 to -12.5 ns and cross each other in the centre of the

detector at η = 0. These two arcs arise as the beam-induced backgrounds have to cover

shorter distances as they are not required to travel to the interaction point and from
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Figure 7.4: Leading jet timing as a function of leading jet η. The flat band at 0 ns is mainly
attributed to the hard-scatter jets arriving in-time. The fake jets from the beam-induced back-
ground are reflected in the two arcs at negative times reaching up to -12.5 ns depending on where
in the detector the muon is reconstructed as a jet. The timing cut-off at -12.5 ns is related to
the trigger window which associates earlier times to the next bunch crossing where they occur
as late jets.

there outwards. If they deposit their energy at the outermost parts of the calorimeter

barrel before traversing the entire detector and assuming they arrive at small radii which

can be neglected compared to the distance along the beamline, they can arrive as early

as t ≈ −2|z|/c. In the opposite case where they first traverse the entire detector and

then interact with the calorimeter, they arrive approximately in time. This shows that

the time offset with respect to the expected collision time depends on the position in

the detector where the muon loses its energy via radiative processes. The time differ-

ence between the beam-induced background and the hard-scatter collision particles can

hence be quantified as ∆t = ±z/c− tToF depending on the direction in which the detec-

tor is traversed. The curvature of the arcs depends on the radial distance between the

interaction point and the position of the reconstructed jet within the calorimeter.

The sharp cut-off at -12.5 ns can be explained by the trigger which defines the maxi-

mum time window in which the jet is matched to the bunch crossing. Jets that arrive

before this cut-off are associated with the following bunch crossing in which they arrive
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late. These jets can be seen in the two arcs spanning from about 0.8 < |η| < 1.5 for

positive values of the jet timing.

The timing information of the reconstructed jets is used to estimate the remaining

background contribution after the application of the tight jet cleaning requirement. Fol-

lowing the approach outlined in [119] a background-enriched control region is defined

in which the tight jet cleaning criterion is inverted. The leading jet timing in this

background-enriched control region is shown in Figure 7.5. Two main features can be

25− 20− 15− 10− 5− 0 5 10 15 20 25Leading jet timing [ns]
1

10
210
310
410
510
610Eve

nts Signal regionControl region
-1=13 TeV, 37 fbs  + jetsνν→Z

Figure 7.5: Leading jet timing in the Z → νν+ jets signal region (blue) which is dominated by
hard-scatter jets and in a beam-induced background enriched control region (orange) which is
obtained by inverting the tight jet cleaning requirement. Beam-induced fake jets arrive typically
early and are out-of-time. A tagging efficiency of jets falling outside of the |t| > 5 ns boundary
indicated by the dashed red lines is derived to estimate the beam-induced background in the
signal region.

extracted from this distribution. The number of events decreases exponentially for an

increasing time difference to the expected arrival time and the arising shoulders have a

clear asymmetry between negative and positive timing offsets. This is expected as the

late jets correspond to early jets matched to the next bunch crossing.

These shoulders can also be observed in the signal region which indicates that some

background events circumvent the tight cleaning selection. A tagging efficiency is there-
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pT,Z Bin [GeV] BIB Estimate Relative Contribution [%]

130-170 36764 1.70
170-210 7641 0.83
210-250 1871 0.48
250-300 648 0.33
300-380 134 0.13
380-470 33 0.10
>470 <4 0.02

Combined 47095 1.26

Table 7.1: Beam-induced background estimate in the Z → νν+ jets signal region to which a
conservative uncertainty of 100% is assigned.

fore derived in the background-enriched region by comparing the number of out-of-time

jets defined as the jets which fall outside the time interval from -5 to 5 ns to the overall

number of events in this control region. The tagging efficiency is determined separately

for early (t < −5 ns) and for late jets (t > 5 ns) which are reconstructed in the next bunch

crossing. These tagging efficiencies are used to scale the out-of-time events in the signal

region. The equation for the background estimation of the early jets is given by the

following equation and the late beam-induced background estimate follows analogously:

nBIB(t < −5 ns) = nSR(t < −5 ns)× nCR(inclusive)

nCR(t < −5 ns)
. (7.1)

The combined number of estimated beam-induced background events together with the

relative contribution of this background to the Z → νν+ jets yield is summarised in

Table 7.1 as a function of pT,Z . It can be seen that this background contribution falls

exponentially as the muons faking the jet plus Emiss
T signature are required to deposit

significantly more energy to populate the higher pT,Z region. Following the approach

taken in [119], a conservative uncertainty of 100% is assigned to this background estimate

which has a small impact on the final result as the background drops rapidly with pT,Z .
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7.2 QCD Multijet Background

Events with several jets and no reconstructed leptons are able to pass the Z → νν+ jets

signal region selection even if no weak interaction or top decays take place in these

collisions. This mainly happens when at least one jet in a multijet event either carries a

relatively large fraction of its energy in the form of neutrinos from a heavy flavour decay

or is mis-measured due to some detector effect. The fact that these two processes only

happen rarely in such a strength that they produce sufficient Emiss
T to populate the signal

region is compensated by the very high cross section of the multijet production [92].

A distinct feature of this background however is that it is typically related to a fluctua-

tion of a single jet and therefore Emiss
T is often aligned with one of the jets, as depicted in

the sketch in Figure 7.7 (b). This can be seen in data in Figure 7.6 where the azimuthal

angular difference between Emiss
T and the jet momentum in ϕ direction is shown for the

leading (left) and sub-leading (right) jet in the Z → νν+ jets signal region without the

selection requirement suppressing this background being applied. In the lower panels of

the two distributions, it can be seen that the data overshoot the MC simulation by up to

one order of magnitude in the region where the jet is closely aligned with Emiss
T leading

to ∆ϕ values close to zero.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of the azimuthal angular difference of the leading (left) and sub-leading
(right) jet and Emiss

T between data and the MC simulation in the Z → νν+ jets signal region
without the application of the angular cut suppressing the multijet contribution. The leading jet
points in the opposite direction as Emiss

T in most of the events. The lower panel shows the ratio
of the data to the MC simulation where a clear deviation can be observed in the case where a
jet is aligned with Emiss

T which can be mostly attributed to the multijet background.

For events with at least one jet about 40% of the events observed in the data are

not described by the considered MC simulations. This indicates the importance of a

strong rejection of the described background together with a proper description of the
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remaining background. In the left panel of Figure 7.6 it can be seen that the leading

jet points preferably in the opposite direction of Emiss
T . This can be understood as the

vector boson in general recoils against a highly energetic jet to obtain a sufficient boost

to pass the event selection. The sub-leading jet has a more homogeneous spectrum where

a back-to-back topology is still preferred for the modelled processes whereas the data

peaks around zero. In a multijet event where the leading jet is reconstructed with a

strong downward fluctuation in its response, the leading jet can become the sub-leading

jet with the Emiss
T vector pointing in the same direction. For a small angular separation

of the leading jet and Emiss
T the largest SM contribution is tt̄ pair production. In these

events either the most energetic jet from the top decays has a smaller reconstructed

momentum than the true jet momentum or the jet pointing in the opposite direction is

reconstructed with a too large response. This is partially driven by semileptonic heavy

flavour decays of tops, where neutrinos carry a significant fraction of the jet momentum.

The correlation between the jet and the Emiss
T directions motivates the application

of a ∆ϕ
(
jet, Emiss

T

)
> 0.4 separation requirement between Emiss

T and any jet. This

requirement rejects the majority of the multijet background by removing the event if

any jet falls within this ∆ϕ range, while this selection only rejects about 7.5% of the

signal events.

Figure 7.7: Sketch of a well-measured dijet event used as seed event (a), a multijet event with
Emiss

T from mis-measured jet momenta (b), and a multijet background event from a combination
of a mis-measured jet momentum and a false removal of this hard-scatter jet via the jet vertex
tagging (c), in the transverse plane of the detector. The magnitudes of the dashed grey arrows
indicate the size of the true transverse jet momenta (particle level) whereas the black arrows
indicate the reconstructed pT of the jets. The magnitude of Emiss

T is represented by the dotted red
arrows. The orange cross depicts the removal of the black hard-scatter jet pointing downwards.

In particular, at small values of pT,Z an additional source of background becomes

relevant which is related to inefficiencies of the (forward) jet vertex tagging enabling

multijet events to pass the Z → νν+ jets signal region selection. A combination of a

fluctuation in the jet response with a related false removal of a hard-scatter jet by the

(f)JVT cleaning can lead to sufficient Emiss
T to pass the Z → νν+ jets signal region
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7.2 QCD Multijet Background

selection. This is indicated in the right sketch of Figure 7.7 where the jet momentum

is first reconstructed with a too small momentum such that the jet vertex tagger can

falsely remove the hard-scatter jet if the reconstructed pT falls within the application

range of the JVT below 60GeV. This background is not rejected by the ∆ϕ
(
jet, Emiss

T

)
requirement as the jet aligned with Emiss

T is removed. The above signature can also be

generated by the false removal of several low pT jets recoiling against a high pT jet or

by the removal of a jet and a down (up) fluctuation in the momentum reconstruction

of a jet pointing in the same (opposite) direction. These background sources which

manifest themselves in particular at low Emiss
T are suppressed by an event veto which

rejects all events in which a jet is removed by any vertex tagging requirement. This

event veto rejects an additional amount of 4% of the data in the first pT,Z bin, which

ranges from 130-170GeV, compared to a 6% baseline reduction of the Z → νν+ jets

signal sample and the overall data. The introduced inefficiency is later corrected by

the detector correction. The case where a pile-up jet circumvents the vertex tagging

selection cannot be easily identified in data but is in principle also expected to provide

a small contribution to this background.

A simulation-based estimate of the remaining background due to fluctuations in the

jet response is because of two reasons not feasible. The large multijet cross section

is directly related to an impractical large set of simulated events which are required

to achieve a reasonable modelling of these events. Furthermore, MC simulations lack

a precise description of high jet multiplicity environments and, more importantly, the

detector effects are not well enough known and modelled at a sufficient precision to

capture the non-Gaussian response effects which drive this background. The jet smear-

ing method [120] is therefore employed as a data-driven estimation technique of this

background and is introduced in the following section.

The Jet Smearing Method

The main idea of the jet smearing method is to generate a pseudodata set from well-

measured seed events in which every jet momentum is smeared according to a derived jet

response function which is tuned to correctly describe the data. The characteristics of

such a seed event are sketched in Figure 7.7 (a), where the measured jet pT is in agreement

with the truth (particle level) jet pT and where the event only has a minimal amount of

Emiss
T . From the pseudo-dataset, two templates are extracted for the signal region and

for a background enriched control region. For the control region the separation between

the jets and Emiss
T is inverted to select events where at least one jet is within ∆ϕ < 0.3
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of Emiss
T . The templates are then normalised in the control region and a transfer factor

is used to obtain the normalisation in the signal region.

The rejection of the main component of the multijet background related to jet vertex

tagging supports the assumption that Emiss
T is mainly related to fluctuations in the jet

response for this background. The method relies on the independence of the response

on the event topology which justifies the uncorrelated smearing of every jet in an event.

Further, it is assumed that both fluctuations due to detector effects and the invisible

component of heavy flavour decays can be expressed in a single response function which is

applicable to all jets. These assumptions are checked by the construction of a validation

region which lies between the signal and the control region.

The response is derived from isolated jets (∆R > 0.2) which are matched within

∆R < 0.1 to a truth (particle level) jet. MC simulations of multijet events are used as

they overall describe the response measured in data which is defined as

R =
precoT

ptruthT

, (7.2)

where the truth jet pT is calculated from all stable final state particles in a cone of

radius 0.4 with the anti-kt clustering algorithm. These truth jets in particular also

include neutrinos to quantify the response due to the invisible part of the jet. The jet

response is known to be broader in data than in the MC simulation and is smeared by

a Gaussian function to match the data [88]. The MC simulation lacks the ability to

describe the non-Gaussian tails with a sufficient precision. A multijet enriched control

region is therefore employed to adjust the response in the MC simulation to the one

measured in the data. This is important as the low rate at which jets are smeared by

these tail responses is compensated by the size of the resulting fluctuations in the jet

momentum. These sizeable fluctuations lead to Emiss
T values which are large enough to

pass the Z → νν+ jets signal region selection. The corresponding response function is

determined and provided by the ATLAS collaboration as a function of the truth jet pT

and is shown in Figure 7.8. The presented response function slightly indicates that jets

are more likely smeared towards lower momenta. The small discontinuities seen in the

response function are related to a sliced production of the MC simulation in truth jet

pT to ensure adequate statistics, especially at high jet momenta.

The seed selection of events used in the smearing method including studies showing

that the selection does not introduce any significant bias was intensively studied in [23]

and the key characteristics are summarised in the following. The principal objective is
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Figure 7.8: Corrected jet response R as a function of the truth jet pT used to smear the jets in
the seed data set. The production of the MC simulation is sliced in several samples in truth jet
pT which can be seen as small discontinuities on the slice boundaries.

to find a data set of multijet events where all jets have only minor fluctuations in their

respective responses.

Events are required to contain at least two jets and no reconstructed lepton. The

transverse momentum requirement of objects to be reconstructed as a jet is loosened to

20GeV as such low energetic objects can pass the 30GeV jet pT threshold if multiplied

by a sufficiently large response during the jet smearing. The minimum pT of the leading

jet needs to be larger than 50GeV. This provides sufficient space for jets being smeared

such that they exceed the pT > 110GeV threshold to pass the signal region selection.

Jets below this threshold pass this requirement only to a negligible fraction. Single jet

triggers which are fully efficient above 50GeV are used to select the events. The lowest jet

trigger satisfying this requirement is the HLT35 jet trigger which becomes fully efficient

at 49.5GeV. Additional jet triggers are chained to obtain a statistically adequate data set

as the low pT jet triggers are heavily prescaled. The lowest unprescaled jet trigger which

is considered is the HLT380 trigger which only becomes fully efficient at 436GeV [111].

Events selected by prescaled jet triggers are corrected by the multiplication of the inverse

of the smallest prescale weight which still triggers the event.

A straightforward approach to ensure that the response of every jet in an event is

within the Gaussian core of the response function is the introduction of a requirement
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on Emiss
T . Selecting events with almost no Emiss

T would typically guarantee that the

reconstructed jet pT is close to the true jet. This in turn ensures that no fluctuations

in the jet response are smeared which would lead to a biased pseudodata set. In [120]

it is however shown that a cut on Emiss
T itself introduces a bias of the pT distribution of

the selected jets. This can be understood as the Emiss
T resolution is correlated with the

transverse energy scalar sum of the event,
∑
ET. The Emiss

T significance S is shown to

reduce this dependence [120] and is used to select events with small Emiss
T :

S =
Emiss

T√∑
ET

< 0.5GeV1/2. (7.3)

The presence of a smooth jet pT spectrum in the seed sample, in particular, due to the

trigger prescales and the absence of any bias in the pT and jet multiplicity was studied

by following the approach outlined in [23].

The pseudodata set is generated by multiplying the four-momentum of each jet in a

seed event by a randomly chosen value from the response function. Every selected seed

event is used 2000 times to generate a sufficiently large set as the fluctuations in the

response which typically drive a multijet background event occur only rarely. These rare

fluctuations related to responses outside the Gaussian core mainly lead to large shifts

in the jet momenta. This pseudodata set is then used to derive shape templates for the

Z → νν+ jets signal region as well as for a background enriched control region which is

used to determine the corresponding normalisation of the template.

The control region differs from the Z → νν+ jets signal region by the inversion of

the angular separation requirement to suppress the multijet background. The multijet

control region with at least one jet within ∆ϕ (jet, pT,Z) < 0.3 is shown in Figure 7.9.

The disagreement between the data and the MC simulation without the inclusion of

the multijet background estimate can be seen in blue in the lower panel. This shows

in particular that the majority of the multijet background is located at low Emiss
T . In

the first bin, the control region is dominated by about 80% of multijet background

events. The multijet template is normalised such that the integral of the template

matches the total number of events measured in data from which the Standard Model

processes considered in Figure 7.9 are subtracted. The template represents the shape

of the multijet background well as no large deviations between data and MC simulation

are observed in the black ratio in the lower panel which includes the normalised multijet

background.

A validation region is used to verify the normalisation obtained in the control region
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Figure 7.9: Emiss
T distribution in the multijet enriched control region used to derive the multijet

background normalisation. The multijet background is shown in white and the corresponding
uncertainty is shown as the grey hashed bands whereas error bars on the data represent the
statistical uncertainty. The agreement between the data and the MC simulation is shown in
the lower panel in black (blue) including (excluding) the multijet estimate. The nearly perfect
agreement between the data and the MC simulation including the multijet background comes by
construction.

by selecting events where a jet falls within the range of 0.3 < ∆ϕ (jet, pT,Z) < 0.4. The

corresponding template is normalised by the same scale factor derived in the control

region and also used in the Z → νν+ jets signal region. The Emiss
T dependence of the

multijet background in the validation region can be seen in Figure 7.10. It accumulates

at small Emiss
T values where the data overshoots the MC simulation by a factor of about

three if the multijet background is not considered as can be seen in the lower panel

in blue indicating that the validation region is also enriched in multijet events. The

overall agreement between the data and the MC simulation is good and within the

systematic uncertainties of the background estimate as soon as the multijet contribution

is considered as shown by the black ratio in the lower panel. The deviation in the high

Emiss
T tail is covered within the statistical uncertainties of the measured distribution.

The multijet background in the Z → νν+ jets signal region, NSR
MJ, is analogously

derived as in the validation region and the estimate in bin i is calculated as

NSR,i
MJ =

NCR
MJ

NCR
MJ, temp

×NSR,i
MJ, temp . (7.4)
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Figure 7.10: Emiss
T distribution in the multijet validation region used to verify the multijet

background normalisation. The multijet background is shown in white and primarily accumulates
at low Emiss

T . The corresponding uncertainty is shown as the grey hashed bands whereas error
bars on the data represent the statistical uncertainty. The agreement between the data and the
MC simulation is shown in the lower panel in black (blue) including (excluding) the multijet
estimate. The good agreement between the data and the MC simulation within the respective
uncertainty serves as validation of the multijet template and the corresponding normalisation
factor.

The transfer factor from the control to the signal region is defined as the total number

of events in the control region measured in data from which the SM background MC

simulations are subtracted, NCR
MJ , divided by the integral of the multijet template in the

control region, NCR
MJ, temp. The multijet background estimate is obtained by multiplying

the signal region multijet template with the transfer factor. The result is presented

in Table 7.2. In addition to the absolute number of estimated background events the

relative contribution of this background is also stated. From the relative contribution,

it becomes evident that the relevance of this background decreases exponentially and

falls below 1% for pT,Z above 250GeV. The total contribution of this background to the

Z → νν+ jets signal region is 5.26% which is mainly driven by the first bin which also

contains the largest overall number of events. The estimated background contribution in

the first pT,Z bin is non-negligible (7.71%) and an enlargement of the ∆ϕ
(
jet, Emiss

T

)
cut

to 0.6 was studied for this first bin to potentially reduce the background contribution

but no significant improvement was found.

A conservative uncertainty of 100% of the event yield of the multijet background is
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pT,Z Bin [GeV] Multijet Estimate NSR,i
MJ Relative Contribution [%]

130-170 167163 7.71
170-210 22104 2.40
210-250 4614 1.19
250-300 1493 0.75
300-380 121 0.11
380-470 22 0.07
470-570 5 0.05
>570 <1 0.01

Combined 195522 5.26

Table 7.2: Multijet background estimate in the Z → νν+ jets signal region to which a conser-
vative uncertainty of 100% is assigned.

assigned to the estimate to cover systematic uncertainties associated with the smearing

method following [119] which are among others related to the non-Gaussian tails, the

general response function or biases in the seed selection [120].
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7.3 The W → ℓν + jets Background in the Z → νν + jets

Signal Region

The Z → νν+ jets signal region contains only about 47% signal events, where a Z boson

decays into a pair of neutrinos. A vast number of events assigned to this signal region

stem from W → ℓν+ jets processes, where the lepton is either not contained within the

selected phase space (out-of-acceptance) or not correctly reconstructed and identified as a

baseline electron (out-of-efficiency). Both can result in events passing the Z → νν+ jets

signal region requirements as these leptons are not able to activate the event veto.

The required Emiss
T for passing the signal region selection is mainly coming from the

transverse momentum of the four-vector sum of the neutrino and the non-reconstructed

lepton. The leptonic W boson decays contribute roughly 38% to the total number of

events in the Z → νν+ jets signal region as shown in Figure 7.1. The uncertainties on

the cross section of the W+jet production from the renormalisation and factorisation

scale uncertainties range between 13-20% from low to high pT,Z . This necessitates a

dedicated treatment of these background events as unconstrained they would lead to an

uncertainty of at least 5% on the final result which is above the targeted precision of

this measurement.

The W → ℓν+ jets events are not similarly distributed among the three fermion

generations. This is in contrast to their similar production cross sections which are a

result of the very similar branching ratios of leptonic W boson decays besides minimal

effects related to the different fermion masses [1]. The contribution of W boson decays

into taus is with about 21% two to three times larger than decays into muons (10%) and

electrons (7%). This is a result of the lower identification efficiency for hadronic taus

compared to the other two leptons [102, 105, 121], which leads to fewer event rejections

in the Z → νν+ jets signal region from the lepton veto. The contribution of muons is

slightly larger than for electrons, even if the muons have a higher identification efficiency,

due to the Emiss
T trigger requirement which is seldom fulfilled for electrons as these leave

signatures in the calorimeter in contrast to muons (Chapter 6). In addition, the muons

are able to populate a slightly larger phase space due to the transition region constraint

applicable to the electrons (Section 5.2).

Two dedicated control regions enriched in either W → eν+ jets or W → µν+ jets

events are defined to derive normalisation scale factors which are applied to the SM

predictions obtained from the MC simulation in the Z → νν+ jets signal region. Both

control regions require exactly one signal lepton with the same selections as the corre-

sponding leading lepton in the Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions. The lepton pT is required
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to be larger than 50GeV to suppress background contributions. The events are there-

fore either selected by single electron triggers or in the case of the muon selection by

the same Emiss
T triggers used for the Z → νν+ jets and Z → µµ+ jets signal regions.

The lepton pT is analogous to the Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal region added to Emiss
T to define

pT,Z in the two control regions which actually represents a proxy for the transverse mo-

mentum of the W boson. The requirements on pT,Z , the jet kinematics including the

∆ϕ criteria between the jets and pT,Z , and the event veto in the case of any additional

baseline lepton are inherited from the Z → νν+ jets signal region to reduce differences

between these phase spaces. Both control regions restrict the transverse mass of the W

boson, mT =
√

2pℓTE
miss
T (1− cos (ϕℓ − ϕE

miss
T )), to be within the interval ranging from

50 ≤ mT ≤ 110GeV to enhance the relative contribution of W → ℓν+ jets events. An

additional selection of Emiss
T < 50GeV is necessary for the W → eν+ jets control region

to reduce background events related to electrons which cannot be attributed to direct

boson decays, so-called fake lepton backgrounds which are described in the next section.

Figure 7.11 shows the pT,Z spectra for the W → eν+ jets control region on the left

panel and for the W → µν+ jets control region on the right panel. The signal contri-

bution in both regions is with 76% (78%) for W boson decays into electrons (muons)

relatively high. The largest background contribution of roughly 18% (15%) are semilep-

tonic single-top and tt̄ decays, which intrinsically contain a W boson and are therefore

difficult to reject. Other background processes are at the 1-2% level and originate from

W decays into taus, di-/triboson processes and electroweak V+jet production. In the

W → µν+ jets control region, Z boson decays into muons are about 2% of the selected

events. All these backgrounds combined contribute less than 23% of the total number of

events and are directly taken from the MC simulations. The fake lepton backgrounds are

derived via a data-driven technique and are at the 1% level in both regions. The lower

panels present the agreement between the data and the predictions from MC simulations

including the fake background contributions. The data are in good agreement with the

MC simulation within the respective combined statistical and systematic uncertainties.

The agreement is at the percent level at low pT,Z and the MC simulation exceed the

data by up to 10% for some of the high pT,Z bins.

The scale factors are derived for each bin of the pT,Z spectra by dividing the number

of background-subtracted data by the number of simulated signal events. Both the

W → eν+ jets and W → µν+ jets distributions in the Z → νν+ jets signal region

are then scaled by the respective scale factors determined in the corresponding control

region. They range from up to 1% for low values of pT,Z to about 10% in the high pT,Z

tail. The number of data-driven events in the Z → νν+ jets signal region in a bin i for
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Figure 7.11: The pT,Z spectra are displayed for both the data and the MC simulation in
the W → eν+ jets (left) and W → µν+ jets (right) control regions. The error bars on the data
represent the statistical uncertainties, while the blue-hashed bands depict the combined statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The theory uncertainties on the signal processes, presented in
white, are shown as hashed orange bands. The lower panels illustrate the agreements between
the data and the MC simulation, which lay within the corresponding uncertainty bands.

the W → ℓν+ jets process l is hence given by

Ndata-drv
SRi

(W → ℓν+ jets) = NMC
SRi

(W → ℓν+ jets)×
Ndata

CRℓ,i
−Nbkg

CRℓ,i

NMC
CRℓ,i

(W → ℓν+ jets)
. (7.5)

The event yields for the MC simulation of the W → ℓν+ jets process in the signal and

(control) region are NMC
SRi(CRl,i)

(W → ℓν+ jets), the number of measured events in the

data in theW → ℓν+ jets control region is denoted as Ndata
CRl,i

and the background events

in this particular region are written as Nbkg
CRl,i

.

For W → τν+ jets it is challenging to define a dedicated control region and the

averages of the electron and muon scale factors are used instead. This is in parts mo-

tivated by the leptonic tau decays which can contribute to either the electron or muon

W → ℓν+ jets control region. The larger contribution is nevertheless expected from

hadronically decaying taus where the final-state neutrinos generate sufficiently large

Emiss
T to pass the signal selection. The hadronic component of a non-reconstructed tau

decay is often mis-identified as a hadronic jet and is therefore considered in the Emiss
T

calculation similar to mis-identified electrons. The invisible component carried by the

neutrino on the other side is similar to a missed muon which will not deposit much

energy in the calorimeters. In this sense hadronically decaying taus can be seen as the

midpoint between electrons and muons as they contribute to both the Emiss
T in the form

of neutrinos and the jet activity via the hadrons. A validation region is hence defined

which selects hadronically decaying taus passing a medium identification [104] to verify
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that the averaged scale factors are also applicable to the hadronic tau decays. This vali-

dation region is identical to the Z → νν+ jets signal region with the following adoption:

exactly one hadronically decaying tau with medium identification and a pT > 30GeV

is required. A subtle but important difference to any other control or signal region is

that the pT of the tau is not added to the Emiss
T to obtain pT,Z . This requirement is

expected to reduce the number of fake hadronically decaying tau events which are diffi-

cult to estimate otherwise. The Emiss
T distribution of this validation region is presented

in Figure 7.12. The majority of the events selected in this region are attributed to

W → τν+ jets events where the tau decays hadronically. The corresponding spectrum

is weighted by the averaged scale factors. This is also the case for the minor background

related to W boson decays into either electrons or muons. The single-top and tt̄ decays,

the di-/triboson processes as well as the remaining minor background contributions are

directly taken from the MC simulations. In the lower panel, the ratio between the data

and the MC simulation is shown which is overall in good agreement. In addition, the

agreement is shown without the application of the scale factors. A slight improvement

is seen with the scale factors applied, in particular at lower values of Emiss
T , which brings

the MC simulation into better agreement with the data. This justifies the assumption

that the averaged scale factors can be applied to the W → τν+ jets MC simulation in

the Z → νν+ jets signal region.
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Figure 7.12: The Emiss
T spectra are displayed for both the data and the MC simulation in the

W → τν+ jets validation region. The error bars on the data represent the statistical uncertain-
ties. The lower panel illustrate the agreement between the data and the MC simulation with
(black) and without (blue) the scale factors being applied.

Statistical uncertainties on the scale factors are propagated onto the final result. In

addition, an uncertainty on the definitions of the control regions is derived to account

for differences between the signal and control regions. These differences are related to
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the phase space selection of the leptons as the hadronic recoil is in general expected to

be similar in both regions besides effects where the lepton is close to a jet or out-of-

acceptance. The stability of the scale factors is checked by varying the mT selection to

30GeV < mT < 100GeV. The corresponding uncertainty is derived by repeating the

measurement with the varied scale factors. Variations of the lepton pT are also tested but

only have a negligible impact on the final result and are hence not considered. Table 7.3

states the total normalisation scale factor for each W → ℓν+ jets process including the

corresponding statistical and systematic uncertainties. The total scale factors are close

to 1 which indicates an overall good normalisation of theW → ℓν+ jets MC simulations.

Background Normalisation

W → eν+ jets 1.001± 0.004 (stat.) ±0.005 (syst.)
W → µν+ jets 1.012± 0.004 (stat.) ±0.005 (syst.)
W → τν+ jets 1.006± 0.004 (stat.) ±0.005 (syst.)

Table 7.3: Total normalisation scale factors with statistical and systematic uncertainties for the
data-driven W → ℓν+ jets background estimation in the Z → νν+ jets signal region.

Experimental and theoretical uncertainties on the scale factors are propagated onto

the final result by repeating the derivation of the scale factors with the correspondingly

varied spectra. These uncertainties are reduced as the W → ℓν+ jets MC simulations

for the signal and the control region will be affected by the same systematic uncertainties

with only subtle differences due to the slightly different phase spaces. They cancel to a

large degree as becomes evident in the ratio NMC
SRi

/NMC
CRl,i

encoded in the derivation of

the data-driven estimates via Equation 7.5. Within this data-driven approach, sizeable

systematic uncertainties on the W → ℓν+ jets MC simulations are replaced by smaller

uncertainties on the ratio of the two MC simulations in the related signal and control

region with an additional statistical component from the control region.

Finally, only the differences of the uncertainties between the signal and the control

region and contributions from the subtracted background estimates via MC simulations

remain, which are typically smaller than the uncertainties which would otherwise be

directly attributed to the W → ℓν+ jets MC simulations in the Z → νν+ jets signal

region. This indicates the strength of the application of such control regions to handle

experimental and theoretical uncertainties as long as these regions are highly enriched

in the respective signal processes.
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7.4 Fake Lepton Backgrounds in the Lepton Signal and

Control Regions

Both electrons and muons can be reconstructed from sources other than direct (prompt)

decays of electroweak bosons selected in the signal and the control regions. Dedicated

selection requirements are put in place to suppress leptons from hadron decays, photon

conversions or jets faking the lepton signatures. A substantial fraction of these so-

called ’fake’ leptons still fulfil the lepton selection criteria for the signal and control

regions containing leptons thereby making it necessary to estimate their corresponding

background contributions.

A data-driven method is required to describe the fake lepton backgrounds as these are

either induced by rare processes such as particle mis-identification, produced by particle

decays during the showering or by particle interactions with the detector components,

which makes it challenging to describe them by MC simulations with an adequate pre-

cision. The matrix method is used to derive estimates for the fake lepton backgrounds

in the two lepton Z → ee+ jets and Z → µµ+ jets signal regions as well as in the one

lepton control regions (W → eν+ jets & W → µν+ jets) introduced in Section 7.3. Be-

fore an introduction to the matrix method is given [121], the sources of fake leptons are

discussed in more detail in the next section based on [121]. This follows a description of

the extraction of the real and fake efficiencies required by the matrix method before the

final estimate of this background with its respective uncertainties is laid out.

7.4.1 Fake Leptons

Identification, isolation and primary vertex requirements are placed on signal electron

and muon candidates to reject leptons which do not have their direct origin in the hard-

scatter interaction or are the direct decay products of a boson decay produced within

the primary collision. These fake leptons can be assigned to two separate classes.

The first category includes mis-identified objects which are reconstructed as leptons.

A prime example is a hadronic jet which deposits most of its energy already in a concise

shower in the electromagnetic calorimeter with almost no leakage into the hadronic

calorimeter. This ensures hadronic isolation and can therefore result in a reconstruction

of this jet as an electron candidate. This mis-identification is often related to light flavour

decays inside the tracking detector. Isolation requirements and shower shape variables

in general show a strong rejection of contributions from hadronic jets during the electron
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identification. The very high rate at which multijet events are produced at the LHC still

leads to a sizeable fraction of these events contributing to the overall background.

Neutral pions decaying into pairs of photons are a significant part of the hadrons

faking electrons. The two photons can be collimated and reconstructed as a single

electromagnetic cluster for a highly energetic pion. Photon conversions of one or both

photons into electron pairs are able to provide the track matched to the electromagnetic

cluster. A large fraction of these signatures are specifically suppressed in the particle

identification by checking for a single instead of a two-peak structure in the energy cluster

in the calorimeter [96], but some of those events remain present after this selection.

Hadronic jets are only rarely mis-identified as muons as these typically deposit minimal

amounts of energy in the calorimeters. Additionally, hadrons need to penetrate through

the calorimeter to reach the muon spectrometer to be identified as muons. This class

of muons is called punch-through hadrons which is rejected via the jet-muon overlap

removal, where muon candidates close to jet candidates with three or more tracks are

removed, and by requiring the muons to be isolated.

In the second category physical leptons are present but they are part of a larger

structure and are therefore assigned to an object differing from the true particle. Exam-

ples are semileptonic light or heavy flavour decays and photon conversions into lepton

pairs. These leptons are referred to as non-prompt leptons as they stem from secondary

vertices.

Muon candidates from light flavour decays mostly originate from in-flight semilep-

tonic decays of charged kaons as most pions and kaons are already stopped within the

calorimeter before they reach the muon spectrometer. These contributions are sup-

pressed by isolation requirements as well as the compatibility of tracks reconstructed in

the calorimeter and in the muon spectrometer. Also, electron candidates are produced

non-promptly in hadron decays but otherwise have very similar signatures as prompt

mis-identified jets.

Heavy flavour decays of bottom and charm quarks often produce non-prompt electrons

or muons within the remnant of the corresponding jet. These non-prompt leptons can be

separated from signal leptons by requesting that they originate from the primary vertex

and fulfil isolation criteria.

The products of photon conversions into pairs of electrons and positrons in front of

the tracking detector can be mis-identified as signal electrons if the leptons carry very

asymmetric energy fractions or if one lepton does not leave enough hits for the track

to be reconstructed. Both prevent the reconstruction of the conversion vertex which
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allows the distinction between electrons and photons. The origin of the photon itself is

important to categorise the resulting electron as a fake candidate. Photons from initial-

state radiation or jet fragmentation count as a potential source of non-prompt electrons

in contrast to photons radiated from electrons due to bremsstrahlung or QED corrections

which are considered to be part of the electrons.

In addition, leptonic tau decays are reconstructed as either muons or electrons where

their reconstructed momenta are reduced by the momenta carried by the two neutrinos

produced within the decay. The normalisation of hadronic decaying tau contribution is

corrected using data (Section 7.3) and the MC simulation is assumed to be rigid enough

that the same normalisation can be applied to the MC simulation of leptonically decaying

taus.

Leptons falling either into the non-prompt or into the mis-identified category will

be referred to as fake leptons in contrast to the electrons from the direct electroweak

production of bosons with short-live times, such as the Z boson, which will be called

real leptons.

In Figure 7.13 simulated relative contributions of electron (left) and muon (right) fakes

to a Drell-Yan process with a very loose lepton selection are shown, where in particular

no lepton-jet overlap removal is applied nor are the leptons required to be isolated or

matched to the primary vertex [121]. The samples are further enriched in fake leptons

by requesting two reconstructed leptons with the same electrical charge where the fake

leptons have significant contributions as their charges tend to be uncorrelated.

Figure 7.13: Relative composition of the main sources of electron (left) and muon (right) fakes
in terms of the lepton pT for a fake enriched Drell-Yan process. Statistical uncertainties are
shown as error bars. Figures adopted from [121].

Muon fakes stem almost exclusively from non-prompt sources in particular from heavy

flavour decays of bottom and charm quarks. Electron fakes on the contrary are more
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often related to the mis-identifications of hadrons or prompt photon conversions and for

higher electron pT also to π0 decays into two photons. Non-prompt contributions of

heavy and light flavour decays reach up to 30% and occur preferably at lower electron

transverse momenta. The contributions are in general process dependent in addition to

the dependence on the applied selection criteria [121]. Therefore, the fake efficiencies

need to be determined specifically for every analysis and the fake enriched control regions

should be close to the region for which the fake lepton background is derived. The various

components of the fake leptons are difficult to model, in particular as they partially

include non-perturbative QCD effects or depend on precise modelling of the interactions

with the detector material. The restrictive selection criteria on the signal leptons lead

in addition to a very limited rate of events passing the selections. These two limitations

make the usage of a data-driven approach necessary. The matrix method is chosen as

the primary method and is presented in the following.

7.4.2 Matrix Method

The matrix method allows the estimation of the number of fake leptons via a linear set

of equations. These include the number of events passing the respective signal region

selections, the number of events in the same signal region with loosened lepton selec-

tions requiring baseline leptons (Table 6.1) which explicitly fail the signal lepton criteria

leading to a region with a higher fraction of fake leptons, as well as the efficiencies of

real and fake baseline leptons to pass the signal lepton criteria, ϵr and ϵf.

The additional requirements placed on signal leptons compared to the baseline leptons

are more restrictive identification criteria, isolation criteria, and track-to-vertex associ-

ation ensuring that the lepton originates from the primary vertex. Signal leptons are

hence a subset of the baseline leptons. Leptons which fulfil all baseline criteria defined in

Section 5.2 and 5.4 but fail the more stringent signal lepton criteria are called Baseline-

not-Signal (BnS) leptons. Both signal and baseline leptons contain fake leptons and the

fraction of lepton fakes is expected to be larger in the baseline sample than in the signal

sample as less restrictive selection criteria are applied. The real and fake efficiencies

depend on the exact definitions of the signal and baseline leptons and will be derived in

the next section.

In the W → eν+ jets and W → µν+ jets control regions, which select events with

exactly one signal lepton and reject any events with an additional baseline lepton, the

quantity of interest for the lepton fake estimate is the number of fake leptons passing

the signal lepton selections in these control regions, NS
f . This number is not directly
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accessible but can be written as the product of the number of events in the baseline

sample NB
f times the fake efficiency

NS
f = ϵfN

B
f . (7.6)

The number of events with a fake lepton in the baseline sample is not directly accessible

from data but the following matrix relation provides a connection to the number of

all events passing the signal lepton selection, NS, and the number of events where the

leptons fulfil the baseline but not the signal criteria, NBnS, which both can be measured

in data (
NS

NBnS

)
=

(
ϵr ϵf

1− ϵr 1− ϵf

)(
NB

r

NB
f

)
. (7.7)

By inverting the matrix in Equation 7.7 NB
f can be expressed as

NB
f =

1

ϵr − ϵf

[
(ϵr − 1)NS + ϵrN

BnS
]
. (7.8)

This enables the assignment of weights to every event, wevt, falling either in the signal

or Baseline-not-Signal lepton category

wevt =


ϵf,evt(ϵr,evt−1)
ϵr,evt−ϵf,evt , if lepton fulfils signal criteria

ϵf,evtϵr,evt
ϵr,evt−ϵf,evt , if lepton fulfils Baseline-not-Signal criteria ,

(7.9)

where the efficiencies are selected to match the transverse momentum and pseudorapidity

of the lepton in the event. The estimated numbers of fake lepton events in the W →
ℓν+ jets control regions are then given by the sum of all event weights

NS
f =

∑
evt

wevt. (7.10)

Events with a signal lepton obtain negative weights as the real efficiencies are restricted

to values below 1 and are therefore effectively subtracted from the Baseline-not-Signal

estimate. The statistical uncertainty of this estimate is given by the square root of the

sum of squares of the event weights which is a valid approximation in the limit of a large

number of events. The statistical components of the related uncertainties to these fake

background estimates are typically sub-leading compared to the systematic uncertainties

related to the derivation of the efficiencies.

The 2 × 2 matrix in Equation 7.7 is extended to a higher dimensionality for the
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Z → ee+ jets and Z → µµ+ jets signal regions as here either one of the two signal

leptons can be of fake origin. All three cases, where either the pT ordered leading, the

sub-leading or both leptons are fake, are attributed to the fake background, thereby

modifying Equation 7.6 to

NS
f = ϵr1ϵf2N

B
r1,f2 + ϵf1ϵr2N

B
f1,r2 + ϵf1ϵf2N

B
f1,f2 , (7.11)

where the index 1 or 2 indicates the leading or sub-leading lepton. The number of events

in the baseline sample in Equation 7.11 are now obtained by the inversion of the following

4× 4 matrix using the same approach as in the one lepton case and by introducing the

notation 1− ϵ = ϵ̃
NS,S

NS,BnS

NBnS,S

NBnS,BnS

 =


ϵr1ϵr2 ϵr1ϵf2 ϵf1ϵr2 ϵf1ϵf2
ϵr1 ϵ̃r2 ϵr1 ϵ̃f2 ϵf1 ϵ̃r2 ϵf1 ϵ̃f2
ϵ̃r1ϵr2 ϵ̃r1ϵf2 ϵ̃f1ϵr2 ϵ̃f1ϵf2
ϵ̃r1 ϵ̃r2 ϵ̃r1 ϵ̃f2 ϵ̃f1 ϵ̃r2 ϵ̃f1 ϵ̃f2



NB

r1r2

NB
r1f2

NB
f1r2

NB
f1f2

 . (7.12)

Events are classified into four disjoint categories (NS,S, NS,BnS, NBnS,S, NBnS,BnS) de-

pending on their affiliation of the two leptons to signal or Baseline-not-Signal categories.

Weights are then assigned to each event and all event weights are summed to derive the

final fake lepton background estimates in the Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions.

The determination of real and fake efficiencies is evidently a key ingredient of the

matrix method and will hence be discussed next.

7.4.3 Determination of Real and Fake Lepton Efficiencies

The real efficiencies for electrons and muons are derived in both the W → eν+ jets

and W → µν+ jets control regions defined in Section 7.3 as they are assumed to be

only marginal influenced by the event topology. The lepton pT threshold is lowered

from 50GeV to 25GeV in these control regions to also derive real efficiencies for the

sub-leading lepton in the Z → ee+ jets and Z → µµ+ jets signal regions. The fake

efficiencies for the W → ℓν+ jets control regions are determined by slightly altering

these two regions to increase the fractions of fakes.

Possible fake enriched regions which are close to the Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions are

obtained by requiring either two same charge leptons in the Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal region

or a third lepton in addition to the charged lepton pairs from the Z boson decay. These

fake enriched regions have only minor SM contributions from mainly diboson processes.
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However, they have very limited statistical precision and for the same charge region a

non-negligible background contribution from leptons with a mis-reconstructed charge.

The in these two regions obtained fake efficiencies are compatible within their statistical

uncertainties with the fake efficiencies derived in the fake enrichedW → ℓν+ jets control

regions. The control and the signal regions are in a sense kinematically close to each

other as they both contain a highly energetic jet recoiling against a weak boson. For this

reason, the modified W → ℓν+ jets control regions are also used for the determination

of the fake efficiencies for the fake lepton background estimates in the Z → ℓℓ+ jets

signal regions.

Real Lepton Efficiencies

The efficiencies of real leptons are well described in the MC simulation as they are

calibrated for the specific identification and isolation working points via a tag-and-probe

method relying for example on leptonic Z boson decay measurements [96, 100]. The

residual differences between efficiencies determined in data and in MC simulations are

corrected via dedicated scale factors which are applied as event weights for every lepton

in the event. The MC simulation is therefore used to derive the real efficiencies in the

required phase space. The W → eν+ jets and W → µν+ jets control regions defined in

Section 7.3 are extended towards lower lepton pT and used to derive the real efficiencies.

Both baseline and signal leptons are required to be matched to a real prompt electron

or muon in the truth event record of the MC simulation within ∆R < 0.2. This ensures

that no reconstructed fake leptons are considered in the calculation of the real efficiencies

as the MC simulations contain some fake contributions. The efficiencies are binned in

pT and pseudorapidity of the leptons where the binning is set such that it matches

the one from the fake efficiencies which in turn is set by constraints on the statistical

precision. The efficiencies are then determined by the ratio of the number of events

with the electron or muon passing the signal lepton criteria in the W → eν+ jets and

W → µν+ jets control regions, NS
r , to the number of events where the leptons fulfil the

looser baseline criteria, NB
r .

The left panel in Figure 7.14 presents the real efficiency, ϵr, as a function of pT for

electrons and muons. Several distinct features can be observed in the lepton pT spectra.

The most pronounced one is that the muon real efficiency is overall higher than the

electron one as it increases from 96% at 25GeV to 99% around 100GeV. This is related

to the fact that overall the muon identification is very efficient (above 97% for the

signal identification [100]) and only changes by a relative 1-2% between the two different
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Figure 7.14: Real electron (orange) and muon (blue) efficiencies are presented as a function of
the lepton pT (left) and η (right).

identifications of the baseline and signal muons depending on the muon pT. Between

25GeV and 100GeV the isolation efficiency of signal muons is 97% and increases above

99% for muons with larger transverse momenta [100]. The cited muon identification and

isolation efficiencies were studied in top anti-top samples with high hadronic activity

and can therefore be slightly higher in the W → µν+ jets environment.

The electron real efficiency rises from 82% at 25GeV up to 94% at higher pT. This

is mainly attributed to the higher discrimination against the background for increasing

electron pT in the identification which rises faster for the tight identification than for

the loose identification [98, 122]. The overall lower identification efficiency compared to

muons results from the fact that electrons are mainly reconstructed from energy deposi-

tions in the electromagnetic calorimeter, where many other particles, in particular jets,

leave similar signatures which need to be distinguished. Muons on the other side are

mainly reconstructed from tracks inside the muon spectrometer where almost all other

visible particles are stopped beforehand. The drop in the efficiency curve around 200GeV

is assigned to the calorimeter isolation which drops by several % in this transverse mo-

mentum range [97]. The efficiency rises again for electrons with pT above 275GeV where

the pT dependent definition of the isolation (Section 5.2) supersedes the static 3.5GeV

requirement on the allowed transverse energy in the cone around the electron [123].

The right panel in Figure 7.14 shows the real efficiencies as a function of the lepton η

for electrons and muons. For electrons, ϵr is slightly larger in the central region (|η| < 1)

compared to the forward region. Two competing effects lead to a slightly larger central

efficiency. The identification efficiency has a convex shape which also propagates into

the difference between the two identifications of the signal and baseline electrons [98].
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The slightly higher identification efficiency in the central region is mainly related to the

construction of the detector where less material distorting the electron showers is in front

of the barrel than in the electromagnetic end-cap. The isolation efficiency in contrast

has a concave shape which is slightly smaller in the central slice as the isolation selection

is constructed such that it rejects mainly high pT electrons which typically tend to be

more central. It should be noted that even if the transition region lies within the outer

η region, electrons falling within this region are neither considered in the baseline nor

in the signal lepton selection due to the large amounts of passive material in this area

leading to overall lower reconstruction efficiencies.

The muon efficiency in contrast is smaller in the central region than in the outer region

which can be explained by the absence of combined muons in the very central region due

to the up to 2m wide gap in the centre of the muon spectrometer for the maintenance of

the other detector systems (Section 3.2.3). In this central area, only calorimeter muons

and segmented muons are reconstructed as part of the baseline lepton sample which

per definition fail the signal region selection where only combined muons are considered

(Section 5.4).

The real efficiencies for both electrons and muons are symmetric with respect to the

centre of the detector which motivates the determination of the efficiencies in terms of

the absolute η to improve the statistical precision of the real and fake efficiencies. The

two-dimensional real efficiency maps for electrons (left) and muons (right) are shown in

Figure 7.15. The statistical precision in the central region is typically higher. The real

efficiencies required in Equations 7.7 and 7.12 to derive the estimate of the fake lepton

background are taken from those maps depending on the momentum and |η| position of

each individual lepton.
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Figure 7.15: Real electron (left) and muon (right) efficiencies are presented as a function of the
lepton pT and |η|.
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Fake Lepton Efficiencies

The fake efficiencies for electrons and muons are determined in control regions with

enhanced contributions from fake leptons. Events with single leptons are chosen to derive

the respective fake efficiencies and these fake enriched control regions are inspired by the

W → ℓν+ jets control regions defined in 7.3 which are modified such that the fraction of

real leptons is reduced. Both fake enriched control regions will contain sizeable fractions

of events with real leptons which are estimated via MC simulations for the baseline and

the signal samples. These real events are subtracted from the data measured in the fake

enriched control regions to calculate the ratio of the number of events with fake leptons

passing the signal lepton selections over the number of events where the fake leptons

pass the baseline lepton requirements.

The rate of fake leptons passing the signal lepton selection criteria depends among

the identification, isolation, and primary vertex matching, on the momentum and the

position of the particle. The efficiencies are derived in two pseudorapidity slices, a central

(|η| < 1.) and a forward slice which ensures a sufficient statistical precision. They are not

split in the azimuthal direction where the detector response is considered homogeneous.

In addition, the efficiencies are determined as a function of the momenta of the lepton

candidates with a finer binning for particles with smaller momenta where the fake and

signal statistics are higher.

Fake Electron Efficiency

The number of events, in particular for electrons with small pT, is increased in the fake

enriched control region by dropping the pT,Z criterion of the W → eν+ jets control

region. The fraction of fake electrons compared to electrons from W → eν+ jets pro-

duction is additionally raised by not applying a selection on the invariant transverse

mass of the W boson. The fake contributions are further enhanced by inverting the

Emiss
T criterion to Emiss

T < 50GeV which rejects parts of the W boson events as well as

semileptonic top decays of tt̄ events. The pT requirement of the electron is lowered from

50GeV to 25GeV to derive fake efficiencies which can be applied to the sub-leading

electron in the Z → ee+ jets signal region.

The low electron pT in combination with the loose identification requirement of the

baseline lepton selection necessitates dedicated triggers. The main electron triggers used

in this analysis are listed in Table 7.4. These single-electron triggers are all seeded by the

same L1 EM22VHI Level-1 trigger. This trigger applies an ET threshold of 22GeV, a

hadronic veto, a varying ET threshold as a function of η to cope with the change of passive
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Unprescaled Electron Triggers ET Threshold [GeV] Identification Isolation

HLT e24 lhtight nod0 ivarloose 24 tight yes
HLT e60 lhmedium nod0 60 medium -
HLT e140 lhloose nod0 140 loose -
HLT e300 etcut 300 - -

Table 7.4: Main unprescaled electron triggers used in 2016 to select events in the Z → ee+ jets
(W → eν+ jets) signal (control) region. Triggers with the ’nod0’ tag apply no restrictions on
the transverse impact parameters. The threshold of the trigger with the tight identification was
increased to 26GeV during the 2016 data-taking period to cope with a higher pile-up. The
e300 etcut trigger is special as it only requires ET > 300GeV without placing any criteria on
potential electron tracks.

material in front of the calorimeter, and an isolation requirement [57]. The hadronic veto

and the isolation criterion are not applied for ET values exceeding 50GeV. The lowest

unprescaled single electron trigger with loose identification requirements in 2016 is the

HLT e140 lhloose nod0. This trigger is used to collect events containing an electron

with pT > 150GeV where the trigger is fully efficient [112]. This trigger is chained

with the HLT e300 etcut trigger which places looser requirements on potential electron

candidates. A set of support triggers with very loose identification requirements is used

to collect events with low pT baseline electrons to obtain a fake background enriched

sample. These triggers are prescaled as the rates to collect these events are very high and

are summarised in Table 7.5. Large weights of strongly prescaled triggers are reduced by

restricting the triggers to the range until the trigger with the next higher ET threshold

guarantees a high trigger efficiency. The HLT e60 lhvloose nod0 trigger can be used

even if it is seeded by the same isolated Level-1 trigger as the unprescaled single electron

triggers as the interval in which this trigger is applied is above the threshold requiring

isolation at Level-1. In 2015 low pT triggers with loose identification were not constantly

Prescaled Electron Trigger Level-1 Seed pT Application Range [GeV ]

HLT e20 lhvloose L1EM15VH 25-30
HLT e26 lhvloose nod0 L1EM20VH 30-66
HLT e60 lhvloose nod0 L1EM22VHI 66-150

Table 7.5: Prescaled single-electron triggers used to select events containing electrons with pT
below 150GeV with their respective Level-1 seeds and the range of application in regard of the
electron pT.

run with the same pT thresholds throughout the corresponding data-taking period. The

fake lepton estimate is therefore determined for the 2016 dataset and scaled via the
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measured integrated luminosity to provide an estimate for the 37 fb−1 considered in this

measurement.

The transverse mass (top), Emiss
T (mid) and the electron pT (bottom) are shown in

Figure 7.16 for the baseline (left) and signal electron (right) fake enriched control regions.

The omission of the requirement of mT to be within a ± 30GeV interval of the W boson

mass increases the contribution of fake electron events which are not described by the

considered MC simulations at small and large mT in both regions. Events fulfilling

the signal electron criteria have the largest fake contribution at low mT values which

are attributed to reconstructed low pT electrons which are harder to differentiate from

background sources such as hadronic jets. The increase to larger mT values of the fake

electron contribution is related to electrons with high transverse momenta due to the

inversion of the Emiss
T requirement which restricts Emiss

T to values below 50GeV. These

electrons often have their origin in mis-identified hadronic jets which pass the isolation

requirements in the case of signal electrons.

Both baseline and signal electron fakes contribute most at very low Emiss
T . Events

with almost no Emiss
T are once more an indication of hadronic jet mis-identification.

In contrast to heavy flavour decays, no energy is carried by invisible particles. The

only sources of Emiss
T in these events are small mis-measurements in the energies of the

particles and a mis-calibration of the electron energy which is calibrated to the expected

electromagnetic response instead of the hadronic response which has a marginal impact.

Fake events with some amount of Emiss
T can be an indication of non-prompt electrons

from heavy-flavour decays where some of the energy is carried by the neutrinos present

in the final state. These are partially included in the form of tt̄ processes for which the

contribution to the total SM prediction from MC simulation slightly increases towards

higher Emiss
T .

At low baseline electron pT the data is a factor of 20 larger than the MC simulation

which indicates the presence of a large amount of fake electrons. For the signal electrons,

this factor is smaller but still, the data exceeds the MC simulation by a factor of 5. These

events are likely to be related to the mis-identification of hadronic jets which are stronger

suppressed by the more restrictive identification criteria and isolation requirements. At

very high transverse momenta this ratio increases to 30 in the baseline electron selection

and is reduced to 2 for the signal electron selection. The corresponding fake electrons

are quite efficiently suppressed with the signal electron selection. This is expected to

be related to the isolation requirement which for example effectively rejects energetic

jets and π0 decays with hadronic activity around the lepton. In the intermediate range
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Figure 7.16: mT (top), Emiss
T (middle) and the electron pT (bottom) spectra for data and the

MC simulation in the fake enriched control region with a baseline electron (left) or a signal
electron (right). The lower panels show the ratios of the data to the MC simulation where
large deviations can be observed which are more pronounced for the baseline electrons. These
differences between the data and MC simulation are attributed to the fake electron contributions
which are present in the data. These fake electrons are used to derive the corresponding fake
efficiencies.

from 80-300GeV, almost no fake contributions are observed in the signal samples and

for the baseline sample the ratio between data and MC simulation drops to a minimum

of 3.5. The transverse momentum spectra of the electrons are also influenced by the
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applied electron triggers. In the spectrum of the baseline selection, a change of the

exponentially falling slope can be observed for transverse momenta exceeding 300GeV.

This is attributed to the HLT e300 etcut trigger which places less stringent requirements

on the electrons. For the signal electrons, the rise due to this trigger is reduced by the

overall stricter selection requirements.

The fake electron efficiency is obtained by dividing the number of fake events in the

signal lepton control region by the number of fake events in the baseline lepton control

region binned in pT and |η|. The number of fake events is derived by subtracting the

MC simulation event yields in the respective region from the corresponding observed

events in the data. The binning is chosen such that every bin has sufficient statistics to

calculate the fake efficiency. The fake efficiencies as a function of pT and |η| are shown

in the left panel of Figure 7.17 and the projections onto the electron pT are presented in

the left panel of Figure 7.18 and for the electron η on the right panel. The projections

are compared to the muon fake efficiencies.
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Figure 7.17: Fake electron (left) and muon (right) efficiencies are presented as a function of the
lepton pT and |η|.

For low electron pT the fake efficiency reaches its maximum as the distinction between

electrons and low energetic jets becomes more ambiguous. The efficiency drops for

increasing electron pT in the range covered by the prescaled triggers which have very loose

identification requirements. The jump to a higher fake efficiency at 150GeV is a feature

of the change to the unprescaled HLT e140 lhloose nod0 trigger which applies a loose

identification criterion and thereby slightly reduces the baseline sample as the trigger

and reconstruction identification algorithms are not exactly identical. An additional

increase is attributed to a decrease in the isolation efficiency around 275GeV [96, 123]

before the fake efficiency decreases around 300GeV due to an increase in the baseline
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Figure 7.18: Fake electron (orange) and muon (blue) efficiencies are presented as a function of
the lepton pT (left) and η (right).

region resulting from the inclusion of the less restrictive HLT e300 etcut trigger. The

various used triggers, which influence the fake efficiencies due to mainly variations in

the size of the baseline fake region, do not impact the final fake estimate if they are

consistently treated in the baseline and signal fake regions [23].

The electron fake efficiencies as a function of η have a tendency to be slightly higher in

the central region compared to the forward region. The change is caused by the varying

detector instrumentation. They are symmetric in η within their statistical uncertainties

and therefore only the absolute η ranges are considered. The relatively large error bars

of the efficiencies are a result of the large prescale weights applied to low pT electrons.

Fake Muon Efficiency

Events containing muons are selected in this analysis using Emiss
T triggers with varying

thresholds of 70-110GeV. Removing the pT,Z requirement similar to the electron fake

control region allows the selection of events with strong mismatches between the pT,Z

reconstructed within the trigger system and the offline reconstructed pT,Z as the Emiss
T

triggers only consider calorimeter information where the muons typically only deposit

minimal amounts of energy. This is not a feature which can be specifically attributed

to fake muons and the pT,Z selection criterion is kept. In the W → µν+ jets region

as defined in Section 7.3 no Emiss
T cut is applied as the contribution from muon fakes

is much smaller than for electrons in the corresponding W → eν+ jets region without

applying the Emiss
T selection criterion. The introduction of an inverted Emiss

T cut to

enhance the fake muon contribution is not applied as fake muons are expected to often

stem from heavy flavour decays in which sizeable fractions of the jet momenta can be

carried by neutrinos. Moreover, only muons with high pT are able to pass the Emiss
T
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trigger selection without a sizeable Emiss
T in the event as they are invisible to the Emiss

T

triggers. To avoid such a bias only the requirement on the invariant transverse mass

of the W boson, mT, is removed in the fake enriched control region and the lepton pT

threshold is lowered to 25GeV. Otherwise, the fake enriched region is identical to the

W → µν+ jets control region. The Emiss
T spectra in the fake enriched region are shown

for the baseline muons (left panel) and signal muons (right panel) in the top panels of

Figure 7.19. Most events attributed to fake muons have Emiss
T values below 130GeV.

The broadened mT distributions which selects additional events not related to W boson

decays into muons, are presented in the middle panels. The fake contributions rise

towards lower and higher mT for both the baseline and the signal muons. The muon pT

is displayed in the lower two panels and most muon fakes have a pT below 100GeV. An

increase in the number of events is seen in the muon pT distributions at 55GeV. This

is related to the unprescaled HLT mu40 (2015) and HLT mu50 (2016) triggers used in

addition to the Emiss
T triggers which increases the efficiency of selecting events containing

muons.

The muon fake efficiencies are obtained analogously to the electron ones as a function

of pT and |η|, but with a coarser binning as the baseline and signal muon fake enriched

control regions contain lower fake contributions. They are presented in the right panel of

Figure 7.17 and the respective projections are shown in Figure 7.18 for the muon pT (left)

and η (right). The muon fake efficiency as a function of pT increases for increasing pT.

Most of the fake muons are expected to be of a non-prompt heavy flavour decay origin.

The rejection rate of the track and calorimeter isolation requirements, with which these

non-prompt muons are suppressed, drastically decreases with increasing muon pT [100].

This leads to a larger fraction of muons passing the signal selection and thereby to a

higher muon fake efficiency.

In the central region, the muon fake efficiency is smaller compared to the forward

region. In the very central region (|η| < 0.1) no combined muons can be reconstructed

due to the gap in the muon spectrometer. In particular, the remaining calorimeter

or segmented muons in the baseline sample are rejected in the signal selection as only

combined muons are an allowed signal muon candidate. This results in a reduced fake

efficiency as non-prompt muons are expected to leave some signatures in the calorimeter

and can therefore be reconstructed as calorimeter muons in the baseline selection.
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Figure 7.19: Emiss
T (top), mT (middle) and the muon pT (bottom) spectra for data and the

MC simulation in the fake enriched control region with a baseline muon (left) or a signal muon
(right). The lower panels show the ratios of the data to the MC simulation where deviations can
be observed which are more pronounced for the baseline muons. These are attributed to fake
muon contributions present in the data which are used to derive the muon fake efficiencies.

7.4.4 Systematic Uncertainties on the Fake Lepton Background Estimates

Both the real and the fake efficiencies contribute to the overall uncertainty of the back-

ground estimates obtained via the matrix method. These can be assigned to three

distinct categories: statistical uncertainties due to the sample size, a potential bias of
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the fake efficiencies between the regions for which the fake background estimates are

derived and the fake enriched control regions, and modelling uncertainties of the SM

contributions in the determination of the fake efficiencies [121].

The statistical uncertainties of the real and the fake efficiencies are propagated through

the assigned event weights and for the bulk of the pT,Z spectra are a minor source of

uncertainty compared to the other two components.

The selection criteria on the fake enriched control regions are varied to consider po-

tential biases due to different compositions of the various sources of fake leptons between

the region in which the fake efficiencies are derived and the region for which the fake

estimate is determined as each fake source can have a different fake efficiency [121]. The

electron fake region is varied by restricting Emiss
T to either values below 20GeV or values

between 20 and 50GeV motivated by the approach in [23]. For the muon fake efficien-

cies, two separate regions are defined which are split into events with mT below or above

10GeV. For every variation the fake efficiencies are determined and the background

estimate is repeated. The real lepton efficiencies are only mildly affected by the event

topology [121] and thoroughly calibrated such that no additional uncertainty is assigned

to them.

The contributions of real leptons to the fake enriched control regions are subject to

several modelling and object uncertainties. The uncertainties related to the renormalisa-

tion and factorisation scale used in the MC simulation are significant and are considered

in the electron and muon signal regions.

7.4.5 Fake Lepton Background Estimates

The estimated fake background contributions to both the W → ℓν+ jets control and

Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions are summarised in Table 7.6. In addition to the number of

fake lepton background events and the corresponding combined statistical and systematic

uncertainties for every bin in the pT,Z spectra, the relative contributions to the predicted

event yields are given. The fake lepton background contributions in all four regions are

of comparable size around 1%. They are marginally smaller for the Z → ee+ jets (1.0%)

and Z → µµ+ jets (0.7%) signal regions compared to the control region with the same

lepton flavour, W → eν+ jets (1.1%) and W → µν+ jets (0.9%), and tend to be smaller

in the muon regions compared to electron regions. These fractions reflect to a certain

degree the relative fractions at low pT,Z as these have the highest event yields due to

the exponentially falling pT,Z spectra. The contribution of the fake lepton background

estimate rises for increasing pT,Z for the W → eν+ jets channel, reaching up to 6.6%
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pT,Z [GeV] Z → ee+ jets Z → µµ+ jets W → eν+ jets W → µν+ jets
Est. Frac.[%] Est. Frac.[%] Est. Frac.[%] Est. Frac.[%]

130-170 504±186 1.1 431±138 0.7 1982 ±1027 0.9 4411 ±594 1.1
170-210 275±136 1.1 283±115 0.8 1451±564 1.1 1745±236 0.8
210-250 157±80 1.3 147±67 0.8 698±276 1.0 672±122 0.6
250-300 69±63 1.0 95±67 0.9 464±181 1.1 324±59 0.5
300-380 58±37 1.3 49±30 0.8 400±112 1.6 170±31 0.5
380-470 20±13 1.2 22±14 0.9 247±68 2.5 59±11 0.5
470-570 7.2±4.4 1.1 6.2±4.0 0.7 106±30 2.9 22±5 0.5
570-670 2.7±2.0 1.2 0.9±1.0 0.3 48±13 3.6 7.1±1.8 0.5
670-790 0.4±0.4 0.4 3.5±2.9 2.7 28±3 4.7 4.8±1.6 0.7
790-910 0.3±0.3 0.7 0.3±0.4 0.8 14±3 5.7 0.9±0.6 0.4
910-2600 0.4±0.3 1.4 0.0±0.0 0.0 12±6 6.6 1.0±0.5 0.6

Combined 1092.7±522.0 1.0 1037.7±439.6 0.7 5448.8±2283.5 1.1 7417.0±1061.8 0.9

Table 7.6: Fake lepton background estimates in the Z → ee+ jets & Z → µµ+ jets signal
regions and the W → eν+ jets & W → µν+ jets control regions with the corresponding total
uncertainties. In addition, the relative contributions of those backgrounds in the respective signal
or control regions are stated.

in the tail of the pT,Z distribution, in contrast to the other fake lepton background

estimates. This rise is in parts related to the isolation which is more inclusive for

electrons with high pT. In the Z → ee+ jets signal region, this is not such a pronounced

feature due to the different event topology and the energy dependence of the isolation.

The W → eν+ jets fake electron background estimate is validated by deriving an

alternative estimate using a data-driven template fit approach. Templates of the shape

of the fake background are derived both for pT,Z and Emiss
T . They are obtained by

inverting the identification requirement and removing the track-to-vertex association

criterion from the W → eν+ jets control region. Events in the data in this region

which are not described by the respective MC simulation are attributed to the fake

background and form the two templates. Both templates are normalised by fitting the

Emiss
T template in the W → eν+ jets control region together with the SM processes

which are allowed to float but are constrained by considering their theory uncertainties

to the data. The Emiss
T observable is used to derive the normalisation as it has a distinct

shape compared to the SM processes as seen in Figure 7.16. The obtained relative

fraction of the fake contribution of 1.6±1.2% is consistent within uncertainties with the

result from the matrix method. In addition, the background estimates obtained via the

matrix method and the template fit approach are checked in a validation region which

is enriched in electron fakes. The validation region is obtained by removing the mT and

Emiss
T selection criteria from the W → eν+ jets control region which enhances the fake

background contribution by roughly one order of magnitude. Both estimates improve the

description of the data at low pT,Z , but the template fit significantly overestimates the

electron fake contribution at high pT,Z . As the relative contributions of both estimates
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are in agreement which each other the matrix method is used as the nominal background

estimation technique and no additional uncertainty is assigned.

The sizeable relative uncertainties on the fake background estimates are besides the low

statistics in the tails of the pT,Z distributions, a result of the substantial uncertainties

on the fake lepton efficiencies. Together with their overall size, they required several

adoptions in the definition of the signal and control regions to ensure that the uncertainty

on the final result is not driven by this fake background component. To reduce the

number of fake electrons in the W → eν+ jets region, the additional Emiss
T requirement

is introduced in addition to the criterion on the transverse W mass which is also applied

in the W → µν+ jets region. The sub-leading lepton pT requirement is set to 25GeV to

reduce the number of events related to low-pT lepton fakes in the Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal

regions. With the overall rather small size of the fake lepton background after the phase

space adoptions mentioned above the corresponding uncertainties on the fake lepton

backgrounds are of sub-leading order to the overall uncertainty on ΓZ(inv).
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The pT,Z spectra and the Rmiss ratios, both on the presented detector level and later

on the particle level, underlie several sources of systematic uncertainties. These can be

grouped into experimental and theoretical modelling uncertainties alongside the statis-

tical uncertainties in the data and in the MC simulation event yields. The statistical

uncertainties are obtained by the square roots of the respective event yields as the bin-

ning is optimised to contain at least 20 events in each bin. They are considered to

be uncorrelated between bins and regions. The experimental uncertainties are mainly

related to the reconstruction, identification, isolation and trigger efficiencies of the recon-

structed objects and their respective energy and momentum scales. In addition, event

related quantities carry uncertainties such as the pile-up profile. These uncertainty

sources are often studied in depth in dedicated measurements providing 1σ variations

of the respective central values typically used to scale the MC simulations to the data.

These uncertainty sources are split into uncorrelated components and are associated

with sets of parameters which are varied to account for the respective sources. The

uncertainties are propagated onto the results by repeating the entire measurement with

the varied input parameters considering the estimated 1σ variation of the impact of the

respective uncertainty source on the parameters. The comparison to the nominal result

allows the derivation of the relative size of the uncertainty. They are applied to both the

Z → νν+ jets and Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions of the Rmiss ratios over the entire pT,Z

spectra thereby accounting for bin-by-bin correlations as well as correlations between

the numerator and the denominator. The various presented sources of systematic un-

certainties are assumed to be uncorrelated and are hence added in quadrature to obtain

the combined total uncertainty.

The sources of systematic uncertainties which have an impact on the measured invisible

width are presented in this section and are separated into experimental and theoretical

uncertainties.
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8.1 Experimental Uncertainties

The various sources of experimental uncertainties related to particle objects or event

quantities are derived by the ATLAS performance groups and are propagated through

the analysis as presented in this section. Uncertainties on the background estimation

methods used in Section 7 are described therein and are only summarised here.

8.1.1 Jet Uncertainties

The largest jet uncertainties are related to the jet energy and resolution scales which

in parts need some specific treatments and are discussed in depth in the following. In

addition, the uncertainties related to the efficiency of the (f)JVT jet selections remov-

ing pile-up jets are considered which are determined by analysing the Z → µµ+ jets

process [93, 94].

Jet Energy Scale Uncertainties

The various calibration steps contribute uncertainties to the jet energy scale (JES).

These include four sources of systematic uncertainties arising through the jet pile-up

correction [88]. The jet flavour composition uncertainty describes the uncertainty on the

fraction of jets initiated by gluons which have a different response than quark-initiated

jets, whereas the flavour response uncertainty covers the response difference of gluon-

initiated jets between the Pythia and Herwig generators [124, 125]. The nominal

flavour response uncertainty is the dominating source for the jet energy scale uncertainty

in a wide range of considered jet pT. Phase space specific flavour composition maps

were derived in [22] which are applied to the ΓZ(inv) measurement after validating their

consistency with the ΓZ(inv) phase spaces. The conservative, default quark and gluon jet

fractions of 0.5±0.5 are hence replaced by custom compositions. These have uncertainties

between 5 − 15% which are derived from differences in the considered phase spaces

as well as the deviations to the fractions obtained from alternative MG5 aMC+Py8

predictions. This reduces the size of the conservative, nominal flavour uncertainty.

Energetic jets which are not fully contained within the calorimeters, but leak into

the muon spectrometer, are assigned a punch-through uncertainty depending on their

depositions in the muon detectors [125]. The η-intercalibration contributes with five

uncertainties whereas the uncertainties from the other in-situ calibration steps stem

from the event topology, analysis selections, the calibration of the reference objects, MC

simulation modelling or from a statistical origin. These lead to a total of 125 jet energy
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scale uncertainty components. From the in-situ uncertainties, 98 only depend on pT

allowing a combination to a total of 15 parameters which still obtain a large degree of

correlation information. This is achieved by performing an eigenvector decomposition

of the corresponding covariance matrix [124]. This setting used in the analysis is called

the ’category reduction’ leading to a total of 28 uncertainties. The last component is

the high-pT single particle uncertainty for jets exceeding the 2.4 TeV threshold of the

multijet in-situ analysis [126].

Jet Energy Resolution Uncertainties

The jet energy resolution (JER) uncertainties are derived using a similar reduction

scheme in which 13 eigenvectors are determined from the three uncertainty sources

(Equation 5.3) via pile-up and electrical noise analyses as well as from a dijet balance

study [88]. For small jet momenta, the main contribution arises from propagating the

JES uncertainties to the dijet measurement. The high pT jet resolution is limited by a

non-closure uncertainty which covers the difference between in-situ resolution measure-

ments in MC simulation and the resolution derived directly from the particle level jet

transverse momenta. Sources with smaller impacts are variations of the analysis cuts and

the difference to another MC generator. An additional non-closure uncertainty stems

from a random cone noise analysis either due to fluctuations in the topo-cluster forma-

tion or differences in the electronic noise depending on the number of particles from the

hard-scatter interaction. The calibration factor of the noise to the appropriate scale and

the variation of analysis cuts provide additional pile-up related contributions. Sources of

the electrical noise uncertainty stem from an estimated uncertainty covering differences

between data and simulation and from the fit performed to extract the electronic noise.

The uncertainties are propagated by introducing additional smearing to the nominal

JER smearing, σnom, by considering the one sigma variation of the uncertainty σunc.

The jets are hence smeared with a Gaussian of width

σsmear =
√

(σnom + |σunc|)2 − σ2nom. (8.1)

To conserve the anti-correlations of crossing zero uncertainties the smearing is applied

to the MC simulation if the σunc is positive and otherwise to the data. In the case

where the precision of the resolution in data exceeds the one in the MC simulation an

additional uncertainty is considered covering the difference between the two resolutions.

A Bootstrap smoothing method [127] is applied to the relative JER uncertainties

because the single sampling for every jet from the Gaussian with a certain width to
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assign the extra smearing leads to the addition of spurious statistical uncertainties. The

Bootstrap method allows quantifying the statistical uncertainty on the systematic JER

variations which can give unreasonable shapes in the tails of the pT,Z spectra. The JER

uncertainties are hence first rebinned until either the relative statistical error on the

systematic uncertainty is smaller than 30% or they deviate by more than 2σ from the

nominal distribution indicating their statistical significance. The rebinning is performed

by combining bins with either their right, left or both neighbouring bins until they are

fulfilling at least one of the two conditions. The procedure with the most remaining bins

is chosen. The so-obtained uncertainties are then assigned to the corresponding bins of

the original binning. A Gaussian kernel smoothing completes this procedure.

8.1.2 Charged Lepton Uncertainties

Electron uncertainties mainly stem from uncertainties on the efficiency scale factors.

These are split into 117 components. The main contributions to the uncertainties of

those scale factors are potential biases in the tag-and-probe methods used to determine

the efficiencies and in the estimation of subtracted background processes [97]. Electron

energy scale and resolution uncertainties are derived by studying Z → ee and J/Ψ → ee

decays [98].

Muon uncertainties are dominated by uncertainties related to the efficiency scale fac-

tors which originate from potential biases in the tag-and-probe method used to determine

the efficiencies, the estimation of the non-prompt muon backgrounds, the isolation cri-

teria and the invariant mass range of the two muons. These are combined into eight

components related to reconstruction, isolation and track-to-vertex-association efficien-

cies. Muon momentum scale and resolution uncertainties are studied in Z → µµ and

J/Ψ → µµ resonance decays [101, 102]. These uncertainties are split into two compo-

nents related to tracks reconstructed in the inner detector and in the muon spectrometer.

The individual components are presented in [102]. An additional correction to the muon

momenta measured in data is necessary due to the misalignment of detector components.

The corresponding dominant uncertainty is derived by studying the non-closure when

a measured bias is introduced on the muon momenta in the MC simulations which are

compared to the data [102].

The tau energy scale uncertainty is determined from in-situ measurements of the

Z → τµτhad decay and is dominated by background modelling, tau energy resolution and

muon reconstruction uncertainties from the in-situ energy scale measurements [104].
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8.1 Experimental Uncertainties

8.1.3 Missing Transverse Momentum Uncertainties

All uncertainties from the hard constituents are propagated through the Emiss
T calculation

and two additional uncertainties for the soft term are considered. The uncertainties of

the soft term are split into a scale and a resolution component which in turn are again

separated in a contribution parallel and perpendicular to the hadronic recoil system.

They are derived from observed differences in data and the MC simulation for processes

which lack intrinsic Emiss
T [107].

8.1.4 Other Uncertainty Sources

The MC simulations are reweighted to match the pile-up profile in the data and a cor-

responding uncertainty covering remaining differences is considered [67]. The integrated

luminosity is measured with a precision of 0.87% [109] by the LUCID-2 detector [110]

used for the primary luminosity measurement. This uncertainty cancels to a large degree

in the Rmiss ratio as only the subtracted, unconstrained background estimates have a

residual dependence on the luminosity uncertainty.

Uncertainties of the data-driven background estimates are already discussed in the

respective sections and are only summarised shortly here before the uncertainties related

to the final extraction of the ΓZ(inv) measurement are presented which are mainly related

to the methods used to bring the Z → νν+ jets and Z → ℓℓ+ jets event yields into the

same phase space.

Data-driven Background Estimation Method Uncertainties

Both the QCD multijet and the non-collision background estimates are assigned a conser-

vative uncertainty of 100% following [119]. The aforementioned uncertainties and theory

uncertainties are propagated through both W → ℓν+ jets control regions onto the scale

factors used for normalising the W → ℓν+ jets contributions in the Z → νν+ jets sig-

nal region. In addition, the derivation of the scale factors is repeated with a varied

control region in which the mT cut is changed to capture potential biases related to

the definitions of the two control regions. Similar phase space variations are applied to

the fake-enriched control regions used to derive the fake efficiencies for the lepton fake

estimates. In these fake-enriched control regions only the factorisation and renormali-

sation uncertainties are significant and hence considered in the subtraction of the real

contributions to determine the electron and muon fake efficiencies.
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8 Uncertainties

ΓZ(inv) Extraction Uncertainties

The uncertainties mentioned above combined with the theory uncertainties presented

in Section 8.2 are sufficient to derive the uncertainties on the measured Rmiss ratios

within the defined signal region’s phase spaces obtained from reconstructed particles.

The extraction of ΓZ(inv) relies on detector corrections transferring the ratios from

detector to particle level. This is done with a bin-by-bin detector correction presented

in Chapter 10. This bin-by-bin correction of the Rmiss ratio is compared to an iterative

Bayesian unfolding procedure [128] where each individual Z → νν+ jets or Z → ℓℓ+ jets

spectrum is unfolded before Rmiss is constructed. The difference between the bin-by-bin

correction and the Rmiss ratio constructed from the spectra corrected with two iterations

of Bayesian unfolding is taken as uncertainty to cover potential residual biases in the

detector correction factors.

The so obtained Rmiss ratio at particle level contains contributions from off-shell pho-

tons which interfere with the Z boson in the production of charged lepton pairs and

the invariant mass of the Z boson is constrained to values close to the Z boson mass to

avoid sizeable contributions from the photon production channel. The charged leptons

correspond to dressed-leptons after the detector correction as photons within a cone of

∆R < 0.1 are added to the final state lepton in the used MC simulations. The neutrinos

do not radiate any photons and hence the leptons are corrected to Born level before any

final state radiation. Correction factors are derived in MC simulations as a function of

pT,Z to correct for these effects and the corresponding statistical as well as factorisa-

tion and renormalisation scale uncertainties are considered as an additional source of

systematic uncertainty on Rmiss.

The translation from a measured Rmiss value to the invisible width relies on the mul-

tiplication with the measured ΓZ(ℓℓ) as shown in Equation 2.7. The uncertainty on

ΓZ(ℓℓ) is taken from their combination assuming lepton universality [6].

8.2 Theory Uncertainties

The theory uncertainties can be separated into three main categories which partially

traces back to the factorisation of the calculation of the cross section in perturbation

theory as presented in Equation 4.1. The first component is related to the fixed order

calculation of the hard-scattering process in which the perturbative expansion of the

partonic cross section is stopped at some fixed order and the higher order terms are

neglected. This leads to an uncertainty on the cross section whose effects are studied by
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8.2 Theory Uncertainties

varying the renormalisation (µR) and factorisation (µF ) scale up and down by a factor of

two. The uncertainty is obtained from the envelope of a seven-point pairwise variation

of the two scales with the constraint that no off-diagonal variations are allowed, where

one scale is varied up and the other down, to avoid large logarithms [129]. This QCD

scale uncertainty is typically the dominant theoretical uncertainty for all processes.

The parton distribution functions (PDFs) are affected by experimental uncertainties

stemming from the underlying measurements and uncertainties related to the functional

form of the fits used in the determination of the various PDF sets. The PDF4LHC15 nnlo

PDF set [130] and the NNPDF3.0nnlo PDF set [77] are used to derive a corresponding

uncertainty. The PDF4LHC15 nnlo uncertainties are given as a symmetric Hessian PDF

set with n (30) eigenvectors which are combined to a single uncertainty parameter [130]

δPDFσ =

√√√√ n∑
k=1

(
σ(k) − σ(0)

)2
, (8.2)

with the nominal PDF of this set σ(0). For some MC processes, PDF MC sets are

provided instead of eigenvector sets. For those δPDFσ is determined by taking the average

of all MC replicas as σ(0) and dividing the sum of the standard deviations by n− 1.

The strong coupling constant αs is determined from measurements and its value of

0.118 is given at the scale of the Z boson mass. The translation to another scale intro-

duces additional uncertainties as the used renormalisation group is truncated at a fixed

order. The respective uncertainty is obtained by using the same PDF set but evaluated

at two different values of αs [130]:

δαsσ =
σ(αup

s )− σ(αdown
s )

2
. (8.3)

For the NNPDF3.0nnlo (PDF4LHC15 nnlo) PDF set these values are 0.119 (0.1195)

and 0.117 (0.1165). The PDF and αs are typically added in quadrature and referred to

as δPDF+αs .

One additional uncertainty is added for the subtracted top backgrounds. The interfer-

ence and overlap between tt̄ and tW top production is removed by the diagram-removal

scheme [131]. An alternative diagram-subtraction scheme [131, 132] is evaluated and the

difference between these two approaches is assigned as an uncertainty.
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8 Uncertainties

8.3 Relative Sizes of the Uncertainty Components

In Figure 8.1 the symmetrized relative uncertainties are shown for the Z → νν+ jets

signal region and in Figure 8.2 for the Z → ee+ jets (up) and Z → µµ+ jets (down)

signal regions on detector level if they exceed 0.5% in any bin. The Z → νν+ jets signal
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Figure 8.1: Relative uncertainties in the Z → νν+ jets signal region. Only systematic uncer-
tainties with a contribution of at least 0.5% in any bin are presented. The shown uncertainties
are symmetrized.

region at low pT,Z is dominated by the uncertainties of the QCD multijet and by the jet

energy scale. The latter is also the leading uncertainty source of the Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal

regions at low pT,Z . Another sizeable component is the QCD scale uncertainty of the

subtracted MC simulations where the top related processes contribute the most. They

are denoted as residual theory uncertainty. The lepton efficiency uncertainties range for

both Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions from around 1% at low pT,Z to 4-6% at high pT,Z

and are slightly smaller for muons compared to electrons. Overall they are among the

leading uncertainty contributions in the Rmiss ratio as they do not cancel during the

construction of the ratio in contrast to uncertainties which contribute to the numerator

and the denominator such as uncertainties related to jets. The sizes of the relative

uncertainties in the two Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal region are comparable to each other. The

statistical uncertainties at low pT,Z are slightly smaller in the muon channel. In the tails

of the two lepton signal regions, the statistical uncertainties become comparable again as

the muon and electron reconstruction and identification efficiencies approach each other.

The statistical uncertainty becomes the largest uncertainty at high pT,Z at 670GeV for
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8.3 Relative Sizes of the Uncertainty Components

Z → νν+ jets and at 500GeV for the Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions. In the Z → νν+ jets

signal region the total uncertainty ranges from 9% at low pT,Z to a minimum of about

3.5% around 400GeV and rises to 7% in the tail. The uncertainties for the Z → ℓℓ+ jets

regions rise from 3% (2.5%) for electrons (muons) up to 18% at high pT,Z .
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Figure 8.2: Relative uncertainties in the Z → ee+ jets (top) and Z → µµ+ jets (bottom)
signal region. Only systematic uncertainties with a contribution of at least 0.5% in any bin are
presented. The shown uncertainties are symmetrized.
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9 Detector Level Results

The proper modelling of the structures observed in the measured data by the detector

level signal MC simulations and the background processes in the Z → νν+ jets and

Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions are validated in this chapter. These backgrounds are either

directly taken from the detector level MC simulations or obtained via the data-driven

methods presented in Chapter 7. A proper description of the data by the MC simulation

is important for a valid subtraction of the background events from the data in the three

signal regions to construct the Rmiss ratios.

The measured event yields in the Z → νν+ jets and in both Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal

regions are hence compared to the SM MC simulation at the detector level including

the data-driven background estimates derived in Chapter 7. Figure 9.1 shows this com-

parison for the measured pT,Z
1 distribution in the Z → νν+ jets signal region. The

W → ℓν+ jets contributions are normalised according to the procedure introduced in

Section 7.3. The non-collision and the QCD multijet backgrounds are both derived with

data-driven methods and contribute only at small values of pT,Z . The remaining SM

contributions are obtained from MC simulations and are scaled to 37 fb−1 to match the

integrated luminosity of the data. Z boson decays into charged leptons and electroweak

vector boson production in association with a jet are summarised as ’Others’. The con-

tributions from W → ℓν+ jets events and processes involving semi-leptonic top decays

decrease with increasing pT,Z as the leptons tend to have higher momenta. Leptons

with larger pT also tend to be more central which leads to an increased reconstruc-

tion efficiency as the identification efficiency is higher in the central region [96]. The

Z → νν+ jets signal contribution rises from about 42% at low pT,Z to 71% at high

pT,Z . An increase is also observed for the di-/triboson processes and the electroweak

V+jet production including Z boson decays into neutrinos due to the typically larger

jet transverse momenta [133] recoiling against the Z boson.

The black error bars on the data show the statistical uncertainty whereas the blue-

hashed band represents the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty. The latter

includes experimental uncertainties driven by the jet energy scale, uncertainties related

to the QCD multijet, the non-collision background and theW → ℓν+ jets normalisation

1The definition of pT,Z is given in Equation 6.1.
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Figure 9.1: The pT,Z spectra are displayed for both the data and the MC simulation (including
the data-driven backgrounds) in the Z → νν+ jets signal region. The error bars on the data
represent the statistical uncertainties, while the blue-hashed band depicts the combined statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The theory uncertainty on the signal process, presented in white,
is shown as the orange-hashed band. The lower panel illustrates the agreement between the data
and the MC simulation, which mainly falls within the corresponding uncertainty bands with
some outliers in the high-pT tail.

scale factors, as well as residual theory uncertainties from the subtracted backgrounds,

compare Section 8.3. They range from 9% in the lowest pT,Z bin, dominated by the

QCD multijet uncertainty, to a minimum of 3.5% around 400GeV, reaching 8% in the

tail of the distribution which is dominated by the statistical uncertainty. The lower

panel illustrates the agreement between the data and the MC simulation considering

the various background estimates. It can be seen that the shape of the MC simulation

resembles the data, but they have a negative normalisation offset of about 5% compared

to the data. This indicates that the normalisation of the modelled Z → νν+ jets signal

process is too small as the main backgrounds are normalised to the data via the ded-

icated control regions. Two upwards fluctuations above the otherwise flat ratio of the

data over the MC simulation are observed around 600 (900)GeV of 10 (15)%. These

outliers are within the 1-2σ interval considering the theoretical uncertainties related

to the dominating renormalisation and factorisation scale on the Z → νν+ jets signal

process which are shown by the orange-hashed band.
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The pT,Z spectra of the Z → ee+ jets (top) and Z → µµ+ jets (bottom) are shown

analogously in Figure 9.2. The overall signal event yield in these regions is more than an

order of magnitude smaller compared to Z → νν+ jets. A factor of about six is expected

as in the Z boson decay into a pair of neutrinos all neutrino families are combined and

overall their branching fractions are higher as they do not have a contribution from the

electric charge (Equation 2.7). The remaining difference results from the inefficiencies

of reconstructing the charged leptons. The larger event yields in the muon channel,

in particular at small pT,Z , are a consequence of the higher reconstruction efficiency of

muons compared to electrons [96, 100]. Overall the 2-lepton signal regions are quite pure

having a signal contribution of about 95% due to the strict selection requirements placed

on the charged lepton pairs. In both regions, the Z boson decay into a pair of charged

electrons or muons decreases slightly for increasing pT,Z to about 85% at the high pT,Z

tail as the contributions from di-/triboson processes as well as from electroweak V+jet

production increase.

The shape of the data is again well described by the MC simulation including the

data-driven fake lepton background aside from some fluctuations in the tails of the

distributions. The data exceed the MC simulation in both the electron (8%) and the

muon (6%) channel similar to the Z → νν+ jets signal region. In the Z → ee+ jets

signal regions the last two bins of the ratio fluctuate upwards and the bin around 600GeV

fluctuates downwards. In the Z → µµ+ jets signal region the bin at 600GeV shows

a small upwards fluctuation similar to the Z → νν+ jets signal region as well as in

the second to last bin. Nevertheless, the agreement between the data and the MC

simulation in both Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions is for every bin well within 1-2 σ with

respect to the corresponding uncertainties, in particular, if the theory uncertainties on

the signal processes are considered. The largest experimental uncertainties stem from

the jet energy scale and the electron or muon efficiencies. The statistical uncertainty

becomes the dominant source for pT,Z above 500GeV.

These three signal regions allow the construction of the Rmiss ratios. The SM back-

ground predictions from MC simulations and the obtained background estimates from

Chapter 7 are subtracted from the Z → νν+ jets signal region thereby constructing the

numerator of the ratio as well as from the Z → ee+ jets and Z → µµ+ jets which form

the denominators of the two respective ratios. The Rmiss
ee and Rmiss

µµ are then obtained by

a bin-by-bin division of the pT,Z distribution of the respective numbers of signal events

in both the numerator and the denominator. Figure 9.3 compares these measured ratios

to the ratios obtained from MC simulations of Z → νν+ jets to Z → ee+ jets (top)

and Z → νν+ jets to Z → µµ+ jets (bottom). A good agreement between the data
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Figure 9.2: The pT,Z spectra are displayed for both the data and the MC simulation (including
the fake lepton backgrounds) in the Z → ee+ jets (left) and Z → µµ+ jets (right) signal regions.
The error bars on the data represent the statistical uncertainties, while the blue-hashed bands
depict the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties. The theory uncertainties on the
signal process, presented in white, are shown as the orange-hashed band. The lower panel
illustrates the agreement between the data and the MC simulation.

and the MC simulations is observed which improves compared to the agreement in the

individual channels. This can be understood as the normalisation mis-modelling in the

Z boson production cancels to a large extent in the construction of the ratios.
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One outstanding deviation is however observed between the data and the MC simula-

tions in the Rmiss
ee ratio at 570-670GeV which is a combination of the aforementioned up-

wards fluctuation of the ratio between data and the MC simulation in the Z → νν+ jets

signal region paired with a corresponding downwards fluctuation in the Z → ee+ jets

signal region. They have already been observed in previous measurements covering sim-

ilar phase spaces [134] and are less pronounced in the full Run 2 dataset [119]. The

dominant uncertainties on the two ratios are the lepton efficiencies, theory uncertainties

related to the renormalisation and factorisation scale and at low pT,Z the uncertainty

of the QCD multijet background. Above 500GeV the statistical uncertainty becomes

the dominant source of uncertainty. The jet energy scale uncertainty which plays an

important role in the individual measurements cancels to a large extent which shows

the strength of a ratio measurement which reduces correlated uncertainty sources. The

combined uncertainty which adds the individual components in quadrature ranges from

3% up to 18% in both ratios.

Even if the Rmiss
ee and Rmiss

µµ ratios show good agreement with the detector level MC

simulation obtained from both Sherpa 2.2.11 and MG5 aMC+Py8, they are in clear

contrast to the SM prediction for these ratios (Equation 2.6), which expects them to be

constant as a function pT,Z and close to 5.97. Rmiss
ee however ranges from values around

20 to 10 from low to high pT,Z and Rmiss
µµ ranges from around 15 to 9. This is a result

of the more restrictive phase space selections which need to be placed on the charged

leptons compared to the neutrinos, and the inefficiency of reconstructing the charged

leptons. The Rmiss ratios, therefore, need to be corrected for detector effects and be

extrapolated to a common phase space which is presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 9.3: Comparison of the Rmiss
ee (top) and Rmiss

µµ (bottom) ratios obtained from the
background-subtracted data with the detector level MC simulation from Sherpa 2.2.11 (red)
and MG5 aMC+Py8 (blue). The statistical uncertainties on the data are shown as error bars
and the total combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown as the grey hashed
bands. Statistical and systematic uncertainties on the MC simulation are not shown. The lower
panels show the ratio between the data and the MC simulation which overall are in good agree-
ment with each other.
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10 Transferring Rmiss to Particle Level

The Rmiss ratios presented in the previous chapter require corrections to transfer the

Z → νν+ jets and the Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions into one common phase space. This

is necessary as the pT,Z spectra are measured within different phase spaces defined by the

selections placed on the final state particles. On detector level, where the particles are

subject to acceptance, reconstruction efficiency and resolution effects, the phase spaces of

the charged lepton signal regions are restricted to correspond to the detector acceptance

for the various particle types. In particular, the leptons are restricted to be within the

coverage of the inner tracking detector. Such restrictions do not apply for neutrinos

as they are not reconstructed within the detector nor do they suffer from inefficiencies

in their reconstruction. The corrections necessary to harmonize the two processes are

presented in this chapter.

The measured Rmiss ratios in the previous chapter correspond to the detector level

which sometimes is also called reconstruction level, indicating that the particles need to

be reconstructed from detector signatures and thereby underlie various detector effects

such as inefficiencies, resolution effects or particle mis-identification. The corresponding

detector level predictions are obtained from MC simulations in which the final state

particles after the parton shower are propagated through the detector simulation. Events

after the simulation of the hard-scatter process are on parton level and the particle level

is defined as the state after the parton shower. Particle level objects also need to be

formed using partially similar methods as during the reconstruction step for the detector

level objects.

Particle level electrons and muons are required to be prompt which means that they

do not originate from the decay of a hadron. Dressed leptons recover most of their

final state radiation by adding the four-momenta of prompt photons within a cone of

∆R < 0.1 to the lepton four-momentum.

Particle level jets are formed using the R = 0.4 anti-kt algorithm to cluster all stable

final state particles excluding prompt, dressed leptons from W,Z, Higgs, and tau decays

and prompt photons from Higgs decays. Jets including a hadron originating from a tau

decay are considered as hadronically decaying taus.

The common particle level phase space into which both detector level pT,Z spectra
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are extrapolated is defined by the requirement of at least one particle level jet with a pT

exceeding 110GeV contained within |η| < 2.4, a pT,Z above 130GeV and no additional

prompt lepton. The particle level pT,Z is defined as the pT of the four-momenta sum

of either the charged-lepton pair or the pair of the prompt neutrinos where either pair

stems from a Z boson decay. The pT,Z is hence expected to correspond to the pT of the

Z boson. Two effects unique to charged lepton pairs affect this pT,Z definition. They

need to be taken into account and corrected for in Rmiss.

The final state charged leptons in the MC simulation are provided as dressed-leptons

where the momenta of all prompt photons contained within a cone of ∆R < 0.1 around

the lepton are added to the lepton. This becomes necessary as the charged leptons

undergo final state radiation where they radiate photons. These dressed leptons however

are not identical to the leptons on the so-called Born level which refers to leptons before

any final state radiation. The difference between these two lepton definitions arises from

photons which are either radiated at large angles and hence are not added back to the

lepton or from photons which stem from other processes and might be falsely added to

the lepton. Only the pT,Z of the Born level leptons corresponds to the pT of the Z boson

and hence is equivalent to the pT,Z obtained from the prompt neutrino pairs. Hence,

a corresponding dressed-to-Born level correction needs to be determined and applied to

the Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions.

The second effect is related to the additional interaction of charged leptons with

photons which is not present for the electrical neutral neutrinos [37]. The corresponding

Feynman diagrams of the production of a neutrino or a charged lepton pair in association

with a radiated gluon are depicted in Figure 10.1. At the detector level, an invariant

mass criterion on the charged lepton pair is placed of 25GeV around the Z boson mass

to ensure that the measured events stem mostly from Z boson decays instead of the

production via virtual photons. Close to the Z boson mass the Z boson contribution is

dominating whereas the γ∗ contribution becomes sizeable in the tails. Moreover, the γ∗

contribution diverges at low pT,Z . A generator level cut of 40GeV is hence applied in

the MC generation of the Z → ℓℓ+ jets sample. This cut is not applied to the neutrinos

as they do not interact with the photon. In addition no mℓℓ selection is applied to the

neutrinos on both detector and particle level as they cannot be directly reconstructed

in the detector and are only indirectly accessible through Emiss
T . A correction factor is

derived in simulation which extrapolates the invariant mass of the charged lepton pair to

the full phase space and subtracts the γ∗ contribution and the corresponding interference

term.
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Figure 10.1: Feynman diagrams showing the production of a Z boson decaying to a neutrino
pair (left) and the decay into a charged lepton pair including the additional production via a
virtual photon (right). In both diagrams, a gluon is radiated from one of the initial state quarks.
The Feynman diagrams are generated using the TikZ-Feynman package [135].

Both corrections related to the pT,Z of the charged lepton pairs are derived via dedi-

cated particle level simulations performed with the Pythia 8.3 event generator and are

applied as scale factors to Rmiss. They are determined for electrons and muons separately

and the corresponding particle level event selections are applied.

The dressed-to-Born correction is derived by comparing the event yields obtained by

a reimplementation of the dressing procedure to those obtained by adding back photons

to the leptons based on the simulation history, both as a function of pT,Z . The matched

photons are removed from the subsequent jet clustering to avoid double counting.

The size of the dressed-to-Born correction is checked with a particle level implemen-

tation of the analysis in the Rivet [136] framework, which allows a fast processing of the

nominal Sherpa 2.2.11 particle level simulations, by adding the photons independently

of the ∆R requirement to the closest final state lepton. The scale factors derived with

Pythia are applied to Rmiss as they are determined with full access to the truth record of

the generator. Compatible results are found within the corresponding uncertainties and

hence no additional uncertainty is applied for the difference between the two methods.

The dressed-to-Born correction is shown for both the electron and the muon channel

on the left panel of Figure 10.2. The correction is about 2% at low pT,Z and slightly

decreases to 1.5% in the high pT,Z tail indicating that not all final state photon radiation

is correctly recovered for the dressed-leptons. This is not a problem in other analyses

as the dressed-leptons are closely resembling the lepton reconstructed by the detector.

The correction factors for electrons and muons are in perfect agreement with each other

within their respective statistical uncertainties.
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Figure 10.2: The dressed-to-Born (left) and the γ∗ (right) correction as a function of pT,Z for
Z → ee+ jets (orange) and Z → µµ+ jets (blue). Statistical uncertainties on the scale factors
are shown as error bars.

The γ∗ contribution due to the interference of the γ∗ and the Z boson for the charged

lepton pair production is subtracted via the derivation of a corresponding pT,Z dependent

scale factor which is applied to Rmiss. At the same time, the invariant mass selection

criterion on the two-lepton system is removed. This is achieved by simulating once the

Z → ℓℓ+ jets process with the γ∗ contribution and 66 < mℓℓ < 116GeV, and once via

a pure unconstrained Z boson production. The inverse of the division of the two event

yields as a function of pT,Z gives the scale factors which are applied to the Rmiss ratios.

The right panel of Figure 10.2 shows the size of the γ∗ correction as a function of

pT,Z which ranges from 1% to 2.5% for the muon channel and to values up to 5% for

the electron channel. The correction factors for the electron and muon channels are in

very good agreement for pT,Z below 500GeV. At larger pT,Z the electron correction

factors start to fluctuate but are still in agreement with the ones from the muon channel

within the respective relatively large statistical uncertainties. The behaviour in the tail

is attributed to statistical fluctuations, whereas the rise at low pT,Z is assumed to be

related to a larger virtuality of the Z boson which results in more events falling outside

the allowed mℓℓ interval.

These two corrections are applied both to the measured Rmiss, after the detector

correction, as well as to the SM predictions obtained directly from the particle level MC

simulations as they affect both in the same way. In addition to the statistical uncertainty,

QCD scale uncertainties are considered which are sub-dominant and therefore not shown

in Figure 10.2.
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10.1 Detector Correction

A detector correction is applied to transfer the measured Rmiss ratios from the detector

to the particle level to both Rmiss ratios. Detector effects which are typically involved

can be separated into an acceptance, efficiency and resolution component.

The resolution with which each particle is reconstructed, and calibration effects can

lead to events which are reconstructed in a different pT,Z bin at the detector level than

at the particle level. The bin sizes are optimised such that the bin width roughly

corresponds to two standard deviations of the respective pT,Z resolution rounded to

the nearest multiple of 10GeV, with the additional requirement that for large pT,Z

each bin should contain at least 20 measured events which allows Gaussian statistical

error treatment. The bin sizes are kept strictly the same for the numerator and the

denominator to construct the Rmiss ratios. The detector response is expected to be

similar between the Z → νν+ jets and Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions as they in first order

depend on the reconstruction of the hadronic jet system which is very similar in the

two regions. The near independence on the charged lepton system stems from the fact

that the same leptons are first subtracted in the calculation of the Emiss
T and then added

again for the derivation of the pT,Z observable1.

The Emiss
T trigger efficiency in the Z → νν+ jets and Z → µµ+ jets signal regions

will also have a small effect on pT,Z close to the Emiss
T trigger threshold. These effects

are expected to be small and the migrations due to resolution effects in the particle

reconstruction are very similar between the numerator and the denominators. The mi-

grations are shown in Figure 10.3 for the Z → νν+ jets (left) and Z → ee+ jets (right)

signal regions. These migration matrices are constructed from events which pass both

the detector and the particle level selections. They are normalised such that they state

the probability to find an event in a certain bin j at the detector level for an event which

falls into bin i at the particle level. The chosen bin widths suggest that about 68% of

the events are matched to the same bin. Two clear deviations from this approxima-

tion can be observed: in the last bin, which due to the event number restriction has a

broader width, and the lowest pT,Z bin, where the events with a smaller response are

not matched at detector level. The bins in the range from 170-250GeV have a slightly

smaller probability to find the event in the respective detector level bin which is a result

of the slightly finer binning used here. Migrations to the neighbouring bins are expected

to be of the order of 27% and range for the bulk of the pT,Z bins from 27-40%. These

1Small differences might occur if a lepton and a jet are very close to each other due to slightly different
overlap removal procedures.
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Figure 10.3: Migration matrices for the Z → νν+ jets (left) and Z → ee+ jets (right). These
are normalised to state the probability of finding an event with a certain particle level pT,Z in a
specific detector level bin.

migrations are not symmetric and biased towards smaller detector level pT,Z due to the

exponentially falling pT,Z spectra. Larger off-diagonal migrations contribute at most 3%

in both migration matrices. The two migration matrices are in good agreement with

each other and thereby support the assumption of cancellation of migrations in Rmiss.

The process of removing the detector effects from the measured result is often referred

to as unfolding in analogy to the folding of the MC simulation after the parton shower

with the detector response. The migrations due to resolution effects are very similar

between the numerator and the denominator and therefore cancel to a large degree

in the ratio. This justifies the usage of a bin-by-bin detector correction method, which

neglects migrations due to resolution effects. The bin-by-bin correction procedure, which

in general has a non-negligible dependence on the MC simulation used to determine the

correction factors [137], is hence sufficient as this dependence cancels to a substantial

degree. The main task is then to correct each bin for acceptance and efficiency effects.

The bin-by-bin correction mainly profits from being the computationally and concep-

tionally simpler approach. In this analysis, it is found to give consistent results with

a more involved iterative Bayesian unfolding method [128] which is discussed later in

this chapter. Neither, does the bin-by-bin detector correction introduce statistical un-

certainties as a result of the pseudo-inversion of the folding matrix in a conventional

matrix unfolding procedure or introduce a bias due to the shape modelling of the MC

simulation used as the prior in a Bayesian unfolding method. In addition, correlations
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10.1 Detector Correction

between the numerator and the denominator are conserved. Potential shortcomings of

the simplified approach are considered by taking the difference to an alternative, more

involved method as uncertainty into account as will be shown in the end of this section.

Each bin is corrected on its own and no correlations to other bins are considered.

The acceptance correction uses the MC simulation to extrapolate the phase space of

the charged lepton pairs to the full phase space which the neutrinos can populate. This

includes the phase space outside the range of the tracker which restricts the charged

lepton reconstruction at the detector level. In addition, the inefficiencies of leptons being

not reconstructed, identified, or failing any other efficiency related selection requirement

are corrected. Inefficiencies in the applied electron and Emiss
T triggers are also correct

in this way. In addition, effects due to the jet cleaning procedure including the f(JVT)

event veto for the QCD multijet background rejection at low pT,Z , and inefficiencies

in the overlap removal procedure for real, close-by objects are removed by the detector

correction. Finally, boundary effects at the jet or pT,Z requirements are considered which

lead to events passing only the particle or the detector level selection.

Events fulfilling only the particle level requirements are called misses and are the

result of inefficiencies, resolution, and boundary effects. Fakes in contrast pass only the

detector level selections due to mis-identification, resolution and boundary effects. The

detector correction takes these fakes and misses into account.

The detector correction factors for bin i, Ci,ℓ, are obtained from MC simulations as

they contain both the particle and the detector level information and are defined as

Ci,ℓ =

(
Ni(Z → νν+ jets)

Ni(Z → ℓℓ+ jets)

) detector-level/(Ni(Z → νν+ jets)

Ni(Z → ℓℓ+ jets)

) particle-level

, (10.1)

where ℓ refers to either an electron or a muon and Ni represents the number of simu-

lated events in bin i for the respective process at either the detector level or the particle

level with the respective event selections applied. The values of Ci,ℓ are presented in

Figure 10.4 which range from 0.3 at low pT,Z to 0.6 at high pT,Z for the Z → ee+ jets

channel and from 0.4 to 0.7 for the Z → µµ+ jets channel. The smaller values for

the electron channel are due to the smaller reconstruction and identification efficiencies

for the electrons and the rise to higher pT,Z is a result of the increasing reconstruction

efficiencies for higher lepton transverse momenta. A sizeable fraction of the correction

factor stems from the 25GeV pT requirement of the sub-leading charged lepton on de-

tector level which is not applied at particle level. The correction factors derived from the
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10 Transferring Rmiss to Particle Level

nominal Sherpa 2.2.11 simulation are in good agreement with the ones obtained from

the alternative MG5 aMC+Py8 sample for both lepton channels.
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Figure 10.4: The bin-by-bin detector correction factors Ci,ℓ are presented as a function of pT,Z

for Rmiss
ee (orange) and Rmiss

µµ (blue). The solid circles show Ci,ℓ for the nominal Sherpa 2.2.11
simulation and the open triangles for the alternative MG5 aMC+Py8 FxFx simulation. Only
statistical uncertainties on the MC simulations are displayed.

The nominal particle level Rmiss ratios, which are corrected by the scale factor de-

rived with the Sherpa 2.2.11 sample, and the Rmiss ratios obtained by applying the

MG5 aMC+Py8 correction factors, are then obtained by the following corrected ratio

Rmiss
i,ℓℓ =

Ndata
i (Z → νν+ jets)−Nbkg

i (Z → νν+ jets)

Ndata
i (Z → ℓℓ+ jets)−Nbkg

i (Z → ℓℓ+ jets)
× 1

Ci,ℓ
, (10.2)

where i and ℓ denote the respective bin and the lepton channel used in the ratio. The

Rmiss ratios are compared to their corresponding MC predictions which are derived using

the Sherpa 2.2.11 and the MG5 aMC+Py8 simulations as

Rpred.
i,ℓℓ =

Npred.
i (Z → νν+ jets)

Npred.
i (Z → ℓℓ+ jets)

, (10.3)

where the number of events in each bin i, Npred.
i , is determined by applying the analysis

selections of the particle level fiducial phase space on the particle level objects and event

quantities. To both the measured Rmiss ratios as well as the respective MC simulations

the before discussed dressed-to-Born and γ∗ corrections are applied simultaneously as

functions of pT,Z .
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10.1 Detector Correction

In Figure 10.4 only statistical uncertainties on the MC simulations are presented

whereas for the determination of the uncertainties on the Rmiss ratios at particle level

experimental and theoretical modelling uncertainties on the bin-by-bin detector correc-

tion factors are considered in addition. The relative uncertainties for Rmiss
ee (top) and

Rmiss
µµ (bottom) at particle level are presented in Figure 10.5 if they exceed 0.5% in any

bin. The QCD multijet uncertainty from the Z → νν+ jets signal region is the dominant

source at the low pT,Z before the QCD scale uncertainties from the predictions and the

electron efficiency uncertainties take over. The tail of the pT,Z spectrum is dominated

by the statistical uncertainty due to the lower event yield in the Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal

regions. The uncertainty on the γ∗ correction2, which is mainly driven by the statistical

component related to the limited number of generated events at high pT,Z , grows to a

comparable size to the electron efficiency uncertainties. The uncertainties related to the

jet energy scale are sub-leading in contrast to the individual pT,Z measurements as they

are assumed to be correlated and cancel to a large degree in the ratio. The relative

uncertainties for the Z → µµ+ jets ratio are similar to the Z → ee+ jets ratio but the

muon efficiency uncertainties are slightly smaller than the electron counterparts. The

bin with the smallest uncertainty has a relative uncertainty of roughly 4% (3%) in the

Rmiss
ee (Rmiss

µµ ) ratio.

Residual biases due to the detector correction method are studied by comparing the

Rmiss ratios obtained via the bib-by-bin correction to the ratios of Z → νν+ jets and

Z → ℓℓ+ jets which are derived by individually unfolding them via iterative Bayesian

unfolding [128] using the RooUnfold framework [138]. The Rmiss ratios are obtained

after two unfolding iterations of the corresponding background subtracted measured

event yields where the respective SM signal MC simulations are taken as priors. The

two iterations are a compromise between a reduced bias on the prior, which reduces

as the number of iterations increases, and statistical fluctuations which grow with an

increasing number of iterations. The non-closure between the two detector correction

methods is below 2% and is taken as an uncertainty.

2The uncertainty of the γ∗ correction implicitly refers to both the γ∗ and the dressed-to-Born correction
uncertainty as they share the same sources of uncertainties being derived from a common MC sample.
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Figure 10.5: Relative uncertainties on the Rmiss
ee (top) and Rmiss

µµ (bottom) ratio at particle level.
Only systematic uncertainties with a contribution of at least 0.5% in any bin are presented. The
shown uncertainties are symmetrized.
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11 Particle Level Results and ΓZ(inv) Extraction

The result of this measurement is presented in this chapter. Both the Rmiss ratios and

the ΓZ(inv) are compared to theory predictions and the latter to results from previous

measurements of ΓZ(inv) and the agreement is discussed in the context of the statistical

and systematic uncertainties.

First, the measured Rmiss ratios after the application of the corrections presented in

Chapter 10 are shown in Section 11.1 on particle level. They are compared to their SM

predictions to ensure that the features of the Rmiss ratios are properly understood before

they are used to determine the invisible width of the Z boson. Within the statistical

interpretation, the best fit value of the Rmiss ratios, R̂miss, with the corresponding uncer-

tainty is extracted via a χ2 minimisation. The result is directly translated into ΓZ(inv)

through the multiplication of the leptonic partial decay width of the Z boson measured

at LEP. This is presented in Section 11.2. In addition, the impact of the uncertainties on

the final result is discussed. Finally, the ΓZ(inv) value is compared to both direct and

indirect measurements and interpreted in the context of the number of light neutrino

families in Section 11.3.

11.1 Particle Level Rmiss Ratios

The measured Rmiss
ee (top) and Rmiss

µµ (bottom) ratios, corrected for detector effects and

the γ∗ contribution, are shown on particle (Born) level in Figure 11.1. Both Rmiss ratios

based on the detector correction derived with Sherpa 2.2.11 and MG5 aMC+Py8 are

presented. The ratio with the Sherpa 2.2.11 detector correction is taken as the nominal.

They are in good agreement with each other within the respective uncertainties.

These measured particle level Rmiss ratios are compared to their Sherpa 2.2.11 and

MG5 aMC+Py8 Born level predictions1. The predictions themselves show only minor

differences from each other in the high-pT,Z tail which are covered by their statistical

uncertainties. The data and the respective predictions are in good agreement within

their combined statistical and systematic uncertainties, except for a deviation slightly

above 2σ in the range from 570-670GeV in Rmiss
ee which is discussed in the corresponding

1Both data and predictions are corrected for the γ∗ contribution.
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detector level Figure 9.3. The data and the predictions agree within 2% ranging from

170-300GeV and are well contained within the respective 1σ uncertainty bands, as are

most of the bins with higher pT,Z . The measured Rmiss
ee at the highest pT,Z bin is roughly

15% below the electroweak prediction which is attributed to an upward fluctuation in

the number of observed events in the Z → ee+ jets signal region. This deviation is

nevertheless almost consistent with the prediction within the 1σ uncertainty band due

to the large statistical uncertainty of this bin. In the lowest pT,Z bin in the Rmiss
µµ

spectrum the measured Rmiss is around 5% larger than the prediction but this deviation

is covered by the respective uncertainties in this bin which are dominated by the multijet

and detector correction uncertainties.

The measured Rmiss ratios are nearly constant as a function of pT,Z and close to

the value of 5.966 obtained from the electroweak calculations of the branching frac-

tions (Equation 2.7). This clearly differs from the detector level distributions shown

in Figure 9.3 which indicates that the applied corrections are able to remove the pT,Z

dependence. An additional difference to the detector level ratios is that the relative

uncertainties on the Rmiss ratios on particle level increase slightly. This is a result of the

statistical uncertainties in the MC simulations, theory modelling uncertainties, as well

as experimental uncertainties, which are introduced through the detector correction and

the γ∗ correction.

The SM predictions shown in Figure 11.1 are also nearly independent of pT,Z as

expected. Only in the electron channel, they show a deviation from this assumption

at high pT,Z . This is attributed to statistical fluctuations in the applied γ∗ correction

which can be seen in Figure 10.2 by comparing the electron and muon correction. These

do not impact the overall precision of the measurement as they occur at high pT,Z . The

statistical uncertainties on the predictions and the uncertainties from the γ∗ correction,

including a statistical and a theoretical modelling uncertainty component, are added in

quadrature and are shown as the capital-I error bars on both predictions. These indicate

that the predictions are consistent with a flat-line assumption within their respective

uncertainties.

The measured Rmiss ratios at the particle level are consistent with the SM predictions

and as they do not show any anomalous structures they are used to extract the invisible

width of the Z boson.
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Figure 11.1: The measured Rmiss
ee (top) and Rmiss

µµ (bottom) ratios as a function of pT,Z are
presented in the particle level phase space. The statistical uncertainties on the data are shown as
error bars and the total combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown as the grey
hashed bands. The ratios are compared to the Sherpa 2.2.11 (red) and MG5 aMC+Py8 (blue)
particle level predictions. The corresponding statistical uncertainties together with uncertainties
on the applied γ∗ correction are shown as the capital-I error bars. The lower panels show the
ratio between the data and the predictions which overall are in good agreement with each other
within the respective uncertainty bands.
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11 Particle Level Results and ΓZ(inv) Extraction

11.2 Extraction of ΓZ(inv)

The invisible width of the Z boson can be obtained by multiplying the best fit value,

R̂miss, obtained from a simultaneous χ2 minimisation of the Rmiss
ee and Rmiss

µµ ratios by the

ΓZ(ℓℓ) width [6] which was obtained at LEP under the assumption of lepton universality.

The widths for the electron and the muon channel are first separately derived before the

invisible width is determined using both ratios simultaneously as inputs in the fit.

The nominal particle level Rmiss ratios (presented in Section 11.1) are used to extract

ΓZ(inv). The Z → νν+ jets and Z → ℓℓ+ jets processes can be factorised into the

cross section of the production of the Z boson in association with a jet and in the

corresponding branching fractions. The measured event yields used to construct the

Rmiss ratios then correspond to the ratio of the respective branching fractions as the

production of the Z boson + jets cancels within the ratio. The ratio of branching

fractions corresponds to the ratio of the invisible and the charged lepton partial decay

widths assuming only SM contributions which is justified as until today no experimental

evidence for exotic decays beyond the SM are found in this channel [119]:

Rmiss =

dσ(Z→νν+ jets)
dpT,Z

dσ(Z→ℓℓ+ jets)
dpT,Z

=

dσ(Z+jets)×BR(Z→νν)
dpT,Z

dσ(Z+jets)×BR(Z→ℓℓ)
dpT,Z

=
BR(Z → νν)

BR(Z → ℓℓ)
=

ΓZ(inv)

ΓZ(ℓℓ)
. (11.1)

The explicit pT,Z dependent of Rmiss and of the two ratios of branching fractions and

partial decay widths is omitted in the above equation, given that these are considered to

be constant as a function of pT,Z which is a result of the detector correction. Nevertheless,

the Rmiss ratios are still binned in pT,Z . Every measured pT,Z bin in the particle level

Rmiss ratios corresponds to an individual measurement of the ratio of the invisible to

the charged lepton partial decay width of the Z boson. The systematic uncertainties

of these measurements are correlated across bins and channels which are incorporated

in a single covariance matrix. The covariance matrix is constructed by assuming all

systematic uncertainty sources to be fully correlated between bins and channels and the

statistical uncertainties to be uncorrelated. This is a good assumption as for example,

the jet-related uncertainties of the hadronic recoil of the Z boson are largely independent

of the boson decay in boson + jet processes, or the lepton uncertainties which are object

dependent. The resulting covariance matrix is displayed in Figure 11.2. The bin indices
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1-10 correspond to the 10 pT,Z bins of the Rmiss
ee distribution from 170-2600GeV, whereas

the bins 11-20 represent the respective Rmiss
µµ pT,Z bins2.
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Figure 11.2: Covariance matrix of the Rmiss
ee (bin indices 1-10) and Rmiss

µµ (bin indices 11-20)
ratios for pT,Z from 170-2600GeV.

The largest values in each row or column are in general on the diagonal which also

contains the uncorrelated statistical uncertainty component. A general trend of increas-

ing covariance values towards higher pT,Z is observed. The covariances within each Rmiss

ratio are typically larger than the off-diagonal terms between the electron and the muon

ratios. The larger covariance between the high pT,Z R
miss
ee and Rmiss

µµ is attributed to the

sizeable γ∗ correction uncertainty which is correlated between the two ratios.

The covariances in the high pT,Z tail for the ratio with the electron denominator are

larger than for the muon denominator as they are dominated by the electron efficiency

uncertainties which are 6-7.5% compared to the corresponding muon efficiency uncer-

tainties of 3-4.5%. The fourth Rmiss
ee bin (bin index 3) and the fourth and fifth Rmiss

µµ bin

(bin index 13, 14) have the smallest covariance values and hence drive the overall preci-

sion of the measurement. These bins have small covariances between the two channels

2The lowest pT,Z bin from 130-170GeV is not used in the extraction of the invisible width, which is
discussed in more detail at a later point in this section, and therefore not shown.
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11 Particle Level Results and ΓZ(inv) Extraction

as they are dominated by either the electron or the muon efficiency uncertainties which

are besides residual effects in the Z → νν+ jets signal region uncorrelated.

At low pT,Z the covariance values are very similar for Rmiss
ee , Rmiss

µµ and for their cross

terms as the main uncertainty contributions are the QCD multijet uncertainty and cor-

related QCD scale uncertainties in the Z → νν+ jets signal region which are present in

both ratios. One additional feature is that in the Rmiss
ee ratio, the penultimate bin has a

larger covariance value even if the last bin has the larger total uncertainty which stems

from a downward fluctuation of the central Rmiss
ee value in the last bin as the covariance

is determined from the product of the relative uncertainty and Rmiss.

The uncertainty on the final ΓZ(inv) measurement is obtained via this covariance

matrix where all uncorrelated sources of uncertainties are added. These appear in either

or both the subtracted background contribution and the detector-correction factors.

For the extraction of ΓZ(inv) via a linear χ2 fit it is important that the prediction is

constant and hence independent of pT,Z . In [25] it was extensively studied and shown

that the Rmiss ratios are constant as a function of pT,Z on the particle level, as long

as the following conditions are met: final state QED radiation must be suppressed, the

γ∗ contribution must be absent, and no phase space selection criteria are allowed to be

placed on the visible Z boson decay final states, which explicitly includes an overlap

removal with close by jets at the detector level. All these requirements are fulfilled for

the common particle level phase space defined in this measurement to which the Rmiss
ee

and Rmiss
µµ ratios are transferred. The flatness of the predictions and the measured Rmiss

in the particle level phase space is seen in Figure 11.1. This justifies the extraction of the

estimator of Rmiss via a χ2 minimisation following the approach of best linear unbiased

estimators [139–141]. The χ2 function which is minimised to obtain R̂miss is defined as

χ2 = ∆TV−1∆, (11.2)

where ∆i = Rmiss
data,i − R̂miss is the ith component of a vector running over all pT,Z bins

of both the Rmiss
ee and the Rmiss

µµ ratio, Rmiss
data,i is the respective measured ratio, R̂miss is

the estimator of the ratio which is independent of i, and V−1 represents the inverse co-

variance matrix. The correlations between both Z → ℓℓ+ jets regions are considered in

the covariance matrix. In the construction of the covariance matrix all relative system-

atic uncertainties, which are not related to data-driven background estimation method

uncertainties, are then propagated onto R̂miss to stabilise the minimisation as proposed

in [137].
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11.2 Extraction of ΓZ(inv)

It is observed that including the lowest pT,Z ranging from 130-170GeV introduces

a bias towards a lower central value in the extraction of R̂miss. This type of bias has

been observed before in other combinations of individual measurements with a large

correlated normalisation uncertainty compared to small statistical uncertainties and is

for example discussed in [137, 142]. The large correlations are attributed to the large

QCD multijet uncertainty of 7.7% (Table 7.2) in this bin to neighbouring bins and across

the two Rmiss ratios. The central value or the overall precision of the measurement in a

χ2 minimisation where the uncertainties are considered uncorrelated is not impacted by

the exclusion of this lowest pT,Z bin. This indicates that the influence of neglecting the

first pT,Z bin in the actual minimisation is expected to be minimal and therefore this

bin is excluded following an approach suggested in [140].

In a first step, the agreement between the data and the Sherpa 2.2.11 SM prediction

shown in Figure 11.1 is evaluated. To derive a quantitative statement the p-value is

determined which describes the goodness-of-fit which is defined as [137]

p =

∫ ∞

χ2
obs

fNDF(z)dz . (11.3)

Here χ2
obs is the observed χ2 and fNDF is the χ2 function with the number of degrees of

freedom NDF. A reduced χ2 of 20.5/20 is found for both Rmiss measurements considering

the bins used in the extraction of R̂miss which corresponds to a p-value of 0.43. This

indicates that the prediction and the data are in good agreement.

The ΓZ(inv) extraction is performed three times to obtain ΓZ(inv) separately from

both lepton channels and finally using the combined input, by multiplying the result

with the respective ΓZ(ℓ
+ℓ−) values obtained by the LEP experiments [6]. The partial

widths of the Z boson for the charged leptons are summarised in Table 11.1. In the

derivation of ΓZ(ℓ
+ℓ−) lepton universality was assumed.

Z Partial Width Value [MeV]

ΓZ(e
+e−) 83.91± 0.12

ΓZ(µ
+µ−) 83.99± 0.18

ΓZ(ℓ
+ℓ−) 83.984± 0.086

Table 11.1: Summary of the charged lepton partial decay widths obtained by the LEP experi-
ments [1, 6].
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11 Particle Level Results and ΓZ(inv) Extraction

The values obtained for ΓZ(inv) using solely Rmiss
ee or Rmiss

µµ are

ΓZ,ee(inv) = 490± 3 (stat.)± 16 (syst.)MeV and (11.4)

ΓZ,µµ(inv) = 511± 2 (stat.)± 13 (syst.)MeV . (11.5)

Both are dominated by systematic uncertainties. They are in agreement with each other

and agree with the SM prediction of ΓZ(inv) within their uncertainties even if the value

obtained from the electron channel is slightly lower and the result from the muon channel

slightly above the SM prediction of 501.445±0.047MeV [1]. The χ2 value determined in

the fit in the electron channel is 12.2. A total of 10 pT,Z bins are used to derive R̂miss
ee

which leaves 9 degrees of freedom. This translates into a p-value of 0.20 which indicates

reasonable agreement between the data and R̂miss
µµ . This can be understood as the data is

overall well described by the SM prediction but fluctuates in some pT,Z bins in the Rmiss
ee

ratio. For the muon channel χ2/NDF = 3.6/9 is obtained from the χ2 minimisation

which corresponds to a p-value of 0.94 indicating that R̂miss
µµ describes the data well.

R̂miss is obtained from a simultaneous χ2 minimisation including both Rmiss ratios as

they are corrected to the same phase space. In this case, the covariance matrix spans

both channels and the systematic uncertainties are assumed to be correlated between

the two ratios. The same χ2 minimisation as for the results obtained from the individual

channels yields a combined result of R̂miss = 6.030± 0.149 which translates in

ΓZ(inv) = 506± 2 (stat.)± 12 (syst.)MeV . (11.6)

This shows that the measurement of the invisible width of the Z boson is systematically

limited. The combined reduced χ2 is 17.3/19 as the fit still has only one degree of

freedom but considers all 20 bins. This translates to a p-value of 0.57 which shows very

good agreement between the measured Rmiss and R̂miss, where the latter describes the

data even better than the Sherpa 2.2.11 SM predictions.

With a precision of 2.5%, the obtained result represents the single most precise direct

determination of ΓZ(inv) obtained to date and the central value is in excellent agreement

with the SM prediction of 501.445± 0.047MeV [1].

The extraction of R̂miss via the χ2 minimisation is cross-checked with a maximum

likelihood fit of a function of a multivariate normal distribution where the k systematic

sources of uncertainties are treated as floating nuisance parameters θ which are con-

strained by Gaussian priors G with means µ = 0 and widths σ = 1 [22, 143]. For better
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11.2 Extraction of ΓZ(inv)

readability Rmiss is in the discussion of the likelihood function replaced by y:

L (ŷ, θ|ydata) =
1√

(2π)k|V|
· e− 1

2
χ2(ydata,ŷ,θ) ·

k∏
i∈syst

G (θi) . (11.7)

In this approach, the covariance matrixV only contains the statistical uncertainties. The

systematic uncertainties, with 1σ variations δi, are described by nuisance parameters

which leads to a modified χ2 function

χ2 (ydata, ŷ, θ) =

(
ydata − ŷ −

k∑
i

θiδi

)T
V−1

(
ydata − ŷ −

k∑
i

θiδi

)
. (11.8)

Maximising the likelihood function in Equation 11.7 to extract the parameter of interest

ŷ is equivalent to a minimisation of the negative log-likelihood (NLL) function. The

latter gives a consistent result of 506± 2 (stat.)± 12 (syst.)MeV to the R̂miss obtained

from the χ2 minimisation3. This additional extraction is not only crucial to check the

convergence of the χ2 minimisation method but also, in addition, provides valuable

information about the systematic uncertainties.

Figure 11.3 presents the 25 nuisance parameters θ with the largest pulls before and

after the NLL minimisation. The nuisance parameters which are constrained by more

than 10% are the multijet background, the γ∗ correction, as well as electron and muon

efficiencies which are all among the dominant uncertainties in a particular pT,Z range.

None of these are over-constrained and range from 0.6-0.9. The QCD multijet and

the lepton efficiencies are in addition slightly pulled to compensate for the non-flatness

and the different offsets in the measured electron and muon Rmiss ratios. Additional

uncertainties related to the lepton fake estimates are slightly pulled. This is due to the

fact that electron uncertainties play no crucial role in the Rmiss
µµ ratio and vice versa.

The Rmiss
ee and Rmiss

µµ ratios yield different central values of R̂miss which are consistent

with each other within uncertainties. The lepton efficiency nuisance parameters are

hence pulled to minimise these differences between the two Rmiss spectra. The nuisance

parameter related to the non-collision background uncertainty is pulled in the same

direction as the parameter of the QCD multijet uncertainty to compensate for shape

differences in the low pT,Z regime compared to the rest of the pT,Z spectra. However,

none of these nuisance parameters is unnaturally pulled by more than 1σ.

The linearity of the problem to extract R̂miss allows the determination of this value

3The two results are identical apart from floating point differences.
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11 Particle Level Results and ΓZ(inv) Extraction

Figure 11.3: The 25 nuisance parameters with the largest deviation from µ = 0 (pull) are shown
before (red bar) and after (black bar) the minimisation of the NLL. No pull outside the yellow
band is observed which indicates the 1σ boundary.

by simple matrix multiplication of the form
(
AV−1RmissT

data

)
/
(
AV−1AT

)
where A is

the 1-vector of size n where n is given by the dimensionality of the covariance matrix V

which equals the length of the vector of the measured values of the two ratiosRmiss
data [144].

The corresponding result of 506MeV is also consistent with the previous methods.

Impact of the Systematic Uncertainties on the Precision of the Measurement

The impact on the precision of the ΓZ(inv) measurement of each source of systematic

uncertainty is evaluated by repeating the χ2 minimisation including all uncertainties

except the one for which the impact is evaluated. The impact of the uncertainties on the
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11.3 Discussion of the ΓZ(inv) Result

ΓZ(inv) is presented in Table 11.2 and depends on the respective sizes of the uncertainties

but also on their relative contributions to the bins with the largest sensitivity as the

importance of each bin is effectively weighted by the total combined uncertainty of the

bin. This becomes evident for the muon efficiency uncertainty, which has the largest

impact on the result of 7.4MeV, even if the electron efficiencies are larger in every Rmiss
ee

bin compared to the respective muon efficiency uncertainty in the corresponding Rmiss
µµ

ratio. The electron efficiency uncertainty nevertheless has an impact of 4.9MeV on the

measurement as they are one of the dominant uncertainties in the electron channel.

In the most sensitive bins, the muon efficiencies are still above 2%, which is about 30%

larger than the impact on ΓZ(inv) of 1.5%, indicating that the Rmiss
ee contributes towards

the precision of the combination. Other uncertainties with a sizeable impact are the over

both Rmiss ratios correlated renormalisation and factorisation scale uncertainties with

an impact of 5.9MeV, the detector correction uncertainty (4.4MeV), and the likewise

correlated QCD multijet (3.2MeV) and Emiss
T (2.4MeV) uncertainties which are both

related to the numerator of the ratio. These six uncertainties yield a total impact of

12.2MeV if they are added in quadrature. They are responsible for about 95% of the

total impact on the ΓZ(inv) measurement. A complete list with the impact of every

considered uncertainty source is presented in Table 11.2 where the impact on ΓZ(inv)

for every uncertainty component not explicitly mentioned is below 2MeV or 0.4%. The

total impact is derived by adding the individual sources in quadrature and is found to

be 12.9MeV which is slightly larger than the 12.4MeV systematic uncertainty obtained

from the fit. It is important to note that they are not expected to match each other and

the total impact is in general larger than the combined systematic uncertainty.

11.3 Discussion of the ΓZ(inv) Result

The precision of the presented measurement of ΓZ(inv) is mostly limited by systematic

uncertainties which are mainly dominated by the lepton efficiency uncertainties from

the denominators of the Rmiss ratios. The overall precision of 13MeV represents the

single most precise direct measurement of the invisible width of the Z boson with a

relative uncertainty corresponding to 2.5%. Figure 11.4 shows this result which is about

20% more precise than the LEP combination of the direct measurements and the result

from the CMS experiment. The result derived in this analysis (denoted as ATLAS) is

compared to the direct measurements of L3, OPAL, ALPEH, their LEP combination as

well as the second measurement performed at the LHC by CMS. The indirect measure-

ment obtained from the lineshape measurements of the visible widths at LEP assuming
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11 Particle Level Results and ΓZ(inv) Extraction

Systematic Uncertainty Impact on ΓZ(inv) in [MeV] in [%]

Muon efficiency 7.4 1.5
Renormalisation & factorisation scales 5.9 1.2
Electron efficiency 4.9 1.0
Detector correction 4.4 0.9
QCD multijet 3.2 0.6
Emiss

T 2.4 0.5
Z(→ µµ)+jets lepton fake estimate 1.9 0.4
Jet energy resolution 1.6 0.3
W (→ ℓν)+jets normalisation 1.5 0.3
Pile-up reweighting 1.5 0.3
Non-collision background estimate 1.3 0.3
Jet energy scale 1.3 0.3
γ∗-correction 1.0 0.2
Z(→ ee)+jets lepton fake estimate 1.0 0.2
Luminosity 1.0 0.2
Parton distribution functions + αs 0.7 0.1
ΓZ(ℓ

+ℓ−) [1, 6] 0.5 0.1
Tau energy scale 0.4 0.1
Muon momentum scale 0.3 0.1
W (→ ℓν)+jets lepton fake estimate 0.3 0.1
(Forward) jet vertex tagging 0.2 < 0.1
Top subtraction scheme 0.2 < 0.1
Electron energy scale 0.1 < 0.1

Systematic 12 2.4
Statistical 2 0.4
Total 13 2.5

Table 11.2: The impact on ΓZ(inv) of the different sources of systematic uncertainties. The
total uncertainty is not expected to match the quadratic sum of the individual impacts of the
uncertainties.

lepton universality is also shown in this summary plot. The precision of this indirect

measurement remains with 499.0± 1.5MeV [6] about one order of magnitude more pre-

cise than the direct measurements. The SM prediction which includes O(α4
s) and O(α2)

corrections of 501.445± 0.047MeV [1] is also presented. The stated uncertainty on the

prediction is mainly impacted by the precision with which the Higgs and top quark

masses are measured.

The direct LEP and LHC ΓZ(inv) measurements are all in good agreement with each

other within their respective uncertainties and are compatible with both the indirect
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350 400 450 500 550 600(inv) [MeV]ZΓ

LEP Lineshape
L3
OPAL
ALEPH
LEP Combination
CMS
ATLAS

 1.5 MeV±499.0 

 17 MeV±498 

 31 MeV±539 

 48 MeV±450 

 16 MeV±503 
 16 MeV±523 

 13 MeV±506 

Total Syst. SM-1=13 TeV, 37 fbs

Figure 11.4: Direct measurements of ΓZ(inv) by the L3, OPAL and ALEPH experiments at LEP
and their combination, and by the CMS experiment at the LHC are presented together with the
ATLAS result derived in this analysis. The total uncertainties are shown as the black error bars
and the systematic uncertainties are represented by the blue bands. For the LEP combination,
only the total uncertainty is displayed. The indirect measurement obtained from the lineshape
fits to the data of the four LEP experiments and also states only its total uncertainty. The SM
prediction from electroweak precision calculations is shown as the red solid line.

LEP result as well as with the SM prediction. This constitutes an important consistency

check as any deviation from the SM prediction could indicate a sign of new physics and

disagreements between the direct and the indirect ΓZ(inv) results can provide valuable

information on the underlying nature of such a potential source.

The obtained result is consistent with the SM and therefore provides no indication of

physics beyond the SM influencing the Z boson invisible width. The measured value of

R̂miss is hence interpreted in terms of the number of light neutrino families Nν . The SM

prediction of the ratio of the partial decay widths of the Z boson in a pair of neutrinos

or charged leptons is more precisely known as the individual widths. Assuming SM cou-

plings and a single neutrino generation this gives (ΓννZ /Γ
ℓℓ
Z )SM = 1.99060± 0.00021 [44].

Comparing this prediction to the extracted R̂miss ratio yields Nν = 3.029± 0.075 which

is in excellent agreement with the SM expectation of three neutrino families.
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The electroweak sector of the Standard Model is very well understood and highly pre-

dictive, as its entire structure is determined by only a few parameters in contrast to a

large number of observables able to test it. One key observable is the invisible width of

the Z boson, ΓZ(inv), which allows the determination of the number of light neutrino

generations.

In the presented analysis, the ΓZ(inv) is determined via ratio measurements of Z boson

decays into either pairs of neutrinos or first and second generation charged lepton pairs

in association with at least one highly energetic jet using 37 fb−1 of proton-proton col-

lisions at 13TeV collected by the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider. The

Z boson decays into neutrinos cannot be directly measured as neutrinos typically do

not interact with the detector. The momentum imbalance in the transverse plane, the

missing transverse momentum, is used as a proxy to measure the pT of the neutrino pair

for the Z → νν+ jets process, which forms the numerator in both ratios. A common

observable, pT,Z , is obtained by the vector sum of the transverse momenta of the charged

leptons and Emiss
T in the two Z → ℓℓ+ jets processes. These form the denominators of

the two independent Rmiss ratios in the electron and in the muon channel. Dedicated

event selection criteria are put in place to efficiently select these three processes.

Nevertheless, several background processes are able to pass these event selections.

They are either modelled by Monte Carlo simulations, if their contributions are small, or

determined via various data-driven methods which utilise information from both the data

and the MC simulations to derive robust background estimates. A correct description

of the background and signal processes is evaluated by comparing them to the measured

spectra as a function of pT,Z . A good agreement within the statistical and systematic

uncertainties in the three signal regions is observed. This justifies the subtraction of

the background events from the data to construct the two Rmiss ratios, which are pT,Z

dependent.

The Z → νν+ jets and Z → ℓℓ+ jets signal regions must be in a common phase space

to eliminate this dependence. The limited angular acceptance of the ATLAS detector

and the finite reconstruction efficiencies for the charged lepton pairs are the main factors

which make a detector correction necessary. The measured Rmiss spectra are transferred
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to the particle level by the application of correction factors derived in MC simulations.

As a result of the detector correction Rmiss
ee and Rmiss

µµ are constant as a function of pT,Z

and their best estimator, R̂miss, is extracted via a χ2 minimisation.

The invisible width of the Z boson is finally obtained from a combination of ΓZ(ℓℓ)

measured at LEP with R̂miss determined in the presented analysis:

ΓZ(inv) = 506± 2 (stat.)± 12 (syst.) MeV ,

where the result is systematically limited by the efficiency uncertainties of the charged

leptons. This measurement of ΓZ(inv) is in excellent agreement with the Standard Model

prediction and also with previous measurements performed at LEP and the LHC. This

result represents the to date single most precise measurement of this parameter based

on Emiss
T in the final state. The agreement with the SM leaves only a limited space for

new physics contributions in this channel and justifies the interpretation in terms of the

number of light neutrino generations, which is found to be Nν = 3.029± 0.075.
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